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BY PlTOFSKY Chairman:
INTRODUCTION.

Boiled down to essentials , this case is about how Toys " R" Us
TRU" ), the largest toy retailer in the United States , responded to a new
type of competition in toy retailing posed by wholesale clubs (" clubs ), an
innovative class of discount retailers. Instead of meeting this new
competition in the market place , TRU communicated with all the toy
'" Note:

( J

indicates

in camera

information has been redacted.

'"
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manufacturers that supplied both TRU and the clubs , and induced many
suppliers to agree -- with TRU and each other -- either that they wouJd not

sell to the clubs at all , or more usually that they would sell on
disadvantageous terms and conditions. TRU's goal was to prevent
consumers from comparing the price and quality of products in the clubs
to the price and quality of the same toys displayed and sold at TRU , and
thereby to reduce the effectiveness of the clubs as competitors.
We find that TRU's conduct violates Section 5 of the FTC Act
doing so , we do not intrude on the right ofa trader
unilaterally
to announce
terms on which it will deal with suppliers , even if those terms disadvantage
a rival. That is a company s long-recognized right under
United States
Colgate
Co. 250 U. S. 300 (1919), reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in
1984 in
Monsanto Co.
v. Spray- Rite Servs. Co. 465 U. S. 752 (1984). What
a firm cannot do is (1) agree with each of its suppliers not to sell or to sell
on discriminatory terms to particular objectionable rivals , and (2) organize
a boycott of suppliers to put its rivals at a disadvantage. A finding of
illegality is amply justified here. First , TRU's purpose was to eliminate a
form of competition that many consumers prefer; second , TR U and the toy
manufacturers both had " dominant" market power; and third , the effect was
harmful to competition and consumers.
TRU' s

principal defense is that it provided valuable services to

consumers that the clubs did not provide , and that it was only by saving on
those services that the clubs could unfairly underprice TRU. The problems
with that explanation , the so-called " free-rider defense " are many: (I)
TRU's claimed services are not the type on which a " free-rider " defense is

typically based; (2) TRU was compensated fully or in large part by toy
manufacturers for all significant services it provided; and (3) TRU presents
no evidence , beyond speculation , that the clubs no- fiills " approach did or
would drive valuable services out of the market place -- an essential
element of the " free-rider defense.
If a large toy retailer can engage in the actions pursued by TRU , then
any large retailer in any sector of retailing could do the same , foreclosing
competition in what has been over the years the highly competitive , open
and efficient retailing sector of the United States economy. Indeed , a
remarkable irony of this case is that if the law were as TRU contends -- if
a large incumbent or group of incumbent

encumber a new or innovative entrant' s

retailers could cut off or

source of supply by exercising

market power against suppliers -- then TRU , itself an innovative marketer
resented by larger and less dynamic incumbents a generation ago , could
have been denied an opportunity to compete on the merits and win in the
market place.
I 15 U.
C. 9 45.

g.,

. =
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I. DISCUSSION OF FACT.

A. The Toy Industry.
Hundreds of companies around the world make thousands of different
toys. Overall concentration among toy manufacturers is low: the top ten
firms in 1993 produced about half of the industry s output. RX 215
at 4 Smaller firms come and go , while the big toy makers , such as Mattei
and Hasbro , introduce many new products every year. Toy manufacturing
is a fashion industry, driven by hit products , and characterized by rapid

change among the top-selling toys. Toy sales are seasonal ,

with the

industry s production schedule geared toward the year-end , holiday season.
New products are introduced at the industry s annual " Toy Fair '" in
February and are promoted over the course of the year in anticipation of the
fourth quarter , when 60% of yearly toy sales occur. RX 877 (Carlton) at 19;
RX l43- G; RX 621Toys are highly differentiated products. As a result , not all toy products
are good substitutes for one another. lDF 12. A child whose dcarest wish
is to own a G. !. Joe or Barbie doll is unlikely to be satisfied by the latest
Parker Brothers board game. Thus , while all the toy companies compete
with each other to a considerable extent , competition is most intense

between and among companies offering products that are close substitutes
for one another. For example , many MatteI products compete with Hasbro
toys; Little Tikes ' closest rival is Today s Kids , another maker of large
plastic toys; and Fisher Price is a close rival of Has bra s Playskool division.
Most toy manufacturers ' revenue is generated by a handful of top40. A successful product can turn a small
selling items. RX 877 (Carlton)
company into an overnight success , but a few large firms lead industry sales
year in and year out. Hasbro and Mattei are the largest toy manufacturers

each selling in recent years four times as many toys as the next largest
2 The following abbreviations are used in citations to the record:

ex
RX

if applicable;
= Complaint Counsel's Exhibit , referenced by number and by page
Respondent s Exhibit , referenced by number and by page ifappJicable;
References to the trial transcript are made using witness name, page , and lines (Goddu 6681/15- 21);
References to investigational hearing or deposition transcripts included in the trial record as exhibits
are made using exhibit number , the witnesses ' name , and transcript page and lines (CX 1658 (Goddu)
at 271123-- 27222);

References to expert direct testimony, which was presented in written form and admitted into the record
as exhibits , are made using the exhibit number , expert s name and relevant page , paragraph , or exhibit
54;
CX 1822 (Scherer)
RPFF
Respondent s Proposed Findings of Fact , referenced by finding number;
= Initial Decision Findings , referenced by finding number;
App. Br. = TRU's Appeal Brief; Answering Br. = Complaint Counsel's Brief;
Reply Br. = TRU's Reply Brief.

IDF

3 Toy Fair is an annual event at which toy manufacturers and distributors gather in New York
City. New toys are introduced , and many purchase orders are placed. TRU , the clubs ,
toy manufacturers discussed in this opinion attend Toy Fair.

and all of
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traditional toy' makers. RX 877 (Carlton) Ex. 4. Little Tikes and Tyco
(before it was acquired by MatteI in 1997) occupied spots three and four.
These top firms purchase by far the most television toy advertising. CX
53.

1822 (Scherer)

The charts below list the 1993 market shares of the top ten
manufacturers of all traditional toys and the top fifteen makers of all toys
including video games , as calculated by the NPD Group. 5 Where available
1992 , 1994 and 1995 shares have also been listed. The NPD Group
estimates are consistently lower than other market share estimates in the
record By any measure , the total market share of just the top four
manufacturers of traditional toys falls roughly between 34 and 45%.
ALL TRADITIONAL TOYS

Manufacturer
Hasbro
Mattei

1995
11.8%
15.

1994

1993

1992

12.
14.

16.
10.

14.

Fisher Price

Tyco
Little Tikes
Lego
Playmates

1.9

1.8

1.0

Hallmark (Binney & Smith)

1.2

Tiger Electronics

Ertl

1.8
1.6
1.4

1.0

1.4
1.2
1.0

ALL TOYS INCLUDING VIDEO GA:vES
Manufacturer
Hasbro
:vattel
Sega
Nintendo

1995

1994

1993

10.
13.

10.
12.

12.

1992
11.6%

8.4
7.4

Fisher Price

4 Traditional
largest manufacturers

recent years ,

toys means all toys except fOf video games. Sega and !\intendo , which are the
of video games , havc been the nation s third and fourth largest toy companies in

each selling about half as

much as Hasbro or MatteI. RX 877 (Carlton) Ex. 2.

The NPD Group, an industry consultant , keeps separate market share statistics for
of traditionaltoys, excluding video games , and for all toys , including video games. Both
parties ' expert economists relied on NPD data.

manufacturers

6 Mattei estimated its 1994 share

of traditionaltoys at 18% , and its and Hasbro s combined share
at 35%. ex 1669- C. This compares to the NPD Group s calcuJation ofa share of
14. 8% for MatteI and 12. 9% for Hasbro. The NPD' s broad product market may include products Mattei
does not deem relevant competition.
of traditional toys

7 VTech and loday

s Kids are two other toy manufacturers discussed in this opinion. Neither
was among the top fifteen finns in the all toys market in 1993. 1n recent years , each has accounted for
about I to 1.5%

of the

all toys market. ex 1230.

8 Fisher Price was acquired by Matte! in 1993.
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7 2.2.4
9 3.
2.4
2.
6
1.
5 1.
1. 2.
(no data) 0.

1.6
1.4
1.2

1.6
1.0
1.6
(no data) 0. 8 1.

1.9

(no data) (no data) 0.

1.2

1.
1.

1.0

Sources: RX 215; RX 877 (Carlton) Ex. 2; RX 621 at 8; ex 1230 at I , J , K.
B. Toy Retailing.

The development of category- killers -- national chains of large
specialized , discount stores -- is one of several waves of retail innovation
that have swept this country (and much of the world) since the Second
World War. Charles Lazarus , the founder of TRU , entered the toy retail
business in 1948; he opened the first store bearing the name Toys " R" Us
in 1954; his emerging chain included 50 stores by 1974 , at which point
TRU quickly grew into a national chain. CX 1830 (Scherer)' 14. Today,
TRU operates about 650 United States stores and roughly 300 stores in
other countries. rDF 2. Recently, Wal- Mart and other " hypermarket" chains

-- meaning large discounters that stock an extremely broad array of
products -- have challenged older discount chains like TRU by offering
lower prices across their many lines of products , including toys , through
effcient purchasing, distribution and in-store operations.
TRU offers an assortment of about 1 1 000 individual toy items
throughout the year. No other toy retailer carries as many toys. Amerman
3625/8- 9; Goldstein 8110/4- 8; Reinebach 8674/4- 5. TRU stores are
typically 45 000 square feet (similar in size to a large food supermarket),
and are located primarily in the suburbs outside major metropolitan areas.
Goddu 6973/J 1- 13. TRU rose to its current position as the largest toy
retailer in the United States in part by offering a larger selection of toys
than any other retailer at the lowest prices. Like a food supermarket , these
toy supermarkets " employ few salespeople and offer few services;
consumers are assumed to know what they want. CX 1822 (Scherer)

Goldstein 8242/J 8- 8243/J. Thomas Kalinske , who has held management
positions at MatteI and Sega , tcstified that he once reminded Charles

Lazarus that , when TRU first started to succeed

most of the existing toy

trade ... hated the fact that companies like MatteI were supporting him " and
felt that MatteI " shouldn t sell to Toys " R" Us , because they were cutting
prices too mueh . . . . " Kalinske 2516. TRU was , at this point in its history,

able to distinguish itself from other toy outlets through lower prices and
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wider selection. Today, TRU still strives to offer competitive prices , but it
is TRU's broad range of toys that gives it a distinct competitive advantage.

1. TRU is a very large buyer and seller of toys
in the United States and the world.
TRU sells about 20% of all the toys sold in the United States , counting
areas where it does not have stores. RX 877 (Carlton)
13. TRU calculates

that its average share of toy sales in the geographic regions within a 30
minute drive ofa TRU store is 32%. CX 1822 (Scherer)
27c (discussing
TRU 312284- 287). In many major metropolitan areas , TRU' s share is
significantly higher: a June 21 , 1990 study by TRU estimated local market
shares of between 35 and 49% in 18 metropolitan areas; and , in eight other
cities plus Puerto Rico , TRU' s share was equal to or greater than 50%.
Among the cities in which TRU' s share exceeds 40% are some of the
largest urban areas in the United States, including Los Angeles , Chicago
and New York. Complaint Counsel' s expert economist testified that the
appropriate antitrust market is likely to be smaller than the entire
metropolitan area in many large cities , so TRU' s estimates may actually

understate its market power with respect to sales to consumers in these
24.

areas. CX 1822 (Scherer)

TRU buys about 30% or more of the large , traditional toy companies
total output , and is usually their most important customer. 1O As the ALJ
found , toy manufacturers would have great difficulty replacing TRU. IDF
433. A Tiger Electronics Vice President of Sales wrote in 1994 that he was
worried about his company s future business because of " TRU dictating to
Tiger and becoming even a bigger percentage of our business.... " CX 8 I 3.

Even the very largest traditional toy manufacturers , which were the most
important ofTRU's suppliers , felt a regrettable but growing dependence on
TRU. Hasbro was worried about " increasingly powerful retailers. " IDF 444
(citing CX l36- G). A Hasbro executive testified that Hasbro could not find
other retailers to replace TRU. Owen 1151/3- 10. MatteI's CEO eXplained
9 TRU'

scstimate of its share fell between 35 and 49% in these cities: Bakersfield , California
45.4 7%; Bowling Grecn , Kentucky 36. 59%; Chicago , Winois 41. 98%; Detroit , Michigan 44.40%;
Elmira , New York 48. 78%; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 36. 21%; Hartford , Connecticut 35. 01%; Los
Angeles , Califomia 41.01%; Lubbock , Texas 35. 31 %; New York , New York 43. 88%; Philadelphia
Pennsylvania 39. 57%; Reno , Nevada 41.84%; Richmond , Virginia 35. 09%; Sacramento , California
48. 28%; San Diego, California 44. 74%; San Francisco , California 46.41 %; Washington , D. C. 43. 35%;
Youngstown , Ohio 35. 55%.
In these cities TRU estimates its share exceeded 50%: Gainesvile , Florida 55. 58%; Lafayette
Indiana 75. 90%; Las Vegas , Nevada 53. 85%; Lima , Ohio 88.47%; Miami , Florida 54. 27%; Peoria
Illinois 53. 64%; Salisbury, Mary!and 51.48%; Utica , New York 54. 15%. TRU also estimated its share
of toy sales in Puerto Rico at 50%.

See

ex J 577.

10 The electronic toy makers, like Sega and Nintendo

, which have other retail outlets including
computer game stores , are an exception to the statement that TRC is invariably the most important
outlet.
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that " (TRUJ is 30 percent of our business , so that would be a very big
number to put (in Jto other accounts that are already committed to what they
(feelJ is correct... " Amerman 361 8. Even TRU recognized the large degree

to which its suppliers had become dependent upon TRU. In a speech
delivered in preparation for the 1990 Toy Fair , a TRU executive explained:
The key to increased profitability (for TRU's suppliersJ in the 90' s will be

doing more business with Toys R Us since most of the expansion in the toy
industry, at retail , will be taking place in Toys R Us stores in the U. S. and
throughout the world. " CX 1650-

2. Retail prices of toys vary widely in different retail channels.
Retail margins enjoyed by different types of retailers vary widely.
Department stores and other " traditional" toy stores sell toys for about 40%
to 50% above their cost. TRU' s average margins are close to 30% above
cost , but there is significant variation across the range of products sold.
Wal- Mart and the other similar discounters , such as K- Mart and Target
mark-up toys and other products by about 22% over cost. IDF 6; CX 1822
(Scherer)
, 7. The clubs sell at mark-ups as low as 9% at Costco and as
high as 14% , the highest margin at Pace. IDF 38. As a group, the clubs sell

product at average gross margins -- the difference between the cost of
merchandise and its selling price -- of between 9 and 12%. IDF 16.
Wal- Mart is generally acknowledged as the price leader among
discount retailers of toys. Wal- Mart carries an inventory of between 3 000
to 4 000 toys (about a third as many as TRU), and as a rule Wal- Mart and
similar discounters tend to carr the newer and more popular toy products.
Although TRU does not always match Wal- Mart prices , it does sell items
also available at Wal- Mart and the other discount chains at mark-ups lower
than its average margin. CX 1822 (Scherer)
, 20. Maintaining a low
price image " is important to TRU. IDF 40. As one TRU document

declared: " We are constantly aware of competitive pricing and are truly

scared of being beaten. " CX 1034Products sold
only
by TRU (and not by other discounters) are sold at
significantly higher margins. On these items , TRU' s only competition is
traditional retailers , which sell at margins of 40 to 50%. IDF 6. TRU
commonly sells these products at mark-ups as high as 39%. Even
accounting for diffcrences in sales volume , TRU makes the most money
from the 4 000 moderately popular products in the middle of the line of
about 11 000 items that it eurrently carries. CX 1822 (Scherer)
, 20.
This is a key fact about TRU' s business strategy. TRU offers competitive
II

A 1992 comparison by TRU of prices for 115 identical items showed that the Wa!- Mart price
was lower than that at TRU for 6 I items, higher for another 24 and the same on 30 others. Other studies
show that Wal- Mart prices are between
and 8% lower than TRU prices for identical goods. ex! 822C (Scherer)
7 (discussing TRU 006689- 92).
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prices on the top-selling 100 to 500 products to attract customers to its
stores , who then often purchase additional , less popular toy products that
sell for higher prices relative to costs.
Id.
While these top selling products
are not " loss leaders " they sell on much thinner margins at prices only
slightly higher than Wal- Mart s. Id.
Although TRU's general price structure is consistent across the country,
TRU varies the prices charged for some toy products to meet local
competition. TRU creates so-called " price version charts " to estimate the

degree of competition in a particular region. Goddu 6555/19 - 6558/5.
These geographic areas , which TRU calls Areas of Dominant Influence
("AD Is ) correspond roughly to newspaper circulation areas , because TRU
uses the ADIs to determine the prices it advertises in local newspapers.
Goddu 6556/6- 23. There are about 200 ADis for the United States.
Id.
992. In adjusting regional prices ,

TRU considers the strength and the

number of the national discounters , such as Target , K- Mart and Wal- Mart
that are in the area as well as regional discounters , such as Hills or Caldors.
Goddu 6527/11- 19. The greater the level of compctition , the lower the
advertised price for promoted toy items. Goddu 6951/19- 22. Since 1996
moreover , individual TRU store managers have been given the authority to
lower the prices charged on specified popular toys to meet the prices of
retailers in their immediate area. Goddu 6942/1- 21.

TRU has continued to profit from its own unique strength of being a
full- line toy discounter by charging greaterretail mark-ups for its broad line
of moderately popular products. Other specialized toy outlets were not able
to profit from this strategy as effectively as TRU. Lionel Leisure and Child
World , two toy discounters similar to TRU , went bankrupt in the early 90'
at which point TRU's principal remaining competition became Wal- Mart
Target , K- Mart , and other general merchandise discounters. Goddu
6517/7- 10.
C.

The Warehouse Clubs.

Warehouse clubs are a recent retail innovation. The first warehouse
club was founded in 1976. By 1992 the warehouse club chains , Sam s Club
Pace , Price Club , Costco , and BJ' , operated about 600 individual club
stores. IDF 17. Subsequent acquisitions have reduced the major club chains
to three: Price/Costco , Sam , and BJ's. Id. In June of 1992 , TRU estimated
that 238 of its 497 then-existing stores in the United States were within five
miles of a club. CX 912- A; IDF 391. Clubs , moreover , were within or near
12 KayBee Toys, a discounter

, is s!ilJ in business hut its market share is less than 5%. RX 877.
000 different toys, significantly fewer than Wal- Mart. RPFF 16. I
Regional discount chains such as Fred Meyer , Caldors , Ames , Hills , Bradlee s, Service Merchandise
and Shapka sell varying amounts of toys within a mix of general merchandise. These small chains have
had less of an effect on retail toy prices than the national chains , which , other than the clubs , generally
(Carlton). Kay Bee carries only 1

offer the lowest retajJ prices.

,"
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the regional ADIs of almost all of TRU's 1992 stores -- 486 of 497.
1823. This is not surprising since ADIs , which are designed to be the same
size as the circulation area of local newspapers , such as the
Los Angeles
Times are often significantly larger than five miles. In other words , ifTRU
lowered its prices on newspaper-advertised toys just in localities defined
by the AD Is to meet club prices , then 97. 8% ofTRU's stores would have
been affected by the adjustment.

Clubs employ a different business model than other discount outlets.
The clubs sell only to members , who pay an annual fee of about $30 for the
opportunity to shop at the club. Sinegal
147/24- 148/17;
Zarkin 4784/1Clubs target consumers who want to buy merchandise at low prices but are
willing to forgo plentiful sales staff or other services. Ingene 9042/16- 22;
Sinegal
149/11- 150/1.

Clubs offer the lowest prices of any retail store. As the President of
PricelCostco testified

(aJlmost invariably our presence in the community
is going to have a tendency to drive prices down. " IDF 38; Sinegal 200/1 012. The clubs are able to offer low prices by reducing operating costs and
increasing the rate of inventory turnover. Club stores are located in areas
where real estate is inexpensive. Club buildings are large (100 000 square
feet or more , about the size of an airplane hangar) and sparsely decorated

typically employing industrial lighting and plain steel shelving. RX 894
(Buzzell) at 13; Ingene
9045/15- 9046/3;
Sinegal
156/23- 157/1.
Clubs are
staffed with few employees. Checkout lanes have a single person operating
the scanner and cash register , and customers pack their own purchases.
Zarkin
4806/24- 4807/16;
RX 894 (Buzzell) at 14- 15.
Another significant area of savings involves the clubs ' techniques for
handling and displaying merchandise. The clubs purchase products packed
on shipping pallets , which can be lifted by forkJifts so that boxes do not
need to be moved individually, and pre-marked with computerized codes
that can be read easily by the scanners at checkout lanes. Sinegal 157/1321; Zarkin 4806/1
4807/3 , 4809/9- 15. To reduce freight costs , vendors
ship goods to centralized distribution centers and these goods typically are
dispatched to individual club stores the same day that they are received.
Zarkin
4809/16- 4810/8.
Merchandise arriving at club stores is delivered
directly to the sales floor and displayed on the pallets on which it was
112- 21; Zarkin
4809/24-4810/6.
This
process eliminates significant labor costs and delay attendant to packing,
shipped by the vendor. Sinegal 157

159/6.

unpacking, marking, and displaying goods on traditional racks and
shelving. Sinegal

157/22-

The first club stores sold only to small business customers , such as
restaurants , but by the latc 1980s , sales to individuals had become common.
RX 894 (Buzzell) at 8- 9. While thc mix of business and individual

members varies among the warehouse club chains ,

Zarkin 4791/15-

, "
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4792/17 , by 1992 individual customers accounted for at least half of all
club sales. CX l78- C; CX 96- D. As the clubs attracted more individual
customers , they began to carr a wider variety of products and compete
207/25- 20811 I; Zarkin
with a larger range of retail outlets. Sinegal
4789/22- 24. In addition to toys , the clubs carr food products , electronics
appliances jewelry, cameras , video and audio recordings, books , hardware
housewares , sporting goods , automotive parts , offce supplies , health and

beauty aids ,

apparel ,

14711

and seasonal goods. Sinegal

2 I; Zarkin

4789/1 I - 15. Although some manufacturers have restricted the merchandise
they offer to clubs , or refused to sell to clubs at all , these suppJiers , as the
ALJ found , usually " choose not to distribute in any discount or mass
merchant channel , not merely warehouse clubs. " IDF 25.
The clubs seek to offer name- brand merchandise. As one warehouse
club executive put it generally speaking, by selling a branded product at
a great price , that equals the best value. " Zarkin 4797/15- I 6. Clubs also
utilize an inventory strategy whereby the mix of non- food products changes
regularly. Zarkin 4788/18- 4791/14 , 4794/1- 18. This creates a " treasure
hunt" atmosphere , meaning that customers can visit the same store often
and always search out new bargain products. Sinegal 151/4- 152/13. The
BJ's club , for example , stocked between 50 and 150 toy items at any time
but over a full year earried 300 different toy items. IDF 32; Hilson 4417/234419/11. Costco carried 100 toy items at Christmas and as few as 15 at
other times , but still offered its customers a total of 400 different toys over

the whole year. Moen 6 I 5/5- 6 I 6/20.

D. Toy Sales at the

Clubs.

Since at least the end of the 1980s , toys have been a part of club
offerings. Clubs sell toys at the same margins that they sell other products.

The clubs attend the annual Toy Fair and other industry events ,

and

generally place their orders between March and May for delivery in August
or September. IDF 33. This is consistent with the practice ofWal- Mart and
the other general merchandise , discount chains. IDF 487.
During the late 1980s and early 1990s , warehouse clubs could select
and purchase from the toy manufacturers ' full array of products. Clubs
bought both the ordinary merchandise that was sold to all classes of
retailers and customized products that were specially designed for the club
class of trade. IDF 34; Halverson 357/3- 359/12; Moen 606/8- 22.

Warehouse clubs sometimes worked with toy manufacturers to develop
certain specially- packaged products that were intended to meet the clubs

business objectives of offering unique products that consumers wanted and
recognized as valuable. For example , warehouse clubs purchased
combination (or " combo ) packs containing multiple inexpensive toys , such

as Matchbox or Hot Wheels cars , Moen 606/23- 608/22; Halverson 358/2-
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, or complementary products , such as a radio-controlled car with a

battery. IDF 34; Hilson 4575/1 1- 20.
The All found , however , that clubs did not always , or even usually,

prefer combo packs. IDF 35. Costco s toy buyer testified that regular
products were generally preferable to combo packs because combo packs
could make it difficult for consumers to compare the club' s offerings to
those sold by other retailers. Moen 608/9- 22. The buyer for BJ's , the
warehouse club with the most extensive toy selection , testified that club
customers generally resisted purchasing toys in combo packs. Such packs

could be perceived as designed to force the customer to buy a second
unwanted product in order to obtain the one the customer s child wanted.
Hilson 4573/1 5- 4575/7.

Pace s toy buyer also felt that combo packs needed

to contain obvious , extra value to generate demand among club shoppers.
Until roughly 1991 , only 15- 20% of Pace s toy selection was combo packs.
Halverson 358/19- 359/21.

Sam s carried the least extensive inventory of toys of the major
warehouse clubs , reflecting Sam s unique business strategy among the
clubs. Jette 996/2- 997/22. Instead of demonstrating value by offering wellknown , branded products at lower prices , Sam s targeted higher- income

customers with products that were different from those available through
other discount channels. As a result , Sam s sold larger quantities of
combination packs than the other clubs. Jette 998/22- I 00 1/7. Even at Sam

however , 50 to 60% of the toy items offered were regular line products
rather than combo packs. Jette 1001/18- 1002/13.

Like all large retailers , clubs attempted to purchase toy items that they
believed would sell well. Hilson 4580/14- 23; Jette 1003/2- 20. As the All
found , however , the clubs did not carr primarily best-sellers , even before
TRU implemented its policy. Of the 3 10 toy products sold by clubs in 1991

only 11% were among the top 100 selling products and only 27% were
among the top 500. IDF 37; Ingene 9078- 79/20. The All also found that
in deciding whether products are likely to sell well , club toy buyers relied
on their own assessments of a-product s eharacteristics , the strength of the
product brand , and the manufacturer s planned advertising in support of the
product. IDF 36; Halverson 352/4- 353/18; Hilson 4581/4-4582/13; Jette
1003/12- 1004/1 6. Warehouse club toy buyers testified that they typically
did not make product selections based on other retailers ' advertising plans
or sales experience , since information on such matters , if available to them
at all , was not available at the time they made their own purchasing
decisions. Hilson 4582/1 4- 21;

Halverson 354/5- 19;

Jette 1004/1 7- 23.

The effect of preventing the clubs from selling products identical to
infra.
those carried by TRU will be discussed at pp. 561-

,"
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E. TRU's Club Policy.
By 1989 ,

TRU senior executives were concerned that the clubs

presented a threat to TRU's low- price image and its profits. IDF 52. TRU
knew that consumers form opinions about a store s relative prices based on
a few visible items. TRU referred to these products as "price image " or
price sensitive " items. IDF 43; CX 1077. As discussed , TRU had already
lowered the prices of these popular items to meet Wal- Mart s challenge , but
the clubs ' marketing strategies threatened to bring prices even lower.
Contemporary analysis in the late 1980s predicted that the clubs would
continue to grow at an accelerated rate. According to a May 1989 analysis
prepared by Goldman , Sachs that was found in TRU's files:
(WJe continue to regard the warehouse club industry s prospects as quite bright
.... (Price Company sj skills as a merchant and an operator are unsurpassed .... (WJe
of value
and merchandise excitement offered by
also believe that the combination
warehouse clubs is simply being discovered by more and more shoppers (indeed
we think the incremental business being garnered by warehouse clubs is coming
largely from retail , as opposed to wholesale , customers , one of the principal themes
ofthis report) ... Over the past year , we have perceived an unmistakable tilt in the

warehouse club business toward the retail component of the business ... We
much further to go , and the tilt
to retail simply means that warehouse clubs are becoming an increasingly important
competitive factor for traditional retailers in nearly every merchandise category.

continue to believe that this retailing revolution has

CX 1632 Co R (emphasis in original). Similarly, McKinsey & Company

estimated for the Food Marketing Institute in 1992 that the number of
warehouse clubs would grow from 450 in 1991 to 950 over the following
ten years. CX l743- J. The Allen Levis consulting firm estimated in 1992
that the number of warehouse club stores would grow from 425 in 1990 to
875 in 1995 ,

with warehouse club sales rising fiom $24 billion to $77
billion. CX l78In 1989 , TRU executives , including Chairman Lazarus , Vice- Chairman
Goldstein , and President of Merchandising Goddu , began to formulate a

response to club competition. They viewed the clubs '

toy prices as

predatory. " IDF 47; CX 1658
shops ,,13 of clubs other than Sam , TRU learned that the clubs carried
approximately 120- 240 items in competition with TRU , priced as much as
25 to 30% below TRU' s prices for the same items. IDF 48. According to
TRU President Nakasone , the difference was " embarrassing. " CX 1661
TRU feared that clubs would surpass even Wal(Nakasone) at 35/3(Goddu) at 351/23- 352/1. Based on

13 Here

shops " and " shopping " refer to a market research technique whereby a researcher visits
the clubs and gathers information about their toy inventory and prices.
Asked whether the clubs could hurt TRU , Lazarus testified:

A: Sure they could hurt us. Yeah.
Q: How so?

. ..
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Mart as the downward price leader in the toy retail business. IDF 51 , 53;
Goddu 6615- I 6/12 (" (W)e were concerned that in the eyes of the customer

(the clubs) would be recognized as being a price leader .... ). As the All
found , TRU also predicted that the clubs would sell 6 to 8% of the retail
toys in the United States by 1997. IDF 54; CX 1070.
In 1989 and 1990 ,

TRU began to discuss clubs with some of its

suppliers , including Mattei , Hasbro , and Fisher Price. TRU made various
general representations about not buying from manufacturers that sold to
clubs. IDF 120 (MatteI), 171 (Hasbro), 218 (Fisher Price). TRU first

attempted to set forth a written policy regarding the clubs in about late
1990. CX 957. The initial plan called for suppliers to treat the clubs and
TRU differently for many different product categories (for example , video
game accessories were only to be sold to clubs in packs of three or more
items , battcries in packs of 24 or more , and candy in packs three to four
Id.
This was quickly abandoned as
times greater than weights TRU sells).
too complicated. IDF 59.
IS
Prior to and
Thereafter , TRU renewed negotiations with its suppliers.
at Toy Fair (February) 1992 , TRU informed manufacturers of a new club
policy. Goddu , who took the lead in negotiations with TRU' s suppliers
drafted the new plan in a document , dated January 29 , 1992 , which
provides:

. No new or promoted product unless entire line is carried.
. All specials and exclusives to be sold to the clubs should be

shown first to

TRU to see ifTRU wants the item.
A: By selling that product for a price that we couldn t afford to sell it at. Simple economics.
Q: Well ,

did the club(sJ sell enough toys that this could affect your -- the price levels?
A: It could affect our reputation for sure. How much they could sell , I don t know.
Q: What do you mean your reputation?
A: OUf reputation for being a low -- being alaw cost seller oftays. Our reputation is the
biggest selection at the lowest prices.
30/14- , 46/20- 47/2.

Lazarus (CX 1660) at

15 During this period -- in 1992 -- TRU acknowledged that club price competition was affecting

its business and took steps to respond. IRU created a complcte listing of stores that competed with
warehouse clubs , specifically noting the number of TRU stores located within a five.mile radius of
warehouse club. CX 912- A. This document was circulated , on June 4 1992 , to TRU' s top offcers
including Chairman Lazarus , CEC Goldstein , President Nakasone , and Goddu. CX 912- A. Also during
1992 , TRU lowered its prices for several high- profile products by as much as 20% to match club prices
and avoid " damaging perhaps (TRU' sJ price image with the customer. " lDF 56. IRU also lowered its
expectations for the performance ofIRU stores that competed directly with a club outlet. IDF 57. TRU
regularly calculates an index rating the level of competition faced by each of its stores. ex 1822
(Scherer)

27b. This index allows TRU to evaluate the performance of its store managers without

unfairly punishing those who operate stores in more competitive areas. Among other things , end- of-theld.
In Dccember of 1992 , TRU
year performance bonuses were based on the competition index.
included clubs located near TRU stores when it calculated its index. ex 1618. IRU eXplained this
decisipn by noting that " lw Jarehouse clubs have been a strong competitive force this season. ld. Clubs
from later competition indices in 1993 -- afterIRC' s club policy was put into effect-were withdrawn
because clubs were then thought to have " no significant. . impact on IRlJ stores. " ex 1058.
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in special packs.

OK providing (sic) TRU is given first opportunity

to buy this product.
. No discussion about prices.

CX 1681. TRU met with each supplier to explain and discuss this policy.
After asserting its club policy, TRU asked each manufacturer individually
what it intended to do. As a result of these discussions , TRU realized this
second iteration of its club policy also wouJd prove difficult to enforce
because , among other reasons , there was confusion about what constituted
a new or promoted product." CX 9I3- C (noting the misunderstanding of
Hasbro s Playskool Division that " less important " items could
be sold to

the clubs).

A prolonged and extensive period of negotiations between TRU and the
toy manufacturers , which is described
infra
pp. 548, followed TRU'
announcement of its club policy. TRU and its key suppliers eventually
worked out a compromise whereby each manufacturer agreed with TRU
that it would sell to the clubs only highly- differentiated products (either
unique , individual items or " combo " packages of two or more toys) that
were not offered to any other outlet including, of course , TRU. The details
often varied from toy manufacturer to toy manufacturer but the core of the
arrangement was consistent. The right to review club products described in
Goddu s written policy (" specials and exclusives to be sold to the clubs
should first be offered to TRU" ) continued to apply.

Through its announced policy and the related agreements discussed
below , TRU sought to eliminate the competitive threat the clubs posed by
denying them merchandise , forcing the clubs ' customers to buy products
they did not want , and frustrating consumers ' ability to make direct price
comparisons of club prices and TRU prices.
The frequency, intensity and duration of negotiations leading to
agreements between TRU and the various manufacturers , and among some
of the manufacturers , was unusual. Set out below is a review of

16 By latc summer of 1992

, the clubs recognized that the toy orders they had placed earlier in

the year were not being filled. In about August of 1992 , CosteD , 81's and Pace sent letters to Mattei
and other toy manufacturers complaining about the claimed " shortages " and threatening litigation. ex
1688 (Pace); ex 1330 (81's); ex 748 (Costeo). Mattei responded by creating a " task forcc to address
the club issue. ex 553- 8; Amerman 3693/6- 13. In its memorandum establishing the task force , Mattei
acknowledged that its " marketing independence was compromised in 1992 by uninvited
communications from Toys R Us. " ex 553- A. In latc December 1992 , MatteI's general counsel
promulgated the formal club policy, which essentially stated the terms of the agreement Mat1el had
entered with TRU earlier in the year
MatteI will offer only differentiated product to the clubs. RX
476; ex 688; Okun 2800/3. 6. MatteI has followed this policy evcr since. IDF 163; Okun

280517- 11;

Hasbro , in June of 1994 , issued a formal written statement that it
would sell only differentiated product to the clubs. ex 243. This too merely stated the policy Hasbro
had already adopted and followed for a year. The policy statement is dated after Hasbro received the
Federal Trade Commission s letter of February 7 , 1994 , requesting documents for the investigation of
this case. IDF 213; Vcrrecchia 1620/3- 1622/14.
Barad 7917/22- 7918/16. Likewise ,
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negotiations and agreements between TRU and its principal suppliers , and
then of negotiations and agreements among the principal suppliers.
F. Evidence of Vertical Agreement.

There is direct evidence that TRU reached agreements with at least ten
By the end of 1993 , all of the big, traditional toy
toy manufacturers.
companies were selling to the clubs only on discriminatory terms that did
not apply to any other class of retailers. This discriminatory policy was
TRU's goal , obtained through extend-ed and often heated negotiations with
each of its suppliers. TRU began this process with MatteI and other large
suppliers , whose agreement was most critical to the plan s success. Having
obtained an initial commitment fiom these companies , TRU turned to the
smaller toy companies , which also adopted the requested policy. After the
agreements were reached , TRU supervised and enforced each toy
company s compliance with its commitment.
For ease of exposition , we have organized the evidence of vertical
agreement into four categories , which proceed in roughly chronological
order. First , TRU asked for and received an initial verbal commitment from
its suppliers; second , at TRU's request , many suppliers presented proposed
club products to TRU for its prior approval , or otherwise negotiated with
TRU about the appearance or content of club offerings; third , TRU engaged
in extended negotiations with its suppliers over compliance with the club
policy and often reached new points of agreement with them as the policy
was implemented; and fourth , testimony and industry documents contain
17 The ten manufacturers are Mattei
, Hasbro , Fisher Price , Tyeo , Little Tikes , Today s Kids
Tiger Electronics , VTech , Binney & Smith and Sega. While the AU found that fourteen toy companies
entered vertical agreements with TRU; we find that there is clear and direct evidence of agreement with
respect to the ten above. Jjsted companies. In the case of Sega, although TRU did not obtain aU the
concessions it sought from that supplier , the evidence shows that Sega promised to restrict sales to the
clubs in the same manner as the other toy suppliers and then substantially complied with its word.
754 (letter from CEO ofSega to Chairman Lazarus promising not to sell new games to the club Sam s).
Little Tikes ' compliance with its commitment to TRU was fitful as a result of the ongoing disagreement
between TRU and Little Tikes ' parent company. But Little Tikes did restrict club sales after and as a
result of detailed negotiations with TRU. IDF 277.
The only evidence of vertical agreements between TRU and Lego , Just Toys and New Bright
firms that the All found had entered into agreements with TRU , is testimony that the companies were
being " strong- anned" or pressured by TRU. IDF 331 (Lego) 359 , (Just Toys), 362 (!\' ew Bright). The
details of the communications between TRU and these companies are not developed in the record. Lego

and New Bright restricted club sales for only one year. In view of the extremely strong pattern of
evidence in the record showing that TRU aggressively sought agreements from its suppliers , the AU
concluded that TRU reached agreements with these suppliers too. While this finding is reasonable , it
is not necessary to resolve this case. We therefore decline to find that agreements were reached with
specific companies without some more direct evidence of agreement.
As this factual discussion iJlustrates, there is also evidence that Hufty entered an agreement with
TRU. Huffy, however , is a manufacturer of bicycles and other sports equipment , and may not be part
of the relevant product market. Some evidence with respect to Hufty is included in our discussion
primarily to illustrate TRU's pattern of conduct.
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many examples of promissory language , indicating that the toy suppliers

and TRU believed that they were bound by their commitments to one
we use the tenn " commitment" to mean a
forward- looking statement about or guaranty of future conduct similar to
a promise. Commitments are most easily distinguished from mere
statements of fact when , as here , they are made by parties negotiating a
another.

In

our discussion ,

change in their course of conduct.

1. TRU sought and received initial verbal commitments from its suppliers.

TRU met individually with each of its suppliers to explain its policy.

It did not simply state that policy, but asked the suppliers for express
assurances that the supplier understood the proposal and agreed to go
along. Goddu explained that this was TRU' s

purpose in the discussions

with its suppliers that occurred during late 1991 and 1992:
Q: But did you want (the toy manufacturers), did you want to find out what their
intentions were with respect to selling to the clubs?
A: Absolutely.

Q: And did you directly or indirectly ask them that to find out?
A: Yes.

CX 1657 (Goddu) at 130. Goddu also asked TRU' s suppliers to tell TRU in
advance about any items they planned to sell to the clubs:

A: (WJhat we tried to communicate was please tell us which items you plan on
selling to the clubs.
Q: And when you asked them that , did any of the manufacturers say they would?
A: Oh

, absolutely.

CX 1657 (Goddu) at 209. The All credited Goddu s explanation that TRU
wanted this commitment in advance to avoid misunderstandings. IDF 63.
re going to find out anyhow. And then we have
As Goddu explained: "
to have a meeting about that. " CX 1657 (Goddu) at 209 Mattei , Hasbro
Tyco , and Little Tikes provide prominent examples of manufacturers giving
advance commitments , but in view ofGoddu ' s testimony, the ALJ correctly
concluded that the practice was pervasive.
MatteI first promised TRU that MatteI would try to sell the clubs more
customized products in 1990. At Toy Fair in February of that year , TRU
officials met with MatteI and "threatened to ' review ' their support of those
manufacturers that overly supported the warehouse clubs. " CX 529; Okun
2671/25- 2673/14. MatteI committed to " do (its) best" to move the clubs
Two MatteI documents
away from its regularline of products. CX 53018 TRU told Mattei that TRU would support only companies that "

agreed not to support the

clubs, " ex 53219 On September 26

1991 , in preparation for a meeting with TRU to discuss infer alia the
clubs (CX 530- A; Barad 8067/15- 8068/5; Okun 2626/21- 2627/15), a Mattel executive sent a briefing
memorandum to the president of Mattei' s Girls Division which stated , in pertinent part:

,"
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demonstrate that this promise to TRU affected MatteI's business with the
cJubs. An April 1990 memorandum memorialized discussions between
MatteI' s then- president Bob Sansone and TRU affrming MatteI's " policy
to grow the Wholesale Club business with non-competing SKU' "" CX
600- B; Okun 2673/25- 2675/20. And , a December 1990 memorandum
acknowledges TRU as an obstacle to aggressive pursuit of the club channel
of distribution but concludes: " We must acknowledge the TRU issue , but
if we give (the clubs) specials we should be ok." CX 595- B; CX 523; Okun
26771- 2679/1.
These first efforts on the part of MatteI to change the terms on which
it dealt with the clubs were not satisfactory to TRU , which asked MatteI to
adopt a more rigorous policy. MatteI was one ofthe first toy manufacturers
that TRU approached after developing the written club policy described
above. TRU' s Chairman Lazarus met with MatteI' s CEO Amerman and
other high- level executives from the two companies in October 1991. IDF
123. As one participant described it Lazarus was coming on very strong
.... (I)n effect he was saying he didn t want us to do any business with the
clubs. " Okun 2684/4- 2685/6. As the MatteI employee who summarized the
meeting in a MatteI internal memorandum recalled , when TRU asked
Amerman whether MatteI would continue to sell to the clubs , Amerman
replied that " we (MatteI) would not sell the clubs the same items we were
selling to (TRU)." CX 532- A; Okun 2685/1 1- 2686/6. Goddu s recollection
differed slightly. He testified that Amerman " made a commitment that they
(MatteI) wouldn t sell the clubs any more merchandise " Goddu 6663/6and after further discussions TRU and MatteI " wound up in a situation
where... Mattei... committed to lsellJ only exclusive (items to the clubs)."
committed to
Goddu 6891/13- 6892/14. By either account , MatteI's CEO
TRU's top officer that MatteI would comply with TRU's club policy.
Hasbro also
committed to
TRU that Hasbro would not sell promoted
products to the clubs. On several occasions between late- 199l and mid1992 , TRU met with Hasbro to explain TRU' s club policy and to complain
about finding particular Playskool toys in the clubs. Owen 1106/5- 1108/5.
Executives from Hasbro s Playskool division were particularly concerned
about the cost of restrieting Hasbro s club sales. In preparation for one of

WAREHOUSE CLUBS
This is one of the fastest growing channels of distribution in the country. As a public company we owe
it to our shareholders to maintain our business by selling this class oftfade.
Two years ago we

committed to Toys R Us that we would do our best no! to sell them regular line goods. We have
reached a point where we are selling them approximately 50% of our volume on a customized basis.
We wil! continue to move in this direction and promise to increase the Dercen!a c sold on a customized
basis
ex 530- B (emphasis in original). The commitment referred to in this memorandum was made at Toy

Fair in February 1990. !DF 120.
20 SKU is an
acronym for stock keeping unit , which means an individual item carried by a
retailer. For example , the board game Monopoly is one SKU at TRU.
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the meetings with TRU , a Playskool executive wrote a memo to superiors
at Hasbro suggesting that Hasbro " achieve some major concessions (from

TRU) if we are to dramatically change the way we approach the Warehouse
Clubs. " CX 78. At the meeting, which occurred prior to the Toy Fair in
1992 , TRU raised the subject of Hasbro s club sales , and Hasbro sought
certain benefits from TRU (such as increased shelf space and a limitation
on TRU's sale of imitations of Hasbro products). IDF 177- 80. Hasbro
President of U. S. Sales and Marketing does not dispute that the mecting
involved " some meeting of the minds " and calls it an example of " how we
(Hasbro and TRU) do business together. " Owen 1121/13- 1123/1 O. During
these negotiations , TRU sought a response from Hasbro regarding club
sales , CX 1657 (Goddu) at 130/20- , and Hasbro responded that it would
refuse to sell promoted toys to the clubs. Owen 1114/23- 1 I 15/5 , 1 I 17/6-

Soon after Toy Fair 1992 , TRU grew dissatisfied with Hasbro s commitment not to sell promoted products and wanted Hasbro to adopt a "
identical items " policy like the other manufacturers. Towards this end
TRU kept asking Hasbro offcials questions such as " what is your policy
going to be , how are you going to deal with this (Hasbro products in the
clubs) ... ?" Verrecchia 1502/16- 1504/19 , 1524/2- 9. Hasbro changed its
policy, as TRU wished , after checking with TRU about the proposed
modification. Owen 1136/20- 1141/14 , 1143/2- 1144/23.
TRU and Today s Kids discussed the clubs at several meetings in 1992
At these meetings , TRU said that it
would not carry products that the clubs were also carring, and that it

and 1993. Goddu 6733/23- 6734/3.

wanted Today s Kids to notify TRU when Today s Kids sold any products
to the clubs so that TRU could stop its purchases of those Today s Kids

products. Butler 5524/6- 5525/1. Today s Kids informed TRU that it would
cease club sales , Goddu 6738/5- , 6739/12- , but also asked whether , if

it did so , TRU would increase its purchases from Today s Kids. Goddu
6729/9- 22. After TRU canceled its order for a Today s Kids product that
had been sold to the clubs , CX 891 , 892 , Today s Kids informed the clubs
that it would no longer sell to them. Stephens 5985/5- 11. TRU later
increased its business with Today s Kids by 40%. CX 1657 (Goddu) at
170/13- 22; CX 902.

TRU likewise received verbal responses from Tyco and Little Tikes.
AfterTRU explained its policy, Tyco s CEO told TRU he would " get back
" them , Goddu 6677/6- , and then did so around the time of Toy Fair
(February) 1992 , when Tyco explained its " 25- item " policy to TRU n Grey
21 TyeD announced it would sell only to customers that purchase a minimum order of $20

000
and that the order must include at !east 25 different products from the Tyeo line. In addition , to prevent
customers from ordering small quantities afsame items , Tyeo required that the smallest quantity of any

item ordered must be at least 20% of the unit count of the highest quantity ordered. ex 1418. As
described below , the policy was selectively enforced , so that in practice it applied only to the clubs

, "
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2996/9- 2997/9; CX 1657 (Goddu) at 176- 177. When TRU raised the
warehouse clubs issue with Little Tikes at Toy Fair 1993 , Little Tikes told
TRU that it would sell the clubs only combination packs or nearly
discontinued items. Little Tikes repeated this commitment in conversations
thereafter. DePersia 2145/15- 2146/9 , 2151/13- 23; CX 1510. The toy
company VTech "promised" TRU at Toy Fair 1992 that it would not sell
tothe clubs. IDF 3 14; CX 1318; O' Brien 2426/16- 2427/18. Similarly, after
meeting to discuss the clubs , the CEO of the electronic game company Sega
wrote to Lazarus assuring him that " Sam s Wholesale Club wil have old
Genesis software bundled with Hardware this fall .... " IDF 339; CX 754.
As a whole , the evidence indicates that TRU did not just announce its

policy, but sought a response in every - - or almost every -- instance in
which it spoke to a supplier about its club policy.
2. TRU previewed and cleared or rejected the
special products offered to the clubs.
After committing to TRU' s policy, the toy companies , as TRU had
asked them to do , presented examples of their specially- developed " club
products " for TRU's preview and clearance before offering them to the
clubs. On other oecasions ,

TRU and its suppliers negotiated over the

appearance of club packages. As Goddu explained at trial , TRU wanted the
special products to be sufficiently differentiated from those it sold to " avoid
the customer being able to make direct pricing comparison(s)." Goddu

663511- 17.
Goddu testified that following the October 3 1991 meeting between
Matte! and TRU (t)here was (sic) constant questions (from MattelJ as
what if we did this and what if we did that ... an opinion here , an opinion
there , and we asked to see the product .... " Goddu 6670/13- 6671/7. In
February 1992 , Goddu met with MatteI executives to discuss Mattei'
adoption of the club policy. A MatteI memorandum summarized one of the

points of agreement at that meeting: " Agreed to show TRU all (club)
specials/exclusives ... they will have a right of first refusal." CX 541. On
several later occasions MatteI fulfilled this obligation by presenting for
TRU' s review examples and photographs of MatteI products intended for
the clubs. IDF 152; CX 626- , 597.

TRU representative Peter Spencer , who screened the club specials of
MatteI's Arco subdivision , testified (on cross-examination by TRU) that
purchases of regular products. Other retailers were exempted from the policy, and the clubs could buy
combo or special packs without regard to the policy.
22 A memorandum prepared by a Mattei manager explained: " (OlUT agreement with TRU is that

all of these (club) items will be offered to them as well so we must plan for a presentation to TRU,
ex 540.
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this was not a conventional right of first refusal , but really a chance for
TRU to supervise its suppliers ' sales to the clubs:
I (Spencer) was going to have an opportunity to essentially regulate what was
offered to the clubs .... (B)y saying yes you can show it to the clubs, or no you
cannot show it to the clubs .... (TJhat exercise was to give a green light on what
could be shown to the clubs. It was not a commitment on Toys ' R' Us ' part to buy.

Spencer 1960/22- 1961/12.

Spencer also testified that this sort

involvement in the production and marketing decisions of suppliers was
unprecedented. Spencer 1862/20- 23.

Spencer s testimony about TRU's preclearance understandings is
confirmed by TRU' s conduct in other situations. In 1993 , TRU found
products from Tyco s Playtime subdivision in a club. TRU complained to
Tyco , and at a subsequent meeting, Playtime sought TRU' s approval of
repackaged club versions of the products. After seeing the new packaging,
TRU said it would continue to buy the original product fiom Playtime. IDF
255- 258. TRU told HuffY and Today s Kids that changing the color or the
name of a product did not sufficiently differentiate it from the same item
sold at TRU. Stephens 5959/5- 63 (discussing Today s Kids); IDF 355
(discussing HuffY). Goddu told Little Tikes to sell only discontinued items
to the clubs because combination packs would not work for its large and
expensive products. IDF 274- 275; CX 1658 (Goddu) at 310/18- 311/6.
When Tiger Electronics asked TRU what type of packaging would meet its
concerns , Goddu replied that selling to the clubs five year old product in

multipack(s) with high price points " would not hurt Tiger s sales with
TRU. IDF 305; CX 811 , 814.
In all , TRU either pre approved spccial club products , or otherwise
negotiated over what was acceptable content and packaging for club
products with these suppliers: MatteI (above), Fisher Price (IDF 228), Tyco
(above), Little Tikes (above), Today s Kids (above; IDF 287), Tiger
Electronics (above), Binney & Smith (IDF 325), and Huffy (above).
3. TRU negotiated with the toy companies
and reached new points of agreement.
TRU also engaged in extended negotiations to gain compliance with the

club policy from reluctant toy manufacturers. In some instances , when
breaches of the club policy were detected , TRU and the offending toy firm
worked out a remedy to compensate TR U and encourage future compliance
or otherwise reached new points of agreement. For example , as mentioned
above , when Hasbro changed its policy fiom " no promoted products " to
special products only, " Hasbro informed TRU of the proposed
modification , and TRU responded that the new policy was " okay. " Owen
1136/20- 1141/14. Little Tikes ' parent company, Rubbermaid , wanted Little
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Tikes to continue club sales , creating a conflict with TRU. Little Tikes
asked TRU for help in negotiating with Rubbermaid , and , in April 1993

TRU and Little Tikes met with Rubbermaid' s CEO to " resolve the
2159/9- 216017;
Schmitt
warehouse club issue. " CX 15l4- , C; DePersia
2283/24- 2284/23 2288/2- 7; Goddu 6715/15- 6716/9. The two companies

agreed that Little Tikes would sell only custom product and neardiscontinued toys to the clubs. IDF 273- 277.
A dispute during the summer of 1992 over Mattei' s Air Pro Hockey is
a particularly stark example of the extensive negotiations and the observed
commitments between TRU and the manufacturers. Early in 1992, before
TRU's club policy was in force , MatteI accepted an order for the popular
product Air Pro Hockey from the Pace club. IDF 145. MatteI later tried to
steer Pace to a " special" version of this product , which contained extra
Jd.
After Pace complained that its order
hockey sticks , but Pace refused.
had not been delivered on time , Mattel shipped Pace some regular versions
Jd.
TRU found (or found out about) the product at Pace and
of the game.

complained to MatteI. IDF 147. TRU then reduced its price on Air Pro
Jd.
TRU also
Hockey (almost a 20% markdown) to meet the club prices.
put a hold on payment of over $540 000 owed to MatteI in order " to send
(MatteI) amessage. " Weinberg 7692/1 1- , 7699/13- 22. Eventually, TRU
and MatteI reached a settlement in which the two companies agreed to split
the cost ofTRU' s 20% markdown. CX 1810; Weinberg 7706/1- 15.

Another episode involving Tyco illustrates how deeply TRU was
involved in the details of administering the vcrtical agreements. As already

discussed , Tyco initially adopted a unique club policy: it would sell only

to customers who bought significant quantities of 25 different products
from Tyco s line. IDF 240. Tyco said this policy favored distributors who
broadly supported its line of products. Exceptions were made , however , for
every class of distributor that might be affected by the policy but not for the
clubs. Grey 3009/2- 3010/15. The policy was broadly discussed in the
industry. Goddu 6681/19- 22. One club , BJ's , assembled a large order that
it believed complied with Tyco s policy. Tyco told TRU about BJ's order
which both firms understood as a test of the policy s true purpose. CX
I 657(Goddu) at 238/19- 24 (Tyco told Goddu that it believed the order was
a test of whether Tyco intended to ship product to the clubs under the 25item policy). Tyco tried to ship BJ's some combination packs in lieu of the
regular products BJ's had ordered , and the entire order was never filled.
Hilson 4478- 79/9 , 4506- 07. After 1992 , no club purchased regular
merchandise from Tyco under the " 25- item " policy. IDF 252.

4. Documents and testimony used promissory language.
Many documents refer to " agreements " between the toy com- panies and
TRU , or use other promissory language to describe their relationship. For

,"

, "
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example , after finding its product in the clubs , TRU wrote to a Fisher Price
you promised this wouldn t happen. " Chase
1661/4- 5. Similarly, a TRU document states that Fisher Price " agreed to

Vice President of Sales

stop selling (another item) to the clubs. "

Hasbro product ,

CX 913- E. With respect to a

TRU noted " we have reached a corporate agreement on the

sale " of the item to the clubs. CX 913-

While loose language in business documents is not necessarily the
equivalent of an agreement , the consistent reference to such words of
agreement , promise and commitment shows how far removed this policy
was from a unilateral statement by TRU of its policy.
There is , in short , an abundance of evidence of promises , negotiations

compromises , and cooperative conduct with respect to the development
adoption , and enforcement of the club policy.
23 The following list

contains some additional examples of promissory language found in
documents of the loy companies or TRU: ex 530- B (Mattei " committed to Toys R Us to do our best
not to sell (the c!ubsJ regular line goods, ); ex 540 (Mattel CEO " Amerman committ(,d only a short
time ago that we would
not do any business with the clubs ) (Mattei' s " agreement with TRU is that all
of these items will be offered to them as well so we must plan for a presentation to TRU. ); ex 541
(MatteI " (aJgreed to show TRU at! specials/exclusives. . . . ); ex 550- B ("If (MatteI) shiprs), for
example , our air hockey game to a club then arguably we (MattdJ are violating the spirit of our
agreement " with TRU. ); ex 1519 (eEO of Rubbermaid , the parent company of Littlc Tikes , noted
Discussion + Understanding(s) -- LT will offer all value packs first to TRU to create better value +
REAL unique differentiation. ); ex 1318 (" We (VTech) promised no warehouse clubs at Toy Fair. "
ex 913- e (" Per (Binney & Smith' s Vice President of Sales), understood our (TRU' sJ concern. Going
forward they will offer special packs only for ' 93.
24 The fo!lowing is a list of some of the
evidence that the ten toy manufacturers entered into

vertical agreements with TRU:
I. MatteI.

ex 529 , Okun 2671/25- 2673/14 (At Toy Fair 1990 TRU threatened to ' review
their support of those manufacturers that overly supported the warehouse clubs. ); ex 530. B (Mattei
committed to " do (itsJ best not to sel! (the clubsJ regular line goods. ); ex 532- A; Okun 2684/4 2690/4; Barad 7843/18 - 7844/1; Goddu 6663/6- 22 (In October 1991 , MatteI " said we (MattelJ would
not se!l the clubs the same items we were sel!ing to them (TRU). ); ex 1658 (Goddu) 27111 0- 18; ex
1659 (Goldstein) at 87/17- 88/7 (TRU' s response to Mattei' s commitment was " (T)hat s fine. We don
have anything else to talk about.
Preview and clearance of club products:
ex 540; ex 624 Cv1attel agreed to show TRU club products
before they were sold to the clubs. ); Leighton 3267/21. 3268/6 , 3269/3- 3271/2 , 3272/8- , 3291/2Initial commilment:

3295/14; ex 597; ex 626; Spencer 1860/3- 1862/17 , 1960/22- 1961/14

(MatteI made several

presentations of its proposed club specials to TRU before offering them to the clubs for the purpose of
aUowing TRU to regulate what was sold to the clubs. ); Spencer 1862/20- 23 (A TRU representative
charged with previewing club products testified that this practice was unprecedented in his experience.
egoliation and new painls of agreement:

Goddu 6887/17- 6888/15; ex 1658 (Goddu) at 282/13

284112; Barad 7894/7- 7897/20; ex 1659 (Goldstein) at 100/17- 101117; Goldstein 8266/25- 8268/22
(After the October 3 , 1991 meeting, MatteI told TRU' s Goddu that MatteI would get back to TRU to
work this thing out. " MatteI and TRU' s Goldstein then agreed that Mattei would sell only special
products to the clubs. ); Goddu 6670/13- 6671/7; Goddu 6891/13- 6892/14 (Following the October 3
1991 meeting, there were " constant questions " from MatteI , and Mattei later " committed (to sellJ only
exclusive( items to the clubs)." ); Okun 2735/24- 2739/6; ex 541 (At a February 27 1992 meeting,
Mattei affrmed to TRU that Matte! would not sell " hot produet(sJ" to the clubs and that TRU would
have a right to preview club products. ); Amerman 3802/10- 3804/14 (1n July 1992 , MatteI' s CEO
Amerman assured TRU' s Chairman that MatteI was not shipping first line merchandise to the clubs.);
Weinberg 7692- 93/6 , 7697. 7706; ex 1808; ex 1810 (TRU withheld payment for a product that Mattel
had sold to the clubs in violation of promises to TRU , and then agreed to a settlement of the disputed

);.
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debt in which TRU and Matte! split the cost of the markdown).
ex 530- B (MatteI " committed to (TRU) that we (MattelJ would do our best to
sel! (the clubs) regular line goods. ); ex 540 (MatteI' s " agreement with TRU is that all of these items
will be offered to them as well... . ); ex 541(Mattel " (aJgreed to show TRU al! specials lexc1usives
ex 550. 8 (if MatteI were to " ship. . . our air hockey game to a club then arguably we (Mattei) are
violating the spirit of our agreement (with TRUJ." ); Okun 2725/19. 2726/5 (" TRU. . came away
thinking that there was an agreement. .
Promissory language:

2. Hasbro.
ex 78 (In January of 1992 , Playskool advised that Hasbro should " achieve some
major concessions (from TRU) if we are to dramatically change the way we approach the Warehouse
Clubs. ); Owen 1122/4- 1123/10 (TRU and Hasbro discussed the clubs and other topics at a meeting
during or about Toy Fair 1992. A Hasbro officer said that the meeting involved " some meeting of the
minds " and was an example of how two companies " do business together. ); CX 1657 (Goddu) at
130/20. 25; Owen 1112/15. 11! 5/5 , 1117/6- 9; Inano 3335/15. 20; Butler 553515. (TRU sought a
response from Hasbro regarding club sales , and Hasbro responded that it would refuse to sell promoted
Initial commitment:

toys to the clubs).
Yerrecchia 1502/16- 1504/19 (" During 1992 , TRU kept
asking Hasbro offcials questions such as " what is your policy going to be , how are you going to deal
with this IHasbro products in the clubs) . . . 7" ); Owen 1136/20- 1144/23 (Starting in 1993 , Hasbro

Negotiarion and new points of agreement:

changed its policy as TRU wished after checking with TRU to see if the proposed change was
acceptable to TRU.
CX 913- F (" We (Hasbro and TRU) have reached a corporate agreement on the
sale of this item to the club stores.

Promissory language:

3. Fisher Price.

Cohen 7992/10- 19; Weinberg 7732/8. 7733/19; CX 1662 (Weinberg) at 97/1, TRU stated its policy and asked Fisher Price " how are you going to deal" with the
clubs. ); CX 1657 (Goddu) at 206/12- 207/20 (Prior to Toy Fair(February) 1992 , Goddu told Fisher Price
that specia!ly.configured products could be sold to the clubs. ); Inano 3334/21- 3335/5; Owens 1132/61135/8; Yerrecchia 1393/5- 1394/4 (At Toy Fair 1992 , TRU informed Hasbro that Fisher Price had
agreed not to sell promoted product to the clubs. ); RX 256 (Fisher Price began to sell only specialized
products to the clubs in 1993 and thereafter).

Initial commitment:

(In 1990 or 1991

Preview and clearance afclub products:

Chase 1678 , 1680/5. 6 (At Toy Fair 1993 ,

Fisher Price

executives stopped the sale of a club combo pack , which was insufficiently differentiated from the
similar regular product , because the product was a " sensitive item " for TRU.
Chasc 1660/15- 1661/5 (In September 1991 , TRU sent to
Negotiation and new points of agreement:
Fisher Price s Vice President for Sales a copy ofa TRU shopping report showing Fisher Price products
found in Price Club. The words " Byron llhe Vice President), you promised this wouldn t happen " were
written on the report. ); Chase 1661/6- 8 (After this event , Fisher Price imposed an extra level of review
on products to be sold to the clubs and limited its sales to special and combination packs. CX 913Cohen 7970- , 7997. 98 (When a Fisher Price employee , in violation of the club policy, sold a regular
product to a club in order to meet a sales volume target , TRU complained to Fisher Price. A TRU
record of Fisher Price s response to its employee s error states that Fisher Price " agreed to stop se!ling
this item to the clubs.
Chase 1660/16- 1661/5 (" Byron , you promised this wouldn t happen. ); CX
Promissory language:
913- E (" agreed to stop selling this item to the clubs.
4. Tyeo.

CX 1657 (Goddu) at 176- 177/17; Goddu 6677/6- 8; Grey 2996/9- 2997/9 (TRU
told Tyco that club sales were not in Tyco s or TRU' s best interest , and Tyco s CEO Dick Grey
lI get back to you. " In a
responded that he would think about what TRU had said , promising "

Initial commitment:

subsequent meeting, Tyco told TRU about its 25- item policy.
Weinberg 7716/22- 7724/9; CX 1662 (Weinberg) at 169/10Preview and clearance of club products:
172.
177/18- 178/4 (In 1993, TRlJ complained to Tyeo s Playtime division after it found a top.
selling toy in the clubs. At a subsequent meeting, Playtime sought TRU' s approval of a repackaged
version of that toy for sale to the clubs. After viewing the newly repackaged toy, TRU said it would
continue to buy the original version of the toy.
CX 1657 (Goddu) at 238/19- 24; CX 808; Hilson 4505/5Negotiation and new points of agreement:
4507/13; Weinberg 7738/8- 7739/4 (Tyco reported to TRU an order from thec!ub BJ' , which complied
with Tyco s 25- item policy. Tyco told TRU that Tyeo believed the BJ's order was a test of whether
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Tyeo intended to ship any regular products to a club under the 25- item policy. ); Moen 651/17- 652/9
(TRU put pressure on TyeD 10 sell combination packs to the warehouse clubs. ); ex 913- D; Weinberg
771917- 22(1n April 1992 , TRU contacted Tyco sPlaytime division in arderto " remind" them onRU'
policy after its products were found in the clubs. Playtime responded that the products that offended
TRU' s policy had been shipped to the clubs prior to the staI1 ofTyco s policy, and that , in the future
Playtime would ship only special products to the clubs.
Promissory language:

ex 914- A (From a letter to TRU: " To confiff the meeting we had, Playtime

wi!! not offer any merchandise to Warehouse Clubs that is bought by Toys R Us. This will make our
policy exactly the same as Tyco
5. Little Tikes.

DePersia 2145/15- 2146/9 , 2151/13- 23; ex 1510 (When asked by TRU' s Goddu
Little Tikes told TRU that it would only sell the clubs combination packs or nearly discontinued items.
Little Tikes repeated this commitment in conversations thereafter.)
Preview and clearance afclub products:
ex 1658 (Goddu) at 310/18- 311/6 (Goddu told Little Tikes
to sell only discontinued items to the clubs , because combination packs would not work for Little Tikes
Initial commitment:

large and expensive products.
Negotiation and new points of agreement:

ex 1510; DePersia 2159/9- 2164/10; Schmitt 2283/24.

2284/23 2288/2- 2291/16- 2297/18; Goddu 6715/15- 6717/1; ex 1516; ex 1514- , c; ex 1521
(Baughman file memo); ex 1519 (Schmitt handwritten notes) (Litt!e Tikes ' President asked TRU'
Goddu for " help " in dealing with Little Tikes ' parent company, Rubbermaid , which resisted the
adoption of any restrictive policy with respect to the clubs. In April of 1993 , representatives of the three
companies met and reached agreement on key aspects of the club issue. Little Tikes agreed to sell only
value packs , discontinued and near- discontinued items to the clubs. ); DePersia 2 I 80/15- 2181/3; Hilson
4494/3- 9 (During the balance of 1993 , Little Tikes limited the products available to the clubs consistent
with the "value packs , discontinued and near- discontinued (items)" distribution strategy discussed with
TRU at the April 1993 meeting.
Promissory language:
ex 1519 (" Discussion -; Cnderstanding(s) - L T will offer value packs first to
TRU.
6. Today s Kids.
initial commitment.
Goddu 6729/9- , 6733/23- 6734/3 , 6738/5- , 6739/15; Butler 5524/6- 5525.
(In the course of several meetings during 1992 and 1993 , Today s Kids informed TRU that it would
cease club sales , but also asked whether , ifit did so , TRU would increase its purchases from Today
Kids. ); Goddu 6739/4- 7; ex 891 , ex 892 (TRU canceled its order for a Today s Kids product , which
was selling well at TRU , because the product had also been sold to the clubs. ); ex 913- D (In about
June of 1992 , Today s Kids told TRU that Today s Kids would sell to the clubs " special items going
forward.
Preview and clearance of club products:
Stephens 5960- 63 (Goddu told Today s Kids that changing
the name of product is insufficient differentiation.
Negatiationandnewpointsofagreement:
Goddu 6739/4- 7; ex 1657 (Goddu) at 167/11- 168/12 (TRU
continued to pressure Today s Kids to further restrict its sales to the clubs , and Today s Kids asked TRU
if we could have more time. ); ex 1657 (Goddu) at 167/15- 168/12; Goddu 6739/4- 11 (Goddu said
you must get back to us because we re no! going to letthis... sitthe way it is. ); ex 1657 (Goddu)
168/19- 170/22; Goddu 6729/9- 22; Butler 5526175551/2- 7; ex 902 (Later in 1993 , Today s Kids
replied to TRU , eXplaining Today s Kids intention of not selling to the clubs at all. Today s Kids also
asked again whetherTRU would increase its purchases from Today s Kids. TRU increased its business
with Today s Kids by 40%).
7. Tiger Electronics.

ex 809; Shiffman 2008/3- 14 (Goddu told Tiger s Vice President that TRU would
not buy any products Tiger sold to a club. Tiger s Vice President asked whether the policy also applied
to B1's , and Goddu responded that it applied to any club. The Vice President then wrote an internal
memorandum saying Tiger would have to " face up to Pace and not ship them. . . .
ex 811 , 814 (When Tiger Electronics asked TRU what type
Preview and clearance of club products:
of packaging would mect its conccms , Goddu replied that selling to the clubs five year old product in
multipack(sJ with high price points " would not hurt Tiger s sales with TRU. ); ex 814; Shiffman
2044/21- 2045/9 (Goddu invited Tiger to review Tiger s club strategics with him and get approval in
advance , even for specific individual products and packaging.
initial commitment.-

Negotiation and new points of agreement:

ex 814; Shiffman 2033/12- 2045/9 (In January 1994

Tiger s Vice President met TRU' s Goddu to get more information on TRU's club policy and to learn
what products Tigercould sell to the clubs without jeopardizing its sales to TRU. Goddu told Tiger that
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G.

Evidence of Horizontal Agreement.

TRU worked for over a year and surmounted many obstacles to
convince the large toy manufacturers to discriminate against the clubs by
selling to them on less favorable terms and conditions.

See supra

pp. 548-

60. The biggest hindrance TRU had to overcome was the major toy
companies ' reluctance to give up a new , fast- growing, and profitable
channel of distribution , and their concern that any of their rivals who sold
to the clubs might gain sales at their expense. TRU's solution was to build
he would let Tiger "off the hook" by permitting Tiger to sell a five- year- oJd product called Skip- , as
well as hand- held games " in multipack with high price poin! " to the clubs. This agreement was less
restrictive than one previously discussed.
ex 811 (" I understand thai with regard to hot new product , television items
Promissory language:
high profile items , etc., the only way these can be sold to the clubs is through very ' creative
packaging.
8. VTech.

ex 1318; O' Brien 2426- 32/19; Goddu 6866/17. 23 (VIech " promised" TRU at
Toy Fair 1992 that it would not sell to the clubs.

initial commitment.

9. Binney & Smith.

ex 1662 (Weinberg) at 148/19- 149/18; CX 913- C; Weinberg 7614/8- 7617/8
(TRU' s Weinberg contacted Binney & Smith' s Vice President of Sales afterTRU found regular I3inney
& Smith product in a club. ); CX- 913- C; Weinberg 7666/15- 7667/21 (A contemporaneous TRU

Initial commitment:

memorandum noted with reference to this meeting: " Per (the Vice President), understood our concern
Going forward they will offer special packs only for ' 93. Commitments already made for ' 92.
Blaine
6421/1- 6423/17;
CX 1662 (Weinberg) at 162/1- 164/5
Preview and clearance of club products:
(In December 1992 , TRU previewed a series of prototype samples of warehouse club products , and
informed Binney & Smith that its plans were acceptable to TRU.
CX 2 (Binney & Smith wrote to TRU on December 21
Negotiation and new point.s of agreement:
1992: " Our intent is to differentiate our product offering to Membership Clubs from that sold through
our traditional retail trade channels. We will do this with larger sets and multi- packs that move the
clubs to higher price points. In addition , we will alter contents to present the club customer with a noncomparable value. ); Blaine 6436/16- 6438/14 (TRU called a third meeting with Binney & Smith in

October of 1993. Just as in the prior meeting, Binney & Smith brought samples of its club products

however TRU apologized , saying someone on its staff had made a mistake and that TRU had no
problem with Binney & Smith' s warehouse clubofferings.
Promissory language:
CX 913- C (" Per (Binney & Smith' s Vice President of Sales), understood our
(TRU' sJ concern. Going forward they will offer special packs only.
10. Sega.

CX 754; Kalinske2475/3- , 2476/11- , 2540/17- 20; CX 1658 (Goddu) at387/1(In a fall 1991 meeting, TRU' s Lazarus asked Sega s CEO what Sega s policy was with respect
to selling its Genesis products to the clubs. Sega initially explained to Lazarus that it was not selling
any Genesis product to the club Sam , but when he learned this was incorrect , the CEO ofSega wrote
to Lazarus apologizing and assuring TRU that " Sam s Wholesale Club will have old Genesis software
389/2- 11 (Sega told TRU it only sells old
bundled with Hardware this fall." ); CX 1658(Goddu) at
product to the clubs.
CX 1657 (Goddu) at 229/7- 15 (Goddu repeatedly spoke to
Negotiation and new points oj agreement:
Sega about product in the clubs that was identical to the product carried by TRU. ) CX 1660 (Lazarus)
at 123/21- 124/2. (Sega complained to TRU that Nintendo s products were in the clubs. ); CX 1659
(Goldstein) at 57118- 59/3 (TRU' s Goldstein said that , when confronted about new Sega products found
in club, the CEO of Scga said " he would look into it and this is not what he wanted to happen. And he
would sce what he could do to make sure it doesn t happen in the future. ); CX 1657 (Goddu) at 231/1522; Kalinske 2511121- 2512/6 (In response to TRL' complaints , Sega assured TRU that it was only
hardware bundled with software.
selling the clubs hardware " packouts,
Initia/commitment:
388/6.

* * * *
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a horizontal understanding -- essentially an agreement to boycott the clubs
-. among its key suppliers. This boycott agreement had its roots in TRU'

first conversations with Mattei in October of 1991 ,

but , as TRU' s top
executives consistently testified , the horizontal agreement grew and became
a crucial feature of the implementation and enforcement of the club policy
across most of the industry. The testimony from TRU' s top officers
describes TRU' s pattern of conduct with its suppliers , and this and other
evidence demonstrates that , at a minimum , MatteI , Hasbro , Fisher Price
Tyco , Little Tikes , Today s Kids , and Tiger Electronics agreed to join in the
boycott on the condition that their competitors would do the same. Several

were particularly concerned about their closest competitors; all were
competitors generally. With the

concerned about the behavior of

cooperation of the toy manufacturers , TRU also monitored and policed the

horizontal agreement after it was in place.
When TRU raised its club policy with the toy companies in late 199 I
and 1992 ,

the policy met with resistance. Lazarus testified that the

manufacturers were not happy about it:

Q: Did any of the manufacturers , when you were presenting your policy, you said
the responses were varied , did any ofthem express unhappiness to you concerning
the policies?
A: Yeah , I think they wanted to do all the business they could do. Right.

Q: I think you also mentioned that some others , correct me ifI am wrong, did not
seem happy about it.
A: I don

t think any

of them

were happy. I think I can characterize no one as

being happy.

Lazarus (CX 1660) at 72/9181/24- 82/3.
The toy companies were afraid of yielding a potentially important new
channel of distribution to their competitors. Small changes in sales volumes
have a significant effect on toy manufacturers ' overall profits , CX 1822
(Scherer)
, 18 , and no retail channel other than the clubs offered similar
opportnities for rapid growth. For example , MatteI' s sales volume to the
clubs increased by 87% between 1989 and 1991. CX 574; Okun 2652/22265311
9. Much of this growth was a result of Sam s emergence as a toy
buyer , but sales to BJ's , Costco and Pace also increased at a rapid rate. By
comparison , MatteI' s overall sales grew by approximately 10% during this
period. CX 530- E; Okun 2634/20- 2636/4. A 199 I Lego memorandum said
clubs may be the most important new format development in retailing in
the past century. " CX 487- B. A Fisher Price report called the " opportnity
for growth... phenomenal." CX 698- B. Based on this and other evidence
the AU found that toy suppliers in the late I 980s and early 1990s saw the
clubs as a new outlet of potentially great importance. IOF 64 , 65.
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When TRU introduced its club policy, the toy industry was looking to
expand -- not restrict -- the number of major retail toy outlets. As already
mentioned , Child' s World and Lionel Leisure had recently fallen into
bankrptcy. The few remaining national retailers comprised a large and
growing share of the toy manufacturers ' customers at wholesale. TRU was
the biggest buyer and consistently the source of the greatest concern. Toy
manufacturers ' documents show that the toy companies were worried about
the increasing concentration among toy retailers and sought alternatives to
reverse the trend towards eoncentration. A 1993 VTech memorandum
began: " Objective: To regain sales with the warehouse clubs in order to
reduce our dependence on Toys R Us. " CX 1318. MatteI was also on the
lookout for new outlets to replace those it had recently lost. A December
1990 memorandum from MatteI CEO Amerman to his staffsummarized his

view of MatteI' s place in this quickly changing retail environment: " The
constriction in the number of traditional retail outlets that carr toys

going to become a bigger and bigger problem as time passes. " CX 523.
Noting the clubs ' rapid growth rate , Amerman told his staff that he wanted
to be much more aggressive in pursuing the club channel of distribution so
MatteI would not be as dependent on TRU and the other traditional retail
outlets. CX 523; Okun 2624/19- 2625/14. MatteI' s Vice President of Sales
testified that " our hope was that we could figure out a way to have them
(the clubs) expand their business and become more like a traditional toy
account .... " Okun 2652/1-

The club policy that TRU wanted to enforce ran squarely against the
independent business strategies of its suppliers. TRU asserts that each toy

manufacturer cared about competitor responses only to be sure that its
competitors were subject to the same rule or policy. (Reply Br. at 17. ) To
the contrary, the record shows that a uniform , joint reaction to TRU' s policy
was a necessary element of each manufacturer s decision to restrict sales to

the clubs. Each was simply unwilling to go forward with the proposed
policy alone. Indeea , Goddu testified that it was " frustrating to (TRU) that
(its suppliers) would always talk about ... their competition " and resisted
making
did."

a decision on their own independent of what their competition
Goddu 6877/4- 13 (emphasis added).

I. TRU built a horizontal agreement among its
suppliers to overcome their reluctance.

Toy manufacturers were unwilling to limit sales to the clubs without
assurances their competitors would do the same. 1DF 68 , 75. Discrimination
against the clubs simply would not happen without that additional element
of horizontal coordination. For example , even after Amerman promised that

,"
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MatteI would comply with TRU's club policy, "

126 F.

other executives at Matte1

did not believe it could afford to give up selling to the clubs on the same
terms it sold to other outlets. These executives voiced their concern to
TRU. IDF 129 , 130. Fisher Price , likewise , said that " if their competitors
(were) going to exploit (the club) channel of distribution , then they have to
pay attention to it. " CX 1658 (Goddu) at 328/18- 329/2. And Hasbro made
it clear to TRU that " (Hasbro) cannot sit by idly " if its competitors sold
product to the clubs. CX 1658 (Goddu) at 273/12- 15. According to TRU
executives Lazarus and Goddu , virtually all ofthe manufacturers separately
told TRU that they did not want to be prevented from selling regular line
product to the clubs without assurances that competitors would also
abstain. Lazarus 5443/6- 10;

CX 1657 (Goddu) 272- 73.
Lazarus , Goldstein , and Goddu all eXplained that TRU assured the
manufacturers that its policy would be applied equally to each of them , and
told many of the major manufacturers that their closest competitors were
only selling to the clubs because they were too. IDF 77- 80; Lazarus 5441/55442/16; Goldstein 8157/23- 8158/4; Goddu 6679/20- 6680/1 J. This
alleviated the manufacturers '

concern about losing market share to a
competitor that sold to the clubs. In Goddu s words , TRU , during its
meetings and conversations with the manufacturers ,

message "

communicated the

ll stop if they stop " from manufacturer to competing

manufacturer. IDF 84; CX 1658 (Goddu) at 276- 80.
Goddu testified that he relayed concerns from toy firm to toy firm
about whether all (or at least their most direct rivals) would commit to
TRU' s policy. MatteI and Hasbro are specifically mentioned , but Goddu
also said that these conversations " were

always present "

in TRU'

negotiations with its suppliers:
". I do recall on a general basis us always acknowledging to a vendor that , you
s there because you re there. " We had that
know , their competitor would say, "
would
always tell liS I'm only there because
conversation ongoing. Because they
my competitor is there. " And we would say, " Well , he keeps saying he s only there
because you re there,
So in that sense , you know , in response to your question, that conversation was
always present , and , again , it was one of the amusing aspects. We kept saying
nobody wants to take, you know , responsibility here and is always pointing the
finger to the other guy. And they re all saying, " Y ou wouldn t be there if the other
guy wasn t there.

Q. Did you have those conversations with Mattei and Hasbro
A. Oh , yes.

Q. And when you had these conversations with Mattei and Hasbro , in the conversation with Mattei did Hasbro come up in the context that you just discussed?
25 As discussed below

the same. ex 532.

, this promise itself was based on the fact that the competition would do

,"

* * *

, '
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A. In that context , yes.
Q. And did the same situation occur when you talked to Hasbro about MatteI?
A. Yes.

ex 1658 (Goddu) at 276/23-

Goddu clarified that TRU engaged in these conversations with all the
key toy manufacturing firms. " We communicated to our vendors that we

were communicating with all our key suppliers , and we did that I believe
at Toy Fair 1992. We
made a point to tell each of the vendors
that we spoke
to that we wouJd be talking to our other key suppliers. " CX 1658 (Goddu)
at278 (emphasis added).'6 Goddu also said: " We may have indicated to one

supplier that his competitor is going to do nothing but warehouse dub
packs , and , you know You should do the same.'''
Id.
at 279. As the ALJ
found Goddu understood each of the major manufacturers when they said

that they were only selling to the clubs because their competition was
selling to the dubs , and that they would get out of the clubs if their
competition got out. " !DF 83.
As we will now discuss , the specific evidence of TRU' s discussions

with the large toy manufacturers corroborates the accuracy of Goddu
description. Conversations about the adoption of the dub policy between
TRU and its suppliers were frequent and constant. They wcre conducted by
other top-

level executives at TRU in addition to Goddu. CX 1659

(Goldstcin) at 59/13- 17;!DF 77 (discussing Lazarus ' testimony that he told
TRU' s suppliers that TRU was talking to each of them , so they would know
they were on " a level playing fieJd" ).'7 Overall , documents and testimony
connect at least seven firms -- MatteI , Hasbro , Fisher Price , Tyco , Little
Tikes , Today s Kids , and Tiger Electronics -- to these conversations in
which TRU discussed rivals ' conduct with respect to TRU' s club policy
In light ofGoddu s broad admission that TRU intentionally employed this
method of bargaining with all of its " key suppliers " there is reason to
can dude that the discussions were more widespread than the direct
Litt!e Tikes Genera! Manager summarized for his files the contents of a telephone
conversation with Goddu in 1993 , noting among other things: " I asked why Roger (GodduJ had raised
the warehouse club issue so strongly at our Toy Fair meeting? He said they were discussing it with
everyone. " ex 1510.
27 MatteI's Okun mentioned Van Butler

, Melody Young, and Peter Spencer as other people at

TRU who may have complained to Matte! when its products were found in the clubs. Okun 2784/7-

28 TRU aggressively used this kind of back-and.

forth bargaining in its efforts to get Sega and
Nintendo to agree 10 cease entirely distributing their product through the clubs. TRU' s efforts with
Nimendo were not successful , since Nintendo never adopted any kind
of restricted distribution policy
with respect to thc clubs. Scga met TRU ha1fway by agreeing to adopt the same " special packs only
policy as the traditional toy companies. "fRU did not think that club combo packs , which generally
included video games and video game players , differed suffciently from similar electronic game
products sold at TRL'. TRU' s efforts to bring Sega and Nintendo into agreement iJIustratc the pattern
of conduct described herein. 1DF 340 , 345
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evidence indicates. As the AU found , the toy manufacturers " were aware
that TRU was communicating its policy to the other manufacturers and that

without unanimity, regular line product sales to the clubs would
recommence. " IDF 80.
A Mattei memorandum summarized the October 3 1991 meeting at
which MatteI's CEO promised Lazarus that MatteI would comply with
TRU's policy: " J believe we said we would not sell the clubs the same items
This was based on the fact that competition
we were selling to (TRU).
would do the same. CX 532- A (emphasis added). Having obtained this
guarantee from MatteI , TRU used it to induce others to join the conspiracy.

Hasbro s Director of Account Development testified that he recalls his

supervisor telling him that at or just before Toy Fair in February 1992
TRU had met with Hasbro s competitors , including MatteI and Fisher Price.
The Hasbro executive said: " because our competitors had agreed not to sell
loaded
promoted) product to the clubs , that we would... go along with
(i.
this , that he didn t believe that it would stick , meaning that ... somebody
would break and sell promoted product to the clubs , at which time the door
would be open to us. " IDF 177; Inano 3334/2- 3335/20. The executive

further testified that TRU told him the other major manufacturers were
going along with the policy, IDF 179 , and that he had been assured by TRU

that Hasbro would not be singled out. Verrecchia 1376/J3- 20. Hasbro
President of Sales and Marketing, Owen , similarly testified that in or about
1992 Goddu told him Tyco , Little Tikes , MatteI , and Fisher Price were all
taking a similar position with respect to sales to the clubs. Owen 1128/51133/3. These statements were all made in the course ofTRU's negotiations
over Hasbro s policy toward the clubs. Owen admitted that these other
companies ' policies were of interest to Hasbro , at least in part , because
Hasbro did not want others to gain sales volume that was unavailable to
Hasbro. Owen 1131/3- 15. As already mentioned , Fisher Price told TRU

that Fisher Price would have to "pay attention "

to the club " channel"

if

rivals did so. CX 1658 (Goddu) at 328/J 8- 329/2. Finally, Little Tikes ' Vice
President of Sales for North America testified that , when he asked if his
close competitor , Today s Kids , was selling to the clubs , Goddu told him
that Today s Kids would be getting out of the clubs as well. The Little

Tikes Vice President understood this as an assurance. DePersia 2147/72148/6 2150/25- 2151/3.
Notwithstanding Tyco s " 25- item policy " (which actually functioned to
note 21), TRU also encouraged Tyco
prevent sales to the clubs see supra
to develop combination packs for the clubs to bring it in line with the other
toy companies. Costco buyer Michelle Moen testified that TRU urged Tyco
to develop special packs for sale to the clubs like the other toy

manufacturers were doing, and told other manufacturers that Tyco would
sell special packs to the clubs. Moen specifically mentioned MatteI and

,"
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Hasbro. Moen 651/17- 652/9. Tyco s CEO Grey acknowledged that after
the development of combination packs in mid- 1993 , the " approach in the

(Tyco club J Jine is similar to that which other major toy companies have.
CX 1412- B; Grey
3027/22- 3029112.
Tyco sold the special
club
packs

without regard to the 25- item policy previously announced. TRU' s conduct
in this instance illustrates that substantial uniformity of club policies across
the toy industry was key to the continued success of the plan.

Direct communications between representatives

of different toy

companies about TRU' s policy also demonstrate the toy manufacturers

anxiety over having to respond to TRU without knowledge of what their
competitors would do. The CEOs of Hasbro and Tyco discussed their
respective club policies early in 1992. IDF 189. Tyco s CEO explained his
company s 25. item policy, and Hasbro s CEO said that Hasbro was still
working on a company-wide

response.

Jd.

According to Fisher Price

records , a Hasbro division representative told fisher Price that Hasbro was
adamant thatthey would not be shipping key (itemsJ to the (cJlubs , at least
not yet." IDf 224. And , a fisher Price representative asked a Little Tikes
regional manager if he had experienced any repercussions from TRU for

selling products to the clubs. IDf 227.
2. After the initial boycott agreement was in place , TRU
organized a related agreement to enforce the boycott.

When asked if TRU ever indicated to a supplier that other , specific
companies were going along, Goddu explained:
A. We may have indicated to one supplier that his competitor is going to do
nothing but warehouse club packs and , you know You should do the same.
Q. Who was that?
A. I can t recal! which one. I mean
we might use that as a ploy or a tactic to
encourage them
, you know , deveJop an inteJligent distribution policy, but more
or less , to get off the dime , you know. " You rcally ought to do these combo
packs.
mean we re talking fa everybody and we re being told in a general sense
that , you know , that s the way so and so s going. Not necessarily anyone special
vendor. I wouldn t have ruled out that we did that.

CX 1658 (Goddu) at 279 (emphasis added). This " ploy or tactic " illustrates
another reason the boycott agreement helped TRU to get its suppliers to
adopt a distribution policy squarely contrary to thc business strategy they
favored only a year earlier. The horizontal agreement not only allowed
TRU to overcome its suppliers ' reluctance to restrict sales to the clubs , but
TRU turned their apprehensions to its own advantage. As the AU found
for fear of reprisals from TRU , the toy companies did not want to be caught
selling to the clubs when their competitors were abstaining. IDf 77.

TRU requested and then passed complaints about breaches of the
boycott agreement from one supplier to another when regular product was
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found in the clubs. TRU' s President testified: " I would get phone calls all
the time from MatteI saying Hasbro has this in the clubs or Fisher Price has
that in the clubs .... So that occurred all the time. " CX 1659 (Goldstein) at
59. Goddu explained that , on the many occasions he received these calls

he would " always thank them and tell them we would follow up .... " Goddu
6929- 6930. Lazarus also admitted that these conversations took place. IDF
193; Lazarus 5452/12- 18. TRU would speak to the offending firm and even
assure the complainant that the offending firm would be brought into line.
IDF 226. Violations ofTRU' s club policy were thus detected and punished
serving to enforce the horizontal agreement. IDF 91 95. The toy companies

participated in this exchange of complaints ,

which was frequent and

continued over lengthy periods , effectively making their competitors
compliance a part of their agreements with TRU.
In the summer of 1 992 , TRU made a forceful presentation ofHasbro

complaints to MatteI. IDF 148. Hasbro told TRU about various MatteI
regular products that Hasbro found in the clubs. These sales violated TRU'
club policy and Mattei' s promise not to sell the same products to the clubs
that MatteI was selling to TRU. On July 17 , 1992 , TRU' s Lazarus and
MatteI' s CEO Amerman met , and TRU communicated reports from Hasbro

and other competitors of MatteI that MatteI was selling product to the
clubs. CX 1772; Amerman 3795/9- 3796/20 , 380017- 3801/25 , 3806/243808/4. Amerman assured Lazarus that MatteI was not shipping " first line
merchandise to the clubs. Lazarus confirmed that he " could have

mentioned Hasbro as one of Mattei' s competitors who had eomplained to

TRU at the meeting. Lazarus 5451/4- 5452/18. MatteI thereafter ceased
filling orders from the clubs that it had accepted earlier in the year. Later
on the same day (July 17), Lazarus met with Hasbro s CEO Allan
Hassenfeld. CX 1772 , 1773- B; Lazarus 5448/13- 16.
MatteI also passed on to TRU complaints about Hasbro products sold
in the clubs. TRU' s Goldstein testified that either MatteI' s Girls ' Division
President Barad or CEO Amerman complained to him "probably " more
than once that MatteI had found some Hasbro products in the clubs. CX
1659 (Goldstein) at 59/1061/17- 22.
The All correctly found that " relaying Hasbro s complaints about
MatteI to MatteI , as well as Mattei' s complaints about Hasbro to Hasbro
29 There is other testimony and

documentary evidence of TRU facilitating communications
between Hasbro and Matte!. Following the July 17 meeting with Hasbro , TRU received confidential
internal Hasbro memoranda dated from June 30 to July 31 , 1992 , which reponed information about
MatteI' s, Hasbro , and other competitors ' sales to the clubs. ex 1633.
On August 10 , Goddu transmitted this infonnation to TRL"s CEO and other top executives. The
same day, some ofthese TRU offcials met with MatteI to review the products Mattel planned to ship
to the clubs. ex 1633; Goddu 6689/13- 6690/1 0; Leighton 3291/2. 3294/24. And just two days later
on August 12 , Goddu had a conversation with a J-asbro division president during which Goddu passed
on to Hasbro a conversation he had with Mattei executives , including Amerman , concerning the
warehouse clubs. ex 1612.
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informed each manufacturer that the other one was willing to go along with

TRU's club policy if its chief competitor stopped selling regular line
products to the clubs and this behavior by TRU facilitated horizontal
understandings among the toy manufacturers. " IDF 149.

Another example concerns Fisher Price and Hasbro s

Playskool

division. John Chase , the Key Account Manager for Fisher Price , and his
supervisor saw Playskool products in a club in November of 1992. Chase
recalls his supervisor placed a telephone call to TRU , and the supervisor
reported to Chase that Playskool was not " going to get away with it , that
Toys "R" Us is going to take care of it. " Chase 1666/14- 1667/1. Playskool
was the subject of many complaints in the fall of 1992. In August , Goddu
had warned Playskool Vice President for Sales George Miller to cease club
sales or TRU " wouldn t still buy (Playskool' s) basic product." IDF 200.
Later in the year and after hearing from Fisher Price , TRU called Miller to
TRU' s main office. IDF 201. As Miller later described the incident , TRU
took him to the shed. " Chase 1673/17- 23. Thereafter , Playskool improved
its compliance with the club policy. Likewise , a Today s Kids documcnt
shows that it knew TRU was taking action with respect to a Tyco toy even
before TRU spoke to Tyco. CX 874.
30 In addition to the testimony from TRL"

s offcers , particularly persuasive since TRU was the

communications hub and initiator of the boycott strategy, that (1) the toy manufacturers were unhappy
about TRU' s club policy, (2) that they resisted any restrictions on their sales to clubs, and (3) that they
would adopt the policy only jfthey were assured that their competitors would go along, the record also
contains evidence of horizontal agreement specific to each ofthe seven toy companies. The following
is a compilation of some oflhat evidence , organized by individual toy manufacturer:
1. Matte!.
B; Barad 7891/4. 18; Okun 2698/17- 2699/1 , 2693/14- 2695/22; CX 1658 (Goddu) at 276/8279/21 (MatteI' s promise to restrict its sales to the clubs " was based on the fact that competition would
Amerman 3795/5- , 3800- 3808/4 (On July 17
do the same. ); CX 1772; Lazarus 5451/4- 5452/18;
1992 , TRU' s Chairman Lazarus told MatteI' s CEO Amerman that TRU had received reports from
Mattei' s competitors , including Hashro , complaining that Matte! was shipping product to the clubs , and
Amerman reaffrmed Mattei' s commitment to restrict club sales. ); ex 1772 , 1773- , 1774 (TRU met
with Hasbro later thaI day. ); ex 1659 (Goldstein) at 59/10- , 61/17- 22; ex 1658 (Goddu) at 276/17-

ex 532.

277/25 (TRU' s Goldstein and Goddu testified that:-attel complained about Hashro products found in
the clubs. ); CX 626; Amerman 3844/22- 3847/12 (The President of MatteI' s Boys ' Division suggested

in a memorandum that MatteI should ascertain what its competition was shipping to the clubs so that
the matter could be raised with TRU at the appropriate time. ); ex 1612 (In August of1992 , Goddu had
a conversation with a Hashro Division President , during which Goddu passed on to Hasbro a prior
conversation he had had with MatteI executives ,

including Amerman , concerning the warehouse clubs.

(Goddu testified that there were many such conversations
concerning Mattei and Hashro. ); Moen 651/17- 652/9 (TRU used Tyco , Hashro, and Mattei'
compliance with the special club packs policy to pressure each of the three companies to continue its
ex 1658 (Goddu

) at

276117. 277/25

compliance with the policy.
2. Hashro.

3333/12. 3335/5 3343/17- 22; Owen 1132/6- 1135/9; Verrecchia 1391/22- 1393/14 , 1393/231394/41; ex 1810 (At Toy Fair 1992 and on other occasions , TRE told Hashro that Mattei and other
manufacturers had agreed not to sell promoted product to the clubs. ); Inano 3333/12- 3343/22; ex
1630- , B; Halverson 428/17- 430/4; Owen 1129- 1134; Verrecchia 1393/5- , 1393/23- , 139411.
(At or just before Toy Fair 1992 , a Hasbro executive came from a meeting with TRU and told a
subordinate that TRU had met with several ofHasbro ' s competitors, including MatteI and Fisher Price
and that they had agreed not to sell promoted products to the clubs. Because Hasbro s competitors had
Inano
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agreed not to sell promoted product to clubs , Hasbro said it would not do so , but when another company
sold promoted product to the clubs " the door would be open for us. ); ex 1658 (Goddu) at 273 (Hasbro
made it clear to TRU that Hasbro would no! " sit by idly " if its competitors sold product to the clubs.
Verrecchia
138517- , 1376/16. 1377/12 (I-asbrowanted to ensure that TRU' s policy was being applied
to Hasbro s competitors. ); Verrecchia 1485/19- 1486/4; Owen 1128/5- 1131/2 (TRU assured Hasbro that

it was talking to the major manufacturers about the clubs and that it was establishing a policy that it was
going to apply to all ofTRU' s vendors. ); ex 180 , 309, 363 , 47- , 336; Verrecchia 1366/6- 1367/21
1374/13- 1376/20 1489/13- 23; Lazarus
5451/14- 5452/18;
CX 1660 (Lazarus) at 141/4- 8; Amerman
3795/9- 3796/20 3800/7- 3801/25 3806/24- 3808/4; CX 1659 (Goldstein) at 62- 63 (Hasbro monitored
its competitors ' sales to the clubs , and aggressively and frequently complained to TRU when it found
vio!ations. ); CX 1658 (Goddu) at 329/23- , 276/12- 277/25; Goddu 6701/13- 18 (Goddu testified that
Hasbro complained more about its competition selling in the clubs than other manufacturers. ); Grey
3011/12- 3013/4 (In May of 1992 , Hasbro CEO discussed with Tyco CEO what each company was
doing or not doing with respect to the clubs. ); CX 1772; 1773- 8; Lazarus 5448/13- 16; CX 1774 (TRU
met separately with MatteI and Hasbro on July 17 1992. ); CX 1633 (Following the July 17 , 1992
meeting with Hasbro , TRU received confidential intcrnal Hasbro memoranda dated from June 30 to July
, 1992 , reporting sales to the clubs by MatteI and other Hasbro competitors. ); CX 1612 (On August
, ! 992 , Goddu had a conversation with a Hasbro Division President during which Goddu passed on
to Hasbro a conversation he had with Matte! executives, including CEO Amerman , concerning the
warehouse clubs. ); Moen 651/17

652/9 (When Tyco developed special club packs ,

this was

23 (A Fisher Price record
shows that a Hasbro Division Representative told Fisher Price that Hasbro was " adamant they would
not be shipping key (items) to the clubs , at least not yet.
communicated by TRU to MatteI and Hasbro. ); CX 684- 8;

Cohen 8015/3

3. Fisher Price.

CX 1658 (Goddu) at 328/18- 329/29 (Goddu testified that Fisher Price was concerned because " if their
competitors are going to exploit the club channel of distribution , then they (Fisher PriceJ have to pay
attention to it. ); Weinberg 7628/15 7629/1 (TRU' s Vice President Weinberg testified that Fisher Price
complained to him about P!ayskoollHasbroJ products that Fisher Price found in the clubs. ); TRU'

Response to Complaint Counsel's Proposed Finding of Fact 278 (TRU admits that Fisher Price
complained from time to time and that its particular concern was Hasbro s Playskoo1 Division. ); CX
563 (A Fisher Price representative spoke to a Little Tikes ' regional manager to find out ifLinle Tikes
had experienced any repercussions from TRU about products it offered to the clubs. ); CX 684- 8; Cohen
8015/3- 23 (Fisher Price notes from Toy Fair 1992 state that Hasbro s Kenner and Playskool
representatives told Fisher Price that their company was " adamant that they would not be shipping key
skus to the Clubs , at least not yet.
4. Tyco.

CX 1658 (Goddu) at 271/23- 272/22 , 273/24- 274/3; Goddu 6876/20- 6877113 (TRU' s Goddu testified
that Tyco had an ongoing concern about " having to be in the clubs because their competition was
there. ); Inano 3345/2- 3347/4; CX 532; CX 553 (Tyco knew of MatteI' s club policy before it was
formally announced. ); Moen 651 /17- 652/9 (TRU urged Tyco to adopt the same policy as the other large
toy makers by developing special club packs , and told other manufacturers that Tyco would sell such
paeks to the clubs. ); CX 1412- B; Grey 3027/22. 3029/12 (Tyeo s CEO acknowledged , in 1993 , that
Tyco had adopted the same policy as its competitors. ); Grey 3011/12- 3013/4 (In May 1992 , Tyco
CEO and Hasbro s CEO discussed their companies ' policies regarding sales to clubs.
6. Little Tikes and Today s Kids.
DePersia 2146/1 0. 2147/6 2148/7- 22 (When confronted by TRU about stopping or restricting sales to
the clubs ,

Little Tikes executives asked about other manufacturers ' sales to the clubs and asked

specifically whether TRU' s policy also would be applied to Today s Kids. ); DePersia

2214/23. 2215/3 (Little Tikes was concerned that Today s Kids might take away market share from
Little Tikes. ); DePersia 2147/7- , 2150/3- 12 (Goddu responded that Today s Kids would be "getting
out of the business " of selling to the clubs. ); DePersia 2147/18.
, 2150/25 2151 /4 (A Little Tikes
Sales Vice- President understood that Goddu had spoken with Today s Kids and that the response was
a reassurance of Little Tikes ' concerns. ); Goddu 6726/2- , 6727/8- , 6730/20 6732/2 , 6738/56739/25 (Goddu had spoken to Today s Kids about TRU' s policy, and Today s Kids had told Goddu
it would slow or discontinue sales to the clubs. ); CX 874 (A Today s Kids memorandum lists several
MatteI and Tyeo- Playtime products sold by clubs , and states that Taday s Kids knew that TRU was
taking these items from its shelves. The memo is dated a week before TRU met with Tyco regarding
these products.
7. Tiger Electronics.
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H. Effect of the "No-Identical-Items " Policy.
TRU' s initial position was that the toy manufacturers should not " overly

support" the warehouse clubs. CX 529. That position was modified to
agreements not to sell " hot products " to the clubs and to specially package

other products for the clubs. Eventually (and primarily as a result of
negotiations with MatteI), " these first agreements changed into new
agreements from and among the toy companies not to sell any of the same
products to the clubs that the toy manufacturers sold to TRU. Thus , the
focus on hot products was dropped in favor of a uniform policy of offering
the clubs only goods that were significantly differentiated fiom those

carried at TRU. Toy companies like Tyco also agreed to develop a special
line of differentiated products for the clubs ifthey had not already done so.
These special lines were comprised of combination packs , but in a few
instances individually packaged toys were redesigned to make them
visually distinct from the items sold at TRU and other traditional retailers.

As discussed above , TRU supervised the policy by reviewing and
approving many club products before they were offered to the clubs.
The no- identical products policy met TRU' s goaJs. TRU wanted to
prevent toy manufacturers from competing with each other to sell products
to the clubs , CX J 658 (Goddu) at 276/23- 277/25; Kalinske 2488/202489/3 2491/19- 2492/6 , to prevent consumers from making direct price
comparisons between products sold by TRU and products sold by the clubs
Butler 5560/13- 24;

Goddu 6635/7- , and to prevent the clubs fiom
competing with TRU. Okun 2684/15- 2685/6.
TRU approved of the sale of special packs to the clubs because special
packs make it difficult for customers to compare the prices at different
retail outlets. Asked whether a customer could compare the price of an
individual toy with that of a club pack , TRU' s Goddu answered:
the objective was that the consumer not be able to do it easily. And if, can I give
you an example on that? If Sunshine Barbie individual doll is found everywhere at
$9. 99 and then thc warehouse clubs sell Sunshine Barbie and two little fiiends with
it and the warehouse clubs sell that for $14. 99 or $16. , the customer doesn
Shiffman 2016118. 2017/1 (Tiger s Executive Vice- President got the " impression " from his initial
conversation with TRU' s Goddu thatTRD' s club policy would apply to at! manufacturers in the
industry. ); ex 811; Shiffman 20 17/2- 2028/13 (After agreeing to restrict its own sales Tiger wrote TRV
a Ictter complaining about a competitor s product in a club. ); ex 8J J (Tiger said that it had not sold

any such easily-comparabJc products to a club , but that Tiger couJd sel! such products " jf we had
known that it was acceptable to YOll. "

31 lDF 130 ("

(:vattel' s) Barad testified that she also called TRU' s Michae! Go!dstein within a
1991 meeting, in order to tel! him that she knew what Amennan had said
but that Mattei could not stop selling everything to the clubs because Mattei aJready had outstanding
few days

of the Octobcr 3 ,

commitments to them and what Matte! rcaIJy wanted to do was to se!j special packs to the dubs ....

During this phone call , GoJdstein also indicated to Barad that seJling speeiaJ packs to the clubs was
acceptable to TRU. "
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really know the value ofthe little dolls. I mean , it s hard to say is that worth -- are
the other retailers competitive or not competitive at $9. 99 relative to that version
being $14. 99? Will you get more product? So those were the objectives , you know
so that they re not easily comparable. Those were always our objectives.
CX 1657 (Goddu) at 215/22- 16/8.

Most special packs were less popular with customers than individually

packaged items. Lazarus believed that consumers would not want
combination packs , and he knew he did not want them for TRU. Lazarus
543 III 6- 5433/10.

The policy also raised the average

prices of toys

available at the clubs , even when consumers saw no improvement in value.
For example , both Mattei and Hasbro , as a matter of policy, would not
produce a club combo pack that would sell for a lower price at a club than
anyone of the items sold alone at other retailers. IDF 394 , 395. A 1993

Mattei memorandum describing problems with the Barbie Gift Sets
developed for the clubs illustrates the point:

The biggest complaint the clubs have is that there is no perceived value to the

Barbie gift sets. They attempt to sell the gift sets at SI4- S18 , while the traditional
retailers scll the regular line feature Barbiefor $11- $16. Their lthe clubs
J customer
sees only the doll and sees them as being higher priced. This also creates a problem
for their entire department which a consumer could view as being higher priced.

CX 592. The memorandum also says that " putting costumes with a doll and

calling it a gift set does not work. They sell costumes for as little as 75
(cents) each ... and we re charging them $2- $4. No value. Id. While not all
combination packs fared as poorly as these Barbie Gift Sets , the problem
they created was pervasive.
The ALJ correctly found that TRU halted a pattern of rapid growth of
toy sales at the clubs. IDF 368 , 375. In just the year before the boycott
clubs ' share of all toy sales in the United States grew from 1.5% in 1991 to
9% in 1992. But , toy sales by the clubs fell steadily to 1.4% by 1995 after
the boycott took hold. J2 CX 1822 (Scherer) Ex. 4a.
The boycott hobbled individual clubs toy business. Costco s experience
is illustrative. While its overall growth on sales of all products during the
period 1991 to 1993 was 25% , Costco s toy sales increased during the same
period by 51 %. IDF 385; CX l745- 9. But , after the boycott took hold in
1993 , Costco s toy sales
decreased
by 1. 6% despite total sales growth of
19. 5%. Id. While there is no assurance that Costco s toy business would

have continued to grow at an annual rate of 25% or more , TRU' s policy
clearly took the wind out of Cost co

s sails. This change reflects the sudden
over 90% of MatteI toys

loss of supply of key toy products. In 1989 ,
32 The clubs

s overa!l salesof all goods grew at an annual rate of26.4% in 1991 22. 8% in 1992
9% in 1994 , and 5% in 1995. ex 1824. Professor BuncH , a marketing expert called
by TRU , testified that the sales volume of all clubs grew at an avcrage annual rate of 48 % from 1985
to 1988 and of24. 3 % from 1988 to 1992 , before slowing to an annual rate of6. 5 % from 1992 to 1995.
RX 894 (Buzzell) at 21- 22.

10. 8% in 1993
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purchased by Costco and the other clubs were regular items ,
number feJl to zero in 1993. CX 1822 (Scherer)

but this

51. The clubs ' share of

the 100 most popular toys from aJl manufacturers dropped by more than
half between 1992 and 1995. Most of Costco s 1995 sales were video
products , so the reduction in popular traditional toys was even greater. CX
1822 (Scherer) Ex. 5 ,

6a.
The reversal of the clubs ' success as toy retailers can also be seen by

examining toy manufacturers ' sales to the clubs. For example , the sales
volume of Fisher Price to Price Club dropped from around $6 million in
the late 1980s to approximately $220 000 in 1993. Chase 1 775/J4- 1 776/6.
Sales to the clubs by Hasbro , including its Playskool , Playskool Baby, and
Kenner divisions , declined from $9. 5 miJlion in 1991 to $3.2 miJlion in
1993. IDF 212; CX 448; CX 447 A- E; Owen
1294/2- 5. MatteI's sales to all
clubs , which grew at about 50% annually in both 1989 and 1990 , dropped
from over $23 miJlion in 1991 to $7. 5 milion in 1993. 33 lOP 165. From
1991 to 1993 , Tiger Electronics sold the clubs regular products , and its
sales to the clubs climbed fiom $273 000 to $3. 5 million , at which time
clubs accounted for 2. 5% of Tiger s sales. lOP 301; CX I 756- C. But after
Tiger adopted TRU' s
$32 000. IDF 309.

policy in 1994 , club sales dropped to less than

Most significantly, competition would have driven TRU to lower its
prices had TRU not taken action to stifle the competitive threat posed by
J4 In turn , ifTRU lowered its prices
the clubs.
, other retailers would havc
been forced to do so as weJl. IDF 392. Several industry witnesses expressed
this view. Goddu thought that the clubs were going to force down toy prices
at all retailers , in the same way that Wal- Mart had done. Goddu 6616/1923. A Binney & Smith executive believed that the prices charged by the
warehouse clubs would become the prevailing market price. Blaine
63 72/J 2- 16. The AU also found that , because clubs carr many less
popular items at prices substantiaJly lower than TRU's , TRU would have
Jowered prices for toys beyond the top 100 to 250 best-selling items to
protect its price image.
lOP 405.
IfTRU had matched the clubs ' prices by reducing its average margin
on its five hundred best-selling products from 20. 5% (TRU' s average
margin on the top 500 toys) to 9% (Costco s average margin), its customers
would have saved $55 miJlion per year. J5 CX 1822 (Scherer)
58. By the
33 MatteI'

s sales of regular product to clubs dropped from about $17 million in 1991 to zero in

1993 , and during the same period sales afcustom product grew from $6. 7

to $7.5 million. IDF 165.

34 Indeed
, TRU

did

lower its prices for severa! items when cJubs were able to seJJ the same

at a substantiaUy lower price.

35 Of course

See supra

items

54 7.

, if TRU lowered the prices on fewer than five hundred items to meet club

competition -- which in fact it was more likely to do -- this number would be lowered accordingly.
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same token , TRU' s policy raised the costs of toys at the clubs , obstructing

their advantage as the Jowest price outlet. This too weakened their
effectiveness as competitors to the advantage of TRU and the injury of
consumers.

I. Evidence of ' 'Free- Riding.
TRU provides severaJ services that might be important to consumers.
These include advertising, carring an inventory of goods early in the year
and supporting a full line of products. But the evidcnce indicates that the
manufacturers compensate TRU for advertising toys , storing toys made
early in the year , and stocking a broad line of each maker s toys under one
roof. Given TRU's hard bargaining with the toy companies over prices and
other terms of sale , and due to the industry s desire to support TRU , TRU
has consistently been able to extract subsidies , discounts , and other

concessions from the toy companies that enable TRU to provide the
services the toy industry wants.

TRU does not purchase " image advertising "

designed to boost the

demand for toy products generally. Television advertising, for example , is
paid for entirely by the toy companies. IDF 470; CX 1822 (Scherer)

60.

TRU advertises in local newspapers , and via catalogs , to promote the
availability and prices of products in TRU stores. IDF 471. There is no
reason to believe that the small amount ofloeal advertising by TRU boosts
sales at nearby club stores. IDF 480. To the contrary, Professor Scherer
convincingly demonstrated that , if anything, TRU' s local advertisements
lower toy sales at its competitor stores in the same area. CX 1831 (Scherer)

n1- 1O.

Toy manufacturers also pay TRU for its local ads. A 1993 TRU

memorandum states that advertising is vendor- funded and calls it
essentially free. " CX 967- c.37 TRU' s cost calculations confirm this
statement. TRU' s calculations do not indicate the amount of advertising
expenditures in 1993 , but do show advertising allowances of more than
36 In an effort to show that TRU'

s pricing is already constrained in local markets by competition
and the other national discounters , TRU' s economist , Professor Carlton , perfonncd a
regression equation comparing the number oflocal competitors to the prices charged for
all of the toys
at TRU stores and found a very smaJJ (1- 2%) relationship between the number ofIocal competitors and
prices charged by TRU. Complaint Counsel' s expert , Professor Scherer , responded that Carlton erred
in using the average price of all toy items , because TRU only adjusts its prices on the top several
hundred items to meet price competition from other discounters. Reintcrpreted to measure not average
price, but only the prices of the top 100 to 250 items , Carlton s analysis shows pricing differences of
between 5. 08 and 7. 08% for top- selling items at locations where TRU stores compete with Target , WaImart or other discounters. Jfallowed to continue , head- to- head price competition with the clubs was
likely to lower toy prices further in the 238 or more areas where TRU stores compete with club outlets.
from Wal- Mart

CX 1830 (Scherer)

37 According

, II.

to Spencer , a TRU toy buyer , TRU' s Senior Vice President of Advertising
repeatedly explained that TRC received more in advertising allowances than it spent on advertising.
Spencer 186717- 14.
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$183 million from toy manufacturers. CX 1012. In 1994 , TRU spent $199

million on advertising-related expenses and received compensation in
Jd.
TRU' s net cost of advertising was $750 000 , or
02% of total sales. In 1995 , TRU' s calculations show that it spent about
$263 million on advertising and was paid a bit more than $225 miJion
roughly 90% of its costs. TRU projected that 1996 payments would cover
95% of advertising costs. CX 1009. Advertising, in short , was a service the
toy manufacturers
provided for TRU and not the other way around.
Manufacturers also compensate TRU for storing the goods that it buys
excess of$198 million.

before the Christmas selling season. Most often compensation is made by
extremely favorable " dating, " meaning delay in the date payment is due for

goods received over the year. TRU' s Chairman Lazarus explained dating:
s financed in large part by the manufacturers who build extra margin into the
price and then give " dating. " You buy now; you pay later. Because you don t sell
evenly throughout the year. That was and is the premise.
Thev (the toy companies)
buiJd the price margin into 11 so they can produce 12 months a year. Without this
dating, 1 never would have been
able
to afford the inventory.

CX 161 I- C (emphasis in original). TRU is the only toyretailerthat pays for
all of its MatteI inventory on ( J, even if products are purchased in January
of that year. r citation redacted). By comparison , Wal- Mart is required to pay
within 90 days of shipment.

!d.

MatteI documents describe this late

payment deadline as compensation for storage services. CX 686- B. When
PlayskooJ shipped an order of products unexpectedly early (late June),
Playskool agreed to lower the price of the shipment by an amount equal to
four months ' storage costs. CX 1730. TRU' s records show that manufacturers routinely paid TRU credits for warehousing services. CX 1012.
TRU is compensated for supporting the toy companies ' full line of
products. TRU receives a disproportionateJy large supply of hit products in
short supply. In 1992 , for example , TRU got 40 to 50% ofMatteJ' s " hot
products while it sold only 29% of MatteI's total output. CX 530- D. A 1990
letter from MatteI to TRU explained , TRU " is receiving a disproportionate
share of our quotas .... (W)e will continue to provide the maximum possible
support to insure a great sell- through. " CX
533- A. Great sell- through"
means that TRU , by stocking hit product unavailable at other toy retailers

is able to sell additional toy items to the customers who come to TRU
stores to purchase the hit products. In other words , even though TRU'
margins are lower for " hit " products , TRU is able to profit from its access
to hits by also selling some Jess popular products to the customers who
come to its stores to purchase hits. CX 1822 (Scherer) '! 20. Thus , liberal

access to scarce products compensates TRU for its full- line

stocking

service to the toy industry. A 1990 Tonka (Hasbro) memorandum reports:
Tonka has fulfilled its obligation to provide ' more than a fair share ' of hot

,"
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product to TRU (including the 8 000 ... Wrestling Buddies that (were)
bound for other retailers). " CX 5.
The toy companies also give TRU post-sale discounts ("markdowns

on the prices paid for slow-moving products. In this way, if TRU is
burdened by an unsuccessful product it carries , the manufacturer pays a
cost. Kenner (Hasbro) document states that TRU
murdered us " on Kenner- funded markdowns on products that flop. CX 10
, B. Many documents in the record memorialize discounts extended to

large part of the

TRU when products did not sell as well as expected: for example , a 1992

MatteI mcmorandum titled " Toys ' R' Us -- Special Pricing " records
granting TRU well over $1 million in free goods in compensation for
special discounts " on slow-moving items; and a 1994 memorandum
suggests that MatteI , as " done in the past " should fund discount coupons

for twenty-eight items overstocked at TRU. CX 556 , 584- A; IDF 507
(listing documents). TRU' s standard purchase contract includes a most
favored nation clause to guarantee that it pays no more than the lowest
price in the industry. CX 1030There is no evidence that club competition without comparable services
threatened to drive TRU's services out of the market or harm consumers.
TRU's
only
illustration of its claim that it was forced to change (or even
considered changing) its marketing policy as a result of purported freeriding involves a decision in 1996 to cut back the average inventory in TRU
stores from approximately 16 000 to 18 000 units to about 11 000 units.
Goddu 6574/22- 25. Based on the record , it is difficult to connect this TRU
marketing change to " free-riding " or even eompetition by the clubs. TRU'
executive in charge of these changes testified that the reduction in the
number of units in its inventory was an effort to create a cleaner looking
shopping floor. Goddu 6576. Studies undertaken by the company prior to
the decision to cut back on inventory all related that decision to consumer
preferences for a less crowded store , not to free-riding issues. Goddu 657475.
38 Competition with WalMart caused TRU to lower prices and " to give the customer a better
in-store shopping experience. " Goddu 6523- 24. TRU decided to reduce the number of products in its
inventory in an effort to create a cleaner looking shopping floor. Goddu 6574/16- 25. Three studies
were undertaken to find the optima! number of items for IRe; all recommended 9 000 , as additional
items do not register in the eyes of consumers. Goddu decided to cut his inventory to about 10 000 and
ended up with an inventory of a little less than 11 000. Goddu testified that any greater inventory
reduction would cause TRU to lose its distinct edge. I-Ie speculated that if TRU attempted any
inventory cut greater than the one he made TRU would " close fits) doors. " Goddu 6578. TRU
documents echo Goddu

s conclusion

, U

(oJur broad selection continues to be a strong competitive

defense versus virtuaJly.i of our competitors. We must leverage this as much as possible. " eX! 586-

(mlost competitive stores that you go into , you often can t find what you want, which gives
us an enonnous marketing opportunity particularly in the current environment. " ex 1611. F. Professor
Scherer concurred with Goddu s evaluation: " I don t think that (a $55 mil!ionJ loss in profit would lead
to a significant change (in TRU' s stocking po!icyl because for Toys " R" Us not to pursue the policy it
has pursued with such great success would be to undermine the basis of its success. " Scherer 4919/3Scherer also observed that TRU lost money on the
000 or so slow-moving items that it cut from its
B. And
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No contemporaneous document suggests that TRU was concerned
about " free-riding " when it developed its club policy.

J. Before TRU's Policy Was Implemented, Almost All the Toy
Companies Sold to All Retail Outlets Including Warehouse Clubs.

Most toy companies are saturation retailers , meaning that they seek
sales whenever and wherever possible. Toys are sold at supermarkets
pharmacies and convenience store gas stations. To the extent that the toy
industry needed costly services from any of its retail outlets , it traditionaJly

has chosen to pay for these services itself through one of the several
methods described earlier. There is no evidence that a toy company, prior
to TRU' s policy announcement , ever restricted the distribution of its toy

products in an effort to preserve or enhance the quality of its retailers
services. Two small companies , Little Tikes and Lego , restricted the clubs
to custom or discontinued products prior to 1992 (when the TRU policy
was announced). IDF 262 , 330. There is no indication why Lego in the late
1980s limited the clubs to old products , but Lego began to sell regular
products to BJ' s in the early 1990s. Little Tikes was motivated by product
prestige. IDF 262- 65. Little Tikes ' founder believed his company s image

would be eroded if products were sold at steep discounts in clubs and
Id.
AJI other toy
similar outlets , and therefore declined to sell to the clubs.
purchased
by
,
after
it
was
companies (and eventually Little Tikes
Rubbermaid) courted the clubs and other new channels of distribution.
No toy company document before 1992 even hints that " free-riding " by
one toy retailer on the efforts of another could be a problem in the industry.
On the contrary, before 1992 all the big toy companies (Mattei , Hasbro
Fisher Price , Tyco , etc. ) actively searched fornew low-eost distributors and
aggressively sought to expand toy sales to and through the clubs.

inventory in 1996 ,

but that the remaining stock is profitable for TRU, Scherer 4921/9- 22.

39 Severa! toy manufacturer witnesses testified that they

did

view the clubs as free-riders , even

before they were confronted by TRU. The AU did not credit this testimony, in some instances
expressly dismissing these witnesses as not credible. JDF 296 (Today s Kids executive s testimony not
credible), 316 (VTcch executive s testimony includes " much post hoc rationalization ). Other testimony
of this kind was inconsistent with specific evidence in the rest of the record. For example , Fisher
Price s Senior Vice President of Sales gave several reasons why Fisher- Price decided to restrict club
sales in 1990 prior to any request from TRU, including the desire to protect the margins of its core retail
customers. Cohen 7955 , 7960- 6 J. But these statements were contradicted by a 1990 memorandum

22.

showing that Fisher- Price planned to sell both regular product and special packs to the clubs that year.
RX 280. TRU attempted to rely on a 1993 documcnt , RX 256 , for corroboration of the Fisher Price
executive s tcstimony. Cohen 7948/8Obviously a 1993 document is not as reliable as contemporaneous documents with respect to a
decision purportedly made in 1990. TRU' s reliance on this 1993 document underscores the weakness
US Gypsum , Co. 333 U. S. 364
Cf Uniled Stales
ofTRU's contemporary evidence on this point.
396 (1948) (where antitrust defendants ' trial " testimony is in conflict with contemporary documents
we can give it little weight.
AI! ofthe manufacturers ' testimony giving independent reasons why they decided to discriminate
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against the dubs is also contradicted by the consistent testimony from TRU's own officials that the club
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II. DISCUSSION OF LA W.

Set out below is a discussion of fact and law demonstrating, first , the

existence of vertical agreements between TRU and at least ten toy
manufacturers , and second , the existence of horizontal agreements among
at least seven toy manufacturers. We then turn to an application of
substantive legal standards to these agreements.
The boycott organized by TRU and the toy manufacturers could be
declared illegaJ
per
se under the Supreme Court' s decision in
Klor , Inc.
v.
Broadway- Hale Stores , Inc. 359 U.S. 207 (1959). For a number of
reasons , we choose not to rely primarily or exclusively on
Klor ' but rather
find a violation on alternative grounds. First , the boycott is iUegaJ
per
because it demonstrates aU the characteristics that the Supreme Court set
forth in
Northwest Wholesale Stationers , Inc. v. Pacifc Stationery &
Printing Co.

472 U. S.

284 (1985), as a predicate to applying

per

se rules.

Second , the boycott is ilegal under a full rule of reason analysis because
the anti competitive effects clearly outweigh any possible business
justifications. Third , the vertical agreements between TRU and each toy
manufacturer , entered iDto
seriatim
with clear
anti competitive
intent
violate Section I of the Sherman Act.

A. TRU Entered Unlawful Vertical Agreements
With at Least Ten Toy Manufacturers.

TRU entered vertical agreements with at least ten toy companies
including aU of the large , traditional toy manufacturers , not to deal with

clubs except on discriminatory terms that limited the clubs ' ability to
compete.
Contrary to TRU' s assertions , the doctrine of
United States
v. Colgate
& Co. 250 U. S. 300 (19J9), does notprotectTRU' s conduct.
Colgate
and
its progeny protect unilateral eonduct from antitrust liability under Section
I of the Sherman Act. For example , when a manufacturer states a

distribution policy -- typically a suggested retail price -- and then refuses
to deal with any distributor that does not comply, no " agreement" between
the manufacturer and distributor can be inferred from the manufacturer
actions. This is so even if aU of the manufacturer s dealers comply out of
fear oflosing a key supplier. In the present case , the distribution policy was
announced by a large distributor , and it was the manufacturers that had to
policy was diffcult to implement. As quoted above , TRU' s

Chainnan Lazarus said that

none

of the toy

manufacturers was happy about TRU' s club policy.

We thus agree with the All' s decision to reject this !ineof testimony, which was self-serving,
unsupported , and directJy inconsistent with the rest of the evidence showing that virtuaJly all toy
manufacturers viewed the clubs ' emergence as toy retailers as a positive
development for the industry
which was thwarted by uninvited pressure
trom
TRU.

pp.
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decide whether to comply. Were these the only facts , the participants would
v. Spray- Rite Servo
See Monsanto Co.
protection.
Colgate
still be entitled to
v. Raymond BrosColgate);
FTC
Corp. 465 U. S. 752 (1984) (reaffirming
Clark Co.

263 U. S. 565 , 573 (1924). But they are not.

TRU overstepped the bounds of

Colgate

repeatedly and in several

different ways. TRU' s goal was to work out arrangements whereby the toy
manufacturers wouJd sell to the clubs only on discriminatory terms , thereby
Colgate
diminishing the clubs ' ability to compete effectively with TRU.

would protect this policy, if it had been confined to an announcement
followed by firms making indepcndent business decisions. But that is not
what occurred. First , TRU asked toy companies for an express response -pp. 542- 45; second
see supra
yea or nay -- after it told them of its policy,

it engaged in extended negotiations with companies that were reluctant to
adopt the restraint , and worked out agreed-upon compromise solutions see
545- 46; third , it asked to , and in fact did , preview and clear
supra

products developed for the c1ubs to assure that they were suffciently
differentiated from its own see id.; fourth , on at least one occasion , a
supplier agreed to split the cost of a discount that TRU offered after a toy
company breached the policy by selling a product to a club , and TRU
p. 547; fifth , on other
elected to meet the c1ub' s lower price see supra
occasions , TRU invited toy manufacturers to police compliance by
competitors and , when toy companies complained about competitors ' sales
to the clubs , TRU called meetings with the firms violating the agreement
. On the
pp. 557to demand again that they cease c1ub sales see supra
last point , the fact that toy manufacturers asked for enforcement ofTRU'
policy perhaps would not be enough , without more , to form an agreement.
See Parkway Callery Furniture , Inc. v. Kittinger/Pennsylvania House
Croup, Inc. 878 F. 2d 801 (4th Cir. 1989). We need not resolve that issue
because the systematic give-and- take of negotiations between TRU and the
various manufacturers went well beyond the simple announcement of a
policy followed by terminations if that policy was not followed.
The parties constantly described their arrangements as " agreements
pp. 547- 48 & note
promises understandings " and like terms see supra
, -- all indicating a conscious commitment to a common plan or scheme.
demonstrates why TRU's conduct
Colgate
Recent case law interpreting
doctrine
Colgate
and the toy suppliers ' responses evidence agreements. The
465 U. S. at 761- 63. In Monsanto the
Monsanto.
was discussed at length in
Court addressed the question of the type of evidence that a plaintiff must
present to create an issue for the trier of fact in an action for vertical price
fixing. ld. at 760- 64. The Court rejected the proposition that complaints by

distribution network to another (most often the
manufacturer) about a price cutter , followed by termination of the price
one party in the

cutter , could alone amount to adequate evidence of an agreement.

Id.

The

'"
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proper test , the Court concluded , was that a plaintjffmust produce " direct
or circumstantial evidence that reasonably tends to prove that the

manufacturers and the others ' had a conscious commitment to a common
scheme designed to achieve an unlawful objective. Id. at 764 (quoting
Sons , Inc. v. Texaco , Inc. 637 F. 2d 105 , III (3d Cir.
EdwardJ. Sweeney

1980)). This test was alternatively stated with a focus on the refutation of
independent business justification: " There must be evidence that tends to

exclude the possibility that the manufacturer and
distributors were acting independently.

Id.

the nonterminated

In this case , there is no question

that complaint counsel presented evidence tending to exclude the

Monsanto.

possibility of independent action under the standard of

Monsanto the Court found " substantial direct evidence of (an
In
unlawful agreement) to maintain prices " where Monsanto advised a

discounting dealer other than the one terminated that it would not receive
adequate supplies if it continued discounting; Monsanto , frustrated by the
dealer s continued discounting, complained to the dealer s parent company,

which then instructed its subsidiary to comply; and the dealer later
informed Monsanto that it would comply.

Id.

at 765.

The record here contains similar evidence (and more) of agreement.
TRU asked its suppliers to comply with its poliey, and they responded with

commitments; most agreed on the understanding that all would do the
same; and when some did not do as they had promised , TRU engaged in
often- protracted negotiations with the " non-complying " manufacturer.
Indeed, the presentation of packages of club products to TRU to determine
whetherthey were acceptable to TRU , and the subsequent offer of products
to the clubs only after content and packaging were deemed acceptable to

TRU, went well beyond any evidence of " a conscious commitment to a
Edward J.
at 764 (quoting
Monsanto. Id.
common scheme " found in
637 F. 2d at Ill). Finally, in the case of Little Tikes , TRU
Sons,
employed exactly the same tactic as did Monsanto -- it complained to

Sweeney

40 The Court

also found more ambiguous , but nonetheless adequate evidence of a vertical
agreement to create a question for the trier-of- fact in the following newsletter sent by a Monsanto
distributor to its retail clients:
In other words, we art assured that :'onsanto s company-owned outlets will not retail at less than
their suggested retail price to the trade as a whole. Furthermore , those of us on the distributor
level are not likely to deviate downward on price to anyone as the idea is implied that doing this
possibly could discolor the outlook for continuity as one ofthc approved distributors during the
future upcoming seasons. So , none interested in the retention of this arrangement is likely to risk
being deleted from this customer service opportunity. Also , so far as the national accounts are
concerned , they are sure to recognize the desirability of retaining \1onsanto s favor on a
continuing basis by respecting the wisdom of participating in the suggested program in a manner
assuring order on the retail level " playground" throughout the entire country. It is elementary that
harmony can only come from following the rules of the game and that in case of dispute , the
decision of the umpire is final.
Monsanto,

465 U. S. at 766.
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Rubbermaid , Little Tikes ' parent company. As in
Monsanto Little Tikes
instructed by its parent to comply, told TRU that it would do so.
Judge Posner

Isaksen v. Vermont

s opinion for the Seventh Circuit in

Castings, Inc. 825 F. 2d 1158 (7th Cir. 1987), much like
Monsanto
supports the finding of agreements here. Isaksen was a distributor of wood
burning stoves. The defendant-manufacturer , Vermont Castings , distributed
a list of suggested retail prices , but did not require its dealers to sell at those
prices. Isaksen sold stoves at deep discounts , and , as a result , Vermont
Castings was " bombarded" with complaints from its other dealers. Isaksen

testified that Vermont Castings threatened to " mix up " his orders ifhe did
not raise prices. " About a year after this threat , Isaksen raised prices and

brought a Sherman Act Section

I action

alleging an illegal price

maintenance agreement. Isaksen prevailed with the jury, but the district
court set aside the verdict.

The Seventh Circuit found sufficient proof of vertical agreement to
create a jury question based on (1) the manufacturer s threat that orders
would be " mix( ed) up " ifthe discount dealer did not raise its prices and (2)

the dealer s subsequent price increase.

Isaksen 825 F. 2d at 1163- 64. The
Co/gate- protected
conduct when it
asked
its dealer to raise prices and the dealer
complied. Id.
Co/gate
protects announced conditions followed by termination , but does
not insulate
negotiations
with recalcitrant suppliers or dealers. In Judge
Posner s words , after the supplier has asked its dealer to adopt a specific
policy, the acceptance could be " implicit , or signified by conduct in lieu of
promissory language. Id. at I 164. Monsanto
has been similarly interpreted
in other circuits. For example , in Big App/e BMW
v.
BMW of North
America, Inc. 974 F. 2d 1358 (3d Cir. 1992), the Third Circuit reversed a
grant of summary judgment for the defendant because the plaintiffs were
able to produce evidence tending to show that the defendant' s purported
court found that the manufacturer stepped beyond

independent business justifications for the challenged conduct were a
pretext.

Id.

see a/so McCabe s Furniture , Inc. v. La- Boy
323 328 (8th Cir. 1986) (holding jury could conclude

at 1374- 80;

Chair Co. 798 F. 2d

that a supplier and its dealer entered into an agreement to terminate a
second dealer where inter alia the supplier subsequently reported the
termination to the first dealer).
United States v. Parke , Davis

Co. 362 U. S. 29 (1960), examined and

held illegal a pattern of conduct analogous to that engaged in by TRU.
Parke , Davis , a pharmaceutical company, sought an agreement from retail
druggists to maintain prices and ,

when retailers resisted , modified its

requirement and sought a discontinuance of price advertising. Parke , Davis
41 TRU'

s behavior in holding up payment for a shipment from MatteI , followed by Mattei'

compliance with the scheme to discriminate against the clubs,

conduct.

see supra

p. 547 , involves similar

.,

. .
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negotiated first with one and then other retailers , obtained assurances that
price advertising would be discontinued , and eventually brought all
retailers into line. The Supreme Court explained that a manufacturer that
actively negotiates with its distributors in this manner goes " far ... beyond
doctrine. " 362 U. S. at 46. " Except for the fact that
the limits of the
Colgate
the instant case involves a retailer seeking assurances from its suppliers

(rather than the other way around), this precedent squarely covers the
precise conduct at issue here.
post- Monsanto
lower court cases in support of its view
TRU cites three
that " courts of appeals have consistently ruled that a manufacturer
communication to a complaining retailer of its decision not to deal with a
competing retailer in response to the complaining dealer s demand is
insuffcient to

establish agreement under the standard

set forth in

Monsanto. (Reply Br. at 32. ) TRU believes that these decisions protect
Garment
TRU's conduct in this case. We disagree. It is true that in both
Dist. , Inc. v. Belk Stores Servs. , Inc. 799 F . 2d 905 (4th Cir. 1986), and
v. James Jeans , Inc. 849 F. 2d I 148 (9th Cir. 1988), dealers
Jeanery, Inc.
complained to a manufacturer about a rival price cutter and , following
those complaints , the price cutter was terminated. But TRU's conduct went

beyond simple complaints to toy manufacturers about low prices at the
clubs and each manufacturer s simple response that it was no longer dealing
with the clubs. Rather , TRU negotiated with suppliers about the terms on
which they would sell to the clubs , reviewed and agreed to assortments of
products that could be sold to the clubs on terms acceptable to TRU, and
then negotiated about and policed compliance by companies caught in
violation of its policy. The decisions TRU cites lack such additional proof
Parke, Davis goes " far
of conspiracy that is present here , which as in
beyond" the manufacturer s communication of its policy to its dealers in
response to complaints , and subsequent cut-off.
Siemens Medical Sys. , Inc. , 879
2d 1005 (2d Cir. 1989), and particularly that portion of the opinion in
Colgate
which the Second Circuit found that Siemens did not overstep its
rights when it said to a group of complaining full service dealers that it was
working on the problem " presented by a discount mail-order dealer. It was
undisputed that the full service dealers had complained about free-riding by
TRU also relies onH.

L. Hayden Co.

v.

the mail-order outlet and also clear that the mail-order outlet really was a
free-rider , providing none of the presale , point-of-sale and post-sale
services that the manufacturer desired from its distributors. The court of
appeals emphasized that the " correct standard" requires evidence that tends
to exclude the possibility of independent action by the manufacturer in
response to distributor complaint s. Id at 1014. Except for the complaints
42

e Court s

analySl

IS quoted at p. 57 ,

Inlra.
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there was no evidence of agreements between the manufaeturer and dealers

and there was also clear evidence of a " negative impact" upon Siemens

reputation and its ability to protect its distribution system arising from the
mail-order outlet s " free-ride " on services.
!d.
The single comment by

Siemens -- that it was " working

on "

the mail-order problem -- was

insufficient to persuade the court that termination of the mail-order price
cutter was not an independent decision by the manufacturer.ld. at 1016.
Similarly, if each toy manufacturer had responded to TRU's complaints by
saying only that it was " working on the problem " and later cut-off or
discriminated against the clubs , we would not conclude that there was a
conscious commitment" to a common plan between TRU and each
manufacturer.
This case does not present a similarly close call. We do not see how
extended negotiations to change distribution policies , requests for and the
granting of assurances of compliance , splitting the cost of a discount TRU
offered to meet a competitor s low price , or presenting products for preview
and agreed-upon clearance by TRU can in any way be understood as
unilateral decision making by the toy manufacturers.
B. TRU Organized a Horizontal Agreement
Among the Toy Manufacturers.

The record demonstrates that TRU organized and enforced a horizontal
agreement among its various suppliers. Despite TRU' s considerable market
power , key toy manufacturers were unwil1ing to refuse to sel1 to or
discriminate against the clubs unless they were assured that their
competitors would do the same see supra
pp. 552- 53. To overcome that
resistance , TRU gave initial assurances that rival toy manufacturers would
commit to comparable sales programs see supra
pp. 553- 57; TRU
representatives then acted as the central player in the middle of what might
be called a hub-and-spoke conspiracy, shuttling commitments back and

forth between toy manufacturers and helping to hammer out points of
shared understanding,

see supra

pp. 557- 59; toy manufacturers

commitments were carefully conditioned on comparable behavior by rivals
see id. and , after the discriminatory program was in place , TRU and the toy
manufacturers worked out a program to detect , bring back into line , and
43 There is no question that parties

, though reluctant , may be pressured into antitrust agreements
International Paris Corp. . 392
S. 134 139- 40 (1968); In re BrandName Prescription Drugs Anlifrus! Litig. 123 F. 3d 599 , 614 (7th
Cir. 1997); MCM Par/ners , Inc.
Andrews- Barr/ett
Assocs. . Inc. 62 F.3d 967 , 972- 73 (7th Cir.
1995) (citing cases); Kohler Co.
v. Briggs
Strallon Corp. 1986- ) Trade Cas. (CCH)
047 , at
416. 17 (E. D. Wis. !986). See also 6 Phillip E. Areeda Antitrust Law
1408 , at 39 (1986).
Lorain Journal Co. v. United Siales 342 U. S. 143. 152 (1951) (discussing unwilling compliance in the

against their will or better judgment.

See Permo Life Muffers. Inc.

2 of the Sherman Act). TRU has not advanced any argument that the toy companies
hesitation prevents a legal conclusion that agreements were reached.
context of

pp.
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sometimes discipline , manufacturers that sold to the clubs see supra
557- 59.
toy
TRU' s witnesses (principally Lazarus and Goddu) testified that
aU
manufacturers resisted TRU' s proposed sales policies and insisted on
assurances that rivals would fall into line. The AU found that fourteen toy
manufacturers were part of the horizontal conspiracy. While that may be
true , we are inclined to include only those toy manufacturers that required
assurances that rivals would sell on discriminatory terms to the clubs , and
that were satisfied with TRU' s assurances that such uniform policies would
be adopted. Evidence of that exchange of commitments -- not necessarily
direct communications among the toy manufacturers but clearly through the
intermediation of TRU -- is present with respect to MatteI , Hasbro , fisher
Price , Tyco , Little Tykes , Today s Kids , and Tiger Electronics.

The AU' s conclusion that TRU built a horizontal agreement finds
Parke , Davis 362 U. S. 29 Interstate Circuit, Inc. v.
strong support in
United States

306 U. S.

208 (1939),

andAmbook Enters.

v.

Time , Inc. , 612

2d 604 (2d Cir. 1979). The evidence also reveals all of the elements
required to find a hub-and-spoke conspiracy in legal contexts other than
antitrust. And finally, TRU organized a horizontal agreement to enforce the
v. General
United States
club boycott which is similar to that held illegal in
Motors Corp. 384 U. S. 127 (1966).

1. The AU' s finding of horizontal agreement finds strong
support in Parke , Davis , Interstate Circuit , and Ambook.
a. Parke , Davis.

the government challenged vertieal price fixing
Parke
. Davis
and several drug stores. In its discussion
agreements between
of just how far Parke , Davis had strayed beyond the unilateral conduct
permitted by
Colgate the Court described an agreement that Parke , Davis
In

Parke ,

Davis

had orchestrated among its retailers:

First (Parke , Davis J discussed the subjcct with Dart Drug. When Dart indicated
willingness to go along the other retailers werc approached and Dart' s apparent
willingness to cooperate was used as the lever to gain their acquiescence in the
program. Having secured those acquiescences Parke Davis returned to Dart Drug

with the report of that accomplishment. Not until all this was done was the
advertising suspended and sales to all the retailers resumed. In this manner Parke
Davis sought assurances of compliance and got them , as well as the compliance
itself. It was only by actively bringing about substantial unanimity among the
competitors that Parke Davis was able to gain adherence to its policy.

Parke , Davis 362 U. S. at 46. The Court then turned to a review of
agreement" law in a broader context:
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It must be admitted that a seller s announcement that he will not deal with
customers who do not observe his policy may tend to engender confidence in each
customer that if he complies his competitors will also. But if a manufacturer is
unwiling to rely on individual self- interest to bring about general voluntary
acquiescence which has the collateral effect of eliminating price competition , and
takes affirmative action to achieve uniform adherence by inducing each customer
to adhere to avoid such price competition , the customers ' acquiescence is not then
a matter of individual free choice prompted alone by the desirability of the product.
The product then comes packaged in a competition- free wrappingna valuable
feature in itself- by virte of concerted action induced by the manufacturer. The
manufacturer is thus the organizer of a price-maintenance combination or

conspiracy in violation of the Shennan Act.
Jd.

at 46- 47. 44

As the Court indicated

, if Parke , Davis ' distributors had met

and each said that it would stop advertising prices if the others did so as
well , there would be no doubt that a horizontal agreement had been
reached. It is equally true that if the toy manufacturers had met and
collectively committed that they would not sell , or sell only on
discriminatory terms , to a class of customers such as the clubs , the law
would recognize this as an agreement. Thus , when TRU engaged in " shuttle
diplomacy " and brokered both agreement and compliance , it achieved the
same objective.
Just as TRU's conduct was almost identical to the conduct condemned
as a vertical agreement in
Parke , Davis TRU's conduct was also similar to
Parke , Davis ' behavior in orchestrating a horizontal agreement not to
advertise prices. TRU's actions of shuttling commitments between toy
manufacturers allowed the manufacturers to come into an agreement with
each other. The manufacturers did not have to meet to hammer out a
horizontal agreement. Their conscious commitment was extracted and then
communicated each to each by TRU.
TRU was not content to rely on its suppliers ' assessment of their
individual business interests when it asked them to adopt restrictions on
distribution through the clubs. Just as Parke , Davis used Dart' s willingness
as a lever to gain (its competitors J acquiescence in the program " 362 U.
at 46 , TRU used MatteI's promise -- itself " based on the fact that the com-

petition would do the same " -- to gain a commitment fiom Hasbro and then
others. There is similar evidence of
express interdependent commitments
See supra
pp. 553- 59 & note
among at least seven major toy manufacturers.
30. Their subsequent decisions to enter the proposed boycott were made
despite the fact that it might have been a competitively foolish thing to do
as an individual matter , or that others might gain if it was -- or proved to be
44 The Supreme Court in

Sharp Elecs. Corp. 485 U. S. 717 , 735 (1988),
found both vertical price fixing agreements and a separate and
related horizontal conspiracy to refrain from price advertising by characterizing the latter agreement as
horizontal.
Business Elecs. Corp.

removed any doubt that

Parke . Davis

...
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Parke , Davis the boycott was presented to TRU'
.- a mistake. As in
suppliers in " competition- free wrapping. Id. at 47. Due to this , the agreement ultimately obtained was in all likelihood different from , and more
stable than , any agreements TRU would have obtained had it negotiated
separately with each supplier , and had each not requested and received
assurances about the behavior of its rivals. TRU would not have gone to the

trouble of conducting these negotiations and working out the horizontal
agreements if it believed it could have enforced its will without them.
b. Interstate Circuit.

306 U. S. 208 ,

an important

Supreme Court case on proof of horizontal agreement ,

supports our

Interstate Circuit

A sensible reading of

analysis here. Interstate Circuit " wrote identical letters to eight competing
film distributors , naming all the distributors as addressees in each letter.
As a condition for the exhibition of movies in its first-run theaters at an
evening price of at least 40 cents , Interstate Circuit asked the distributors
to impose two restrictions in their contracts for the exhibition of such fims:
(I) subsequent-run evening exhibitions of " A"

movies must be at an

admission price of at least 25 cents , and (2) first-run , evening exhibitions
of " A" movies may not be part of a double feature. 306 U. S. 216- 17 & n.
There was no evidence of direet communication among the distributors , but
each met separately with representatives oflnterstate Circuit to discuss the
at 218. Each distributor eventually acceded
letter.ld.
demands made in its
to Interstate Circuit's request , except that each declined to adopt the

restrictions in Austin , Galveston and the Rio Grande Valley.

Id.

at 2 I 9. No

witnesses from the distributor defendants testified to offer explanations as
to why these " far-reaching changes " were introduced with such uniformity.
Id.
at 223. The Supreme Court affrmed the district court s finding that
Interstate Circuit and the national movie distributors had violated Section
1 of the Sherman Act , and upheld the injunction against enforcing their
illegal agreement or continuing their conspiracy.
In
a famous passage , the Court eoncluded that there was horizontal
agreement between the national film distributors as well as agreement with
Interstate Circuit:

Each was aware that all were in active competition and that without substantially
unanimous action with respect to the restrictions for any given teITitory there was

risk ofa substantial loss of the business and good will ofthe subsequent-run and
independent exhibitors.

There was risk , too , that without agreement diversity of action would follow.
45 Interstate Circuit was

one

of two

affliated chains of Texas movie theaters under common

management. Both chains , and the individuals who served as their President and General Manager
were named as defendants. For convenience , we refer to all movie exhibitor defendants as " Interstate
Circuit.
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at 222.

We agree with Professor Areeda s analysis that it would be a mistake
to give the Court' s

sweeping language in

Interstate Circuit

the broadest

construction it could support. 6 Areeda supra
note 43
1426b , at 162. Not
every unanimous action taken in response to an invitation -- even where a
uniform response is sought or preferred -- constitutes an agreement. If that
were the law , a simple price increase , followed by parallel price increases
by competitors , could be characterized as a horizontal agreement.

Subsequent cases make clear that parallel conduct alone does not constitute
See , e. g., Theatre Enters.
v. Paramount Film Distrib.
Corp. 346 U. S. 537 , 541 (1954);
Modern Homelnst. , Inc. v. Hartford Ace.
& Indem. Co. 513 F.2d 102 , 108- 10 (2d Cir. 1975). This may be true even
where , as with oligopoly pricing, there is some indication that success in
raising price requires a uniform response.
See , e. , Pevely Dairy Co.
United States 178 F. 2d 363 , 369 (8th Cir. 1949). However , we also agree
with Professor Areeda that , on a full examination of the facts and analysis
antitrust agreement.

of

Interstate Circuit

justified there
The Court in

the finding of horizontal agreement was entirely

, and note that the same logic requires a similar finding here.
Interstate Circuit

discussed a host of factors before

concluding that , viewed in context , the evidence supported the district
court' s finding that the national film distributors had entered into agreement
with one another. 306 U.S. at 221- 27.

By its letter ,

literally addressed its invitation to all of the film distributors.

Interstate Circuit
Id.

at 222.

Each knew that the others were asked to make the same choice. Their later
course of conduct was a dramatic change that was not only far-reaching and
complex , but also diffcult and costly to undo because priees were set at 25
cents by contracts lasting for a year or more.
Id.
at 224. This change lacked
any convincing explanation or business justification because the high- level
officials , who would have been in a position to explain the distributors
actions , did not testify to explain the reasons for their companies ' change
of course.

Id.

at 223. Finally, the distributors

' decisions to accede to

Interstate Circuit' s requests were " interdependent" in nature , that is they

made economic sense only if each had reason to believe the others would
go along.

Id.

at 224- 25. Thus , in the passage just quoted , the Court

eXplained that " (e)ach was aware ... that without substantially unanimous

action with respect to the restrictions ... there was risk of a substantial loss

of the business and good will .... Id. at 222. Together these facts and
circumstances suggested to the Court that -- more likely than not -- the
movie distributors responded to Interstate Circuit s request in a concerted
fashion. Subsequent cases , following scholars and other lower court

pp.

,"
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judges '6 have emphasized that interdependence is crucial if an antitrust
agreement is to be inferred from circumstantial evidence.
A similar , and in some respects stronger , set of facts is present here
Interstate
and the same inference of conspiracy is appropriate. As in
Circuit there was an invitation clearly addresscd to all of the participants
in the proposed conspiracy. Like the listing of all the film distributors as
addressees in the letter sent by Interstate Circuit , TRU , in Goddu s phrase
made a point of telling " its suppliers that its club " policy " was to be
extended to each and everyone of them. Each therefore knew that the
others were asked to make a similar decision.

The changed conduct that followed here , like that in Interstate Circuit
was far-reaching, complex , and , by its nature , costly to implement. As
Professor Areeda explained (t)he principle is clear: if rational defendants
would not act without mutual assurances of common action , then the act
note 43
1426
proves that such assurances took place. " 6 Areeda supra
47
Toy
manufacturers
began
to
produce
customized
lines
of
at 161 (1986).

product for sale to the clubs , even though doing so imposed extra costs on
the manufacturers with no perceived benefit to their club customers. Sales
to club customers dramatically declined , and the goodwill of the suppliers
See supra
fell to the point that by mid- I 992 several elubs threatened suit.

policies of
discriminating against the clubs , policies that manufacturers vowed to
follow indefinitely. This was an unusual and controversial measure in an
industry that had no history of imposing such formalized restraints on toy
567- 68.
See supra
manufacturers ' business discretion.
These far-reaching and expensive changes are made more suspicious
note 16. By early 1993 , toy manufacturers had adopted

by their lack of convincing explanation or justification. Changes in business

strategy do not generally need to be explained or justified. But when the
pattern of evidence -- as here -- strongly suggests that the change was likely
the result of some kind of agreement , the trier offactmay properly ask why
a party acted as it did. The inability to offer a plausible explanation creates
another reason to think that the change in fact resulted from an agreement.
drew an inference of conspiracy from the
The Court in
Interstate Circuit
failure of the distributors ' executives to explain what they had done. Here
TRU and some toy company executives testified about " free-rider
problems , and the toy companies hinted at such problems after the clubs
threatened to sue them in 1992. But no toy company mentioned a free-rider

problem before TRU extended its unwelcome invitation to boycott the
46 See, e.

v. Gulf Oil Corp., 561 F. 2d 434 , 446- 47 (3d Cir. 1977); Ambook Enters.
, Bogosian
Time, Inc. 612 F. 2d 604 (2d Cir. 1979); Donald F. Turner The Definition of Agreement under the
Sherman Act: Conscious Parallelism and Refusals 10 Deal 75 lIarv. L. Rev . 655, 663 (1962).
v.

47 As discussed below
did in

inters/ate Circuit

, we do not have to infer " that such assurances took place " as the Court

because there is direcl

evidence that assurances were solicited and given.
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see infra

126 FTC.
pp. 601-

, the free-rider

explanation for discrimination against the clubs is simply a pretext.
Rossi

v.

21911 ,

Standard Roofing Inc.

No. 97- 5185 , 1998 U. S.

App. LEXIS

*81- 85 (3d Cir. September 9 , 1998) (holding that reliance on

pretextual excuses to justify boycott of a price-cutting retailer , combined
with other circumstantial evidence , supports inference of agreement).
Professor Areeda noted that the parallel behavior of the national movie
distributors in adopting both ofInterstate Circuit' s requests in four cities but
rejecting them in Austin , Galveston , and the Rio Grand Valley was highly
suspicious. 6 Areeda supra
note 43 , 1 1426 , at 159. The Court naturally

questioned how a simple request for terms of sale across Texas could have
been converted into a common policy everywhere but Austin , Galveston
and the Rio Grande Valley without the movie distributors discussing the

matter among themselves or through Interstate Circuit. If the record

likewise find it " highly
suspicious " that an initial promise from MatteI not to support the clubs
changed to a commitment identical to that ofHasbro and Fisher Price not
to sell " hot" or advertised products to the clubs , and then changed again to
a policy that " no identical product" will be sold to the clubs , at which point
all of the major toy companies developed special lines of similarly highlydifferentiated products for sale to the clubs. It is diffcult to imagine this
course of events taking place without direct communications among the toy
manufacturers or indirect communications through TRU. But in this case
it is not necessary to draw an inference of conspiraey from entirely
circumstantial evidence , because there is testimony, which is supported by
significant documentary evidence , that these communications
did
occur and
that TRU in fact acted as the " hub" in a conspiracy to disadvantage the
clubs by inducing all the key suppliers of toys to adopt parallel restrictions
on club sales.
required us to draw inferences , we might

Finally, just as the facts and broader context of

Interstate Circuit

indicated that the decision to adopt Interstate Circuit s suggestions was
interdependent -i. e. that uniformity was necessary for all to profit -- there
is likewise every reason to think that the boycott here was the result of such
interdependence. Recent eases have reaffirmed the requirement of

interdependence for any finding of antitrust agreement particularly when
See , e. , Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co.
Zenith Radio Corp. 475 U. S. 574 , 586 , 589- 97 (I 986); Bogosian 561 F.
at 447. It has been alternatively described as a " motivation to conspire " or
an apparent " benefit from the agreement."
See First Nat 'I Bank of Arizona
v. CitiesServ. Co. 391 U. S. 253 278- 80&n. 16(1968).
based on circumstantial evidence.

In

Interstate Circuit

the existence of agreement was the best

explanation for what occurred. Even putting aside the unique facts of that
case , the proposed restrictions on price (" 25 cent minimum admission

" -
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price ) and output (" no double features ) were not likely to benefit the film
distributors unless a substantial number of them went along. No sensible
competitor enters contracts by which it agrees to charge a price greater than
the market will support in the absence of market power

and

without a

strong assurance that rivals wi1l do the same. The eight film distributors
that did just this in four Texas cities collectively distributed about 75% of
A"
movies in the United States. Thus , in the passage we have
all of the
quoted the Court commented: " each (movie distributor) was aware... that

without substantially unanimous action with respect to the restrictions ...
there was risk ofa substantial loss at the business and good will .... " 306
S. at 222.

The success of the club boycott similarly depended on

having a

substantial and significant number of participants. If only one company -or even several companies collectively selling a small share of all toys -had joined , the boycott would not have worked. Instead , the toy manufacturers that agreed to the boycott would have lost sales , while their rivals
that continued to sell all of their products to the clubs would have gained
this business to their own benefit. This risk attended any toy company that
decided unilaterally to cut off the clubs. And for this reason , they all clearly
told TRU that they were unwilling to make a decision on their own.
TRU offers some theoretical speeulation as to why interdependence
that a toy manufacturer might be pleased to see a
was not present
competitor ignore TRU' s demands and threats because the manufacture
could gain favor with TRU. There is little doubt that , after the boycott was
in place , efforts to curr favor at the expense of a rival helped TRU to
police and maintain the initial agreement. But TRU's speculation that this

was a motive for the adoption of the boycott agreement in the first place is
refuted by the evidence. TRU' s own executives , from Lazarus to Goddu
with admirable clarity, explained that the toy manufacturers were simply
unwilling to comply with TRU's demand unless they were confident that
competitors would do the same.

In two respects , proof of agreement here is even stronger than
first , we have clear evidence that TRU engaged in a
Interstate Circuit.
kind of commercial " shuttle diplomacy " -- communicating back and forth
among toy suppliers the message " they ll stop if you 1l stop - that was only
probable in

Interstate Circuit.

And because there is direct evidence of

actual agreements reached by this method of negotiation , we do not need
to rely entirely on inferences to find agreement with respect to MatteI
Hasbro , Tyco , fisher Price , Little Tikes , Today s Kids , and Tiger
Electronics. Second , the record here contains clear statements that the " club
to the independently determined business
contrary
policy " was squarely

interests of the toy manufacturers. The

toy companies were keenly

interested in expanding their club sales in part to reduce reliance on TRU.

g.,
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Action against unilateral interest suggests agreement even more strongly
than actions that are simply unexplained or curious.
c.

Ambook.

The Second Circuit' s

decision in
Ambook 612 F. 2d 604 , also supports
Ambook a plaintiff advertiser challenged the dual rate card
system adopted by many media companies
Time Magazine , New York
Times , and hundreds of other magazines and newspapers.
Jd.
at 607- 09.
The media firms had adopted a uniform policy of charging advertisers a full
our analysis. In

rate when they placed the ad directly with the publication , but granted a
uniform 15% discount when they placed the ad through an advertising
agency
ld.
at 607 - 09. Plaintiffs claimed that the dual rate card system (and
specifically the uniform 15% discount) was the consequence of an ilegal
Jd.

agreement under Section I of the Sherman Act.

The Second Circuit concluded that a jury could have found that the
uniform policy adopted by the media with respect to price was the result of
agreement.
Jd
at 6 I 4- 18. It emphasized two points relevant here: first , there
was no evidence to show what legitimate business reason would have led
the media to discriminate in favor of ads placed through advertising
agencies; and seeond , there was evidence that the ad agencies had placed
pressure on the media not to give discounts when the ad agencies were
bypassed.
Jd.
The appellate court found that a reasonable fact- finder could
conclude that the uniform program of discriminating against ads that were
placed directly was not the result of individual decisions but rather of an
agreement that publishers went along with " only because of sloth or fear of
reprisal."

Jd

at 6 I 8.

The evidence of agreement in the present case is stronger because we
know
-- and need not infer -- that the toy manufacturers initially thought
discrimination against the clubs was not in their own independent interests
that combo packs and other discriminatory devices made no independent
business sense , and that the manufacturers were pressured or coerced into

adopting roughly uniform policies. We appreciate

that the toy

manufacturers ' discriminatory policies were not
identical
(as in
Ambook),
but they were suffciently uniform to serve TRU's anticompetitive purpose.
Given all these factors , we agree with the All that the record
demonstrates that there was a horizontal agreement among the identified
toy companies , orchestrated by TRU , to deal with the clubs in a
discriminatory fashion.

2. TRU also organized a horizontal agrcement to enforce the boycott.
As we saw earlier , TRU , with the cooperation of various toy
manufacturers , acted as a clearinghouse of information about firms not
abiding by the terms of the horizontal agreement , and TRU also acted as the
enforcement arm of the boycott.

See supra

pp. 553- 59.

This collateral
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enforcement agreement , which could be considered either as part of, or
separately from , the boycott agreement itself, is similar to conduct declared
v.

General Motors Corp.

384 U. S. 127 , 140-

ilegal in

United States

(J 966). In

General Motors the government challenged a group boycott that

included General Motors (" GM" ) and several trade associations of its car

dealers in the Los Angeles area. The Government established that GM had
reached agreements with all of its dealers not to resell GM cars to a group

of automobile discounters. GM then invited its dealers to survey each
other s compliance with these agreements. The dealers ' trade associations
created ajoint investigating committee and hired automobile " shoppers " to
test whether resold GM ears still were being offered by the discounters.
The dealers ' associations then " supplied (this) information to General
Motors for use by it in bringing wayward dealers into line. Jd. at 140- 41.

Several dealers were persuaded by GM and the dealers ' associations to
repurchase at a loss cars that they had sold to discounters in violation of
their promises to GM.

Observing that the agreement to enforce the boycott of the automobile
Parke , Davis the Court
commented on the obvious interdependence of the dealers ' collective efforts
to police their group boycott:
discounters was very similar to the agreement in

As Parke Davis had done ,

General Motors sought to elieit from all the dealers

agreements , substantially interrelated and interdependent ,

that none

of them

would

do business with the discounters. These agreements were hammered out in
meetings bctween nonconfonning dealers and officials of General Motors
Chevrolet Division , and in telephone conversations with other dealers. It was
acknowledged from thc beginning that substantial unanimity would be essential if
the agreements werc to be forthcoming. And once the agreements were secured

General Motors both solicited and employed the assistance of its alleged coconspirators in helping to police them. What resulted was a fabric interwoven by
many strands ofjoint action to eliminate the discounters from participation in the
dealers to select their own methods
of franchised
market , to inhibit the free choice
of trade
and to provide multlateral surveillance and enforcement. This process for
of the imagination
achieving and enforcing the desired objective can by no stretch
or merely " parallel."
be described as " unilateral"

General Motors 384 U. S. at 144-45.

While the toy companies did not band together and jointly hire
professional shoppers to enforce the club boycott , there is no question that
TRU " both solicited and employed the assistance of its " suppliers "
helping to police " eaeh other. " What resulted was a fabric interwoven by
many strands of joint action to eliminate the discounters (the clubs J from
participation in the market , to inhibit the free choice of (toy manufacturers)
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to select their own methods of trade and to provide multilateral surveillance and enforcement."

Id.

at 144.

3. Under the general principles used to evaluate allegations of huband-spoke conspiracy, TRU's suppliers entered an agreement.
The relationship between TRU and its suppliers is an example of a huband-spoke conspiracy.
See Blumenthal
v.
United States 332 U. S. 539
v.
United
States
328
U. S. 750 (1946). In such
(1947); cf Kotteakos
conspiracies , a " hub" firm has separate relationships with individual or
separate groups of other firms and these " spoke " relationships (often
vertical conspiracies in their own right) are connected into a horizontal
conspiracy by a unitying " rim. Blumenthal
eoncerned a conspiracy to sell
whiskey at prices in excess of those set pursuant to the Emergency Price
Control Act. The Supreme Court reasoned that even though several
conspirators lacked knowledge of the identity of a key co-conspirator , the
proof was still sufficient to find action in accordance with a criminal
conspiracy to evade price controls:
All knew of and joined in the overriding scheme. All intended to aid the owner (of
the whiskey J ... to sell the whiskey unlawfully, though the two groups of defendants

differed on the proof in knowledge and belief concerning the owner s iden1ity. All
by reason of their knowledge of the plan s general scope , jf not its exact limits
sought a common end , to aid in disposing of the whiskey. True , each salesman
aided in selling only his part. But he knew the lot to be sold was larger and thus
that he was aiding in a larger plan. He thus becamc a party to it ....

Blumenthal

332 U. S. at 559.

Although

Blumenthal

and

are criminal cases , the concept of

Kotteakos

Interstate
Circuit which we have discussed at length , is perhaps the most prominent
example , but there are many lower court decisions as well.
, Impro
Prods. , Inc. v. John B. Herrick 715 F. 2d 1267 , 1279 (8th Cir. 1983);
Elderhub and spoke conspiracy is also accepted in civil antitrust.

Federated Dep t Stores , Inc. 459 F. 2d 138 , 146Inc.
v. Akzo N. v.
770 F. Supp. 1053
1066 (D. Md. 1991);
Lomar Wholesale Grocery, Inc.
v. Dieter s Gourmet
Foods , Inc. 627 F. Supp. 105 , I II (S. D. Iowa 1985). In
Impro the Eighth
Beerman Stores Corp.

47 (6th Cir. 1972);

v.

cf Mylan Labs. ,

Circuit stated that to demonstrate a hub and spoke conspiracy in a civil
antitrust matter , it must be shown:
overall-unlawful
plan or " common design " in existence; (2) that
knowledge that others must be involved is inferable to each member because of his

(1) that there is an

48
See also the Third Circuit's decision in

, *77-

Rossi

J998 U. S.

App. LEXIS 2191 , at *53-

, "'70-

, which concluded that there was sufficient evidence of vertical and horizontal antitrust
agreements to avoid summary judgment because , among other evidence , defendant retailers (1)
pressured or threatened manufacturers not to deal with a price- cutting competitor , (2) set up a
monitoring system , and (3) reported detected breaches orthe boycott to a key manufacturer.
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knowledge of the unlawful nature ofthe subject of the conspiracy but knowledge
on the part of each member of the exact scope of the operation or the number of
people involved is not required , and (3) there must be a showing of each alleged
member s participation.
715 F. 2d

at 1279 (quoting

Elder- Beerman 459 F. 2d

at 146- 47).

These

elements of a hub and spoke conspiracy are evident here. Each

manufacturer was told of the nature and the goal of TRU' s plan and each
knew others were involved. They adopted TRU's anticompetitive purpose
by joining the boycott and by developing special club packs that would not
force TRU to lower its retail toy prices to meet lower club prices.
4. TRU' s

arguments against finding a horizontal
agreement are without merit.

TRU offered several arguments against the application of
Parke , Davis
Interstate Circuit , Ambook or General Motors
here. Many of its points
have been disposed of by our discussion above 49 and we now address those

that remain.
TRU' s essential argument is that it was entitled to demand that each of

its suppliers discriminate against the clubs to prevent their free-riding -- or
even simply to retain TRU's business -- and those toy manufacturers that

did discriminate would not necessarily have entered into a horizontal
agreement. Thus , TRU posits that each could have independently decided
to discriminate for its own business reasons , in which case the conduct
would be protected by
Matsushita
and other similar cases cited by TRU.
See , e. g., Alvord- Polk. Inc v. F. Schumacher
Co. 37 F.3d 996 1010(3d Cir. 1994).

Even if we accept the validity of that contention for the sake of
argument , that is not what happened here. There is evidence that at least
seven toy manufacturers did not act independently. According to TRU's
own witnesses , the manufacturers uniformly resisted TRU' s

ultimatum
until
each could be assured that rivals would behave in the same way. Unless

49 TRU argues

, fOf example , that the manufacturers did not benefit from the alleged agreement.
While the boycott primarily advanced the economic interest ofTRU , the manufacturers did benefit from
the horizontal boyeal! agreement by not having to respond unilaterally to TRU's proposal. While most
-. ifno! aJl--of the toy companies disliked having to choose between what they saw as two bad options
(1) sell to TRU and restrict club sales , or (2) sell to the clubs and risk retaliation from TRU h the
decision was made easier by the horizontal agreement which took the sting out

of reducing

sales to the

clubs. From the manufacturers ' point of view the boycott was the second- best alternative, but that docs
not mean the toy manufacturers did not benefit from the agreement.
TRU also argues that there is no direct evidence ofhorizontaJ conspiracy. By that , TRU mcans
there is no evidence of direct
horizontal conspiracy, because , as inParke, Davis and Interstate Circuit
the agreement was initiated and organized by TRlJ as the hub and facilitator. There is direct evidence
of an agreement -. through TRU as organizer and coordinator -- which makes this case stronger than
Interstate Circuit. There is aJso some evidence of direct communications between the toy companies
although none aJone proves the existence of an agreement.

pp.
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that condition assuring uniform action was satisfied , discriminatory action
against the clubs would not occur. TRU therefore embarked on its missions
of " shuttle diplomacy, " reassuring each toy manufacturer that rivals would

fall into line. It was only after assurances were exchanged that the toy
manufacturers , overcoming their natural inclination to sell through all
potential outlets , became willing to discriminate against the clubs. At that
point , a " conscious commitment to a common scheme !! was perfected , and
a uniform , clearly interdependent , course of conduct came into being.
Monsanto,

465 U. S.

see a/so Parke

at 764 (internal citation omitted);

Davis 362 U. S. at 46- 47; Interstate Circuit 306 U. S. at 221- 27.
Several ofTRU' s other arguments are similarly based on theories that
are inconsistent with the record. First , TRU claims that this analysis
ignore(sJ the choice posed by TRU. " (Reply Br. at 14. ) TRU argues that
the allegation of horizontal conspiracy is " based on the fallacy that toy
manufacturers were able to enjoy unrestrained sales oftheir product to

both

(TRU) and the warehouse clubs. !d. (emphasis in original). It further
argues that when the toy companies were forced to make a choice , it was
Id.
TRU was the most important customer
and the clubs were comparatively small fish. A manufacturer might even
hope that its competitors would forgo TRU in favor of the elubs , thereby
leaving more TRU shelf space for itself.
As is clear fiom our discussion , TRU's speculations run against the
weight of the evidence. MatteI , Hasbro , and other key suppliers initially
entirely logical" to pick TRU.

were not sure whether TRU would be able to " force "

them to chose

between it and the clubs. TRU's announcement of its new policy began a
period of aggressive and sustained negotiations , the results of which were
uncertain. TRU enjoyed significant bargaining power , but MatteI also knew
that TRU would be reluctant to refuse to stock popular Mattei products. To
paraphrase Mattei' s CEO , TRU needed MatteI as much as MatteI needed
TRU. Hasbro likewise first dragged its feet , and when it finally adopted
TRU' s policy, promised only to adhere to that policy as long as its

competitors did so. Had TRU not resorted

to the organization of a

horizontal boycott agreement (as it immediately perceived the need to do),
the club policy very well may have failed.
The AU found clear evidence that specific toy manufacturers would
not go along unless their rivals -- certainly those rivals that were their most
direct competitors -- did the same.
See supra
553- 56. TRU' s suggestion

that toy manufacturers inquired only about rivals because they were
curious " or because they wanted to know that the " same rule was applied
to all" does not hold up in the face of evidence that the toy manufacturers
did not adopt the " club policy " until they knew or had been assured of the
others ' responses. TRU's suggestion that any manufacturer would have been
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pleased to see a rival continue to sell to the clubs while it abstained is not
supported by the evidence.
TRU argues that language in
Monsanto
and
Sharp
protects the communications at issue here from serving as a basis for a finding of agreement. 50

We do not believe those decisions addressed the pattern of conduct here
much less sanction the systematic organization of a boycott. Those cases
addressed , in the context of an allegation of vertical price fixing, only
communications from a dealer to a single supplier about the practices of
another deaJer ,

or other dealers , in the same brand of merchandise. Such
a dealer telling
its suppliers about their rivals ' business decisions for the purpose of
encouraging those suppliers to adopt an agreement with the dealer and
between and among rival manufacturers of different product brands.
IfTRU merely had complained to the toy companies about the clubs
low prices -- thereby drawing their attention to a threat (perceived by TRU)
to the toy distribution system -- these complaints would have been similar
conversations are a far cry from those at issue here --

Sharp
and
Monsanto.
Even if TRU only toJd each of its
suppliers that it also was complaining to the others , it wouJd be more

to those in

difficult to infer that their later adoption of a restrictive policy was concerted. But TRU did more. TRU told each of its suppliers what
their
rivals (not
its own as in
or Monsanto)
were doing, suggested they do the same
Sharp
and , on that basis , extracted mutual commitments from many of them.
The toy suppliers committed to TRU' s policy (gave in , really) only after
they were assured others would do the same. There is , therefore , no reason

to think the toy suppliers were using infonnation gathered by TRU to
evaluate their distribution practices in view of their own best interest. We
do not think the Supreme Court s solicitude for communications up and
down the supply chain of a manufacturer of a single brand of products can
be stretched to cover negotiations between interbrand competitors

conducted by their shared distributor for the purpose of obtaining a
horizontal agreement among them. This pattern of conduct is also different
from the common situation in which a dealer bargains with several
suppliers to achieve the lowest price , or other favorable terms of sale.
There , the dealer is playing one supplier against the other to gain a lower
price , but here , the dealer is bringing the two together to obtain an outcome
that would be impossible in a competitive market of firms making

independent decisions.

TRU also argues that the finding of horizontal agreement is improper
because substantial unanimity was never achieved. While it is true that not
all of the many hundreds of toy companies adopted TRU's policy, and also
50 Monsanto

and Sharp
hold infer alia that dealer complaints about another dealer s prices
followed by termination is not suffcient evidence of a vertical price- fixing conspiracy to give the case
to ajury. See Sharp, 485 U. S. at 722 , 731;
Monsanto 465 U. S. at 763- 64.

pp.
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that the compliance of some firms that did agree occasionally wavered , we
do not think that this defeats the evidence ofagreement.

51 Ten of the largest

(other than Nintendo) and most important toy makers all adopted
essentially the same policy, and most substantially complied with that
policy from approximately early 1993. The large , traditional toy companies
See supra

follow this policy to the present.

note 16. The evidence that the

agreement was in some instances unstable does not undermine the existence
of the agreement , but rather is likely an indication that the agreement was
against the individual business interests of the toy suppliers , tempting some
of them to cheat until caught and disciplined.
TRU cites two circuit court cases HI. Hayden Co. 879 F.2d 1005 (2d
supra
p. 573- 74), and
Davis- Watkins Co.
discussion
(see
Cir. 1989)
2d
1190
(6th
Cir.
1982)
in further support of
Service Merchandise 686 F.
its claim that its conduct was permissible. (Reply Br. at 24. ) TRU' s reliance
on these cases is misplaced , and indeed the cases reveal the weakness of

concerned steps taken by a
free-rider
problems in its system
single manufacturer to address
HI. Hayden Co. 879 F. 2d at 1014. In view ofthese strong
of distribution.
independent reasons for the manufacturer s actions , both the district court
and the Second Circuit found the very slight evidence of concerted conduct
TRU' s

HI. Hayden

argument on this record.

bona fide

Id.

insufficient to support a finding of agreement.

Davis- Watkins

Co.

at 1016.

686 F. 2d 1190, presents a pattern of facts very
Amana was a manufacturer of

HI. Hayden Co.

similar to that in

Id.

microwave ovens accounting for 11 to 18% of that market.

at 1193.

From the outset , Amana insisted that its distributors provide substantial presale , point of sale , and post-sale services including advertisements , in-store
Id.
demonstrations by sales staff, explanations and warranty service.
1195. PlaintiffSMC was a showroom catalog business that provided few
if any, of those services.

!d.

Competing dealers complained to Amana

which refused to sell to SMC and also took steps to prevent other dealers
fiom transshipping to it.

Id.

at 1194- 95.

But SMC was a true free-rider.

Moreover , the court found no evidence that the dealer complaints were
coordinated , or that Amana adopted transshipping restrictions for reasons
Id.
at 1199.
other than to serve its own , independent marketing strategy.
There was , unlike this case , no evidence that any party was coerced into

discriminating against SMC ,

or that any party sought to coordinate

behavior vertically or horizontally. Many cases similarly decline to find
non- price vertical or horizontal restrictions where all parties pursue their
own legitimate business interests.

577- 83;

see also Michelman

See

discussion and cases cited

Clark- Schwebel

supra

Fiber Glass Corp. ,

534

Little Tikes , for example , sold to Costeo on several occasions despite Little Tikes

commitment to TRU ,

only a short period.

and some of the smaller

companies like Lego restricted their sales to the clubs for
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2d 1036 , 1043 (2d Cir. 1976) (finding a pattern of denials of credit
explained by independent interest of defendants to minimize losses fiom
default);

Solomon v. Houston Corrugated Box Co. 526 F. 2d 389 , 395 (5th

Cir. 1976)(finding that independent self- interest eXplained rivals ' similar

decisions to replace the plaintiff with a customer offering them more
favorable terms).
In conclusion ,

none of TRU's objections dissuades us from our

conclusion that , in addition to entering vertical agreements with ten or more
toy companies , TRU also organized a horizontal agreement among at least
seven key toy manufacturers. Direct evidence indicates that these seven toy
companiesjoined the conspiracy with the knowledge and assurance that the

others would go along. Although other toy manufacturers similarly
discriminated against the clubs , they may have done so only because of
their agreements with TRU -- not with each other. Finally, TRU and the
seven toy manufacturers entered a horizontal agreement to enforce the
boycott agreement.
C.

The Agreements Could Be Considered
Per

Se

Ilegal Under the Klor s Rule.

In Klor ' , Inc. v. Broadway- Hale Stores , Inc. 359 U.
S. 207 (1959), the
Supreme Court held that Klor , an independent appliance distributor , had
successfully pled a
per se
violation of section 1 when it alleged that a rival
distributor enlisted several suppliers to boycott
Klor Id. at 212- 13. Klor
came to the Supreme Court following the grant of a motion for summary
judgment for the defendant.Id. at 21 O. The Court reversed , based primarily
on the allegations of the complaint.

Id.

Klor s had alleged that Broadway- Hale , a department store chain
orchestrated an agreement with and among ten appliance manufacturers to
sell to Klor s only on highly-unfavorabJe terms or not to sell to it at all.
Id.
at 209. Klor s was an appliance store in Broadway- Hale s neighborhood.
Id.
at 208. The Court noted that the combination " takes from Klor s its
freedom to buy appliances in an open competitive market and drives it out
of business as a dealer in the defendants ' products. " 359 U. S. at 213. It held
that the allegations , ifproved at trial meritedper se
condemnation because
Broadway- Hale would have arranged a " wide combination consisting of
manufacturers , distributors and a retailer. Id. The Court distinguished this
from the " case of a single trader refusing to deaJ with another , or even of
a manufacturer and a dealer agreeing to an exclusive distributorship. Id.
at 212.
This case presents

Klor

not on the pleadings but rather after the

development of an unusually complete record. The AU found that , Jike
Broadway- Hale , TRU entered vertical agreements with each of its key
suppliers to disadvantage its rivals , the clubs. He further found that TRU
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organized a horizontal agreement among key suppliers to the same purpose
and effect -- to disadvantage the clubs. Under the Supreme Court'
decision , TRU' s conduct would be
per se
illegal.
If

Klor

Klor ' is still good law -- it is after all a Supreme Court decision that

has never been overrled and indeed has been cited with approval in many

subsequent decisions " -- it would be dispositive and our analysis would be
we electnotto rely exelusively, or even primarily,
Klor
per se
rule.
on the
Klor s per se rule for several reasons.
We are reluctant to apply the
First , the Supreme Court has made it clear that it will not apply
per se
rules
complete. Nevertheless ,

mechanically. When there is adequate reason
bypassed with respect to price fixing, "

per se

rules have been

and boycotts " and have been eased

and clarified in conneetion with tie- in sales. 55 Some lower courts have
speculated that the Supreme Court would not reaffrm a broad interpretation of
Klor today. 56 Also the Supreme Court has recognized that
manufacturers can terminate dealers and restrict channels of distribution in
order to diminish the adverse impact of " free-riding "" -- a theory that was
Klor
little known when the Supreme Court in
s found a violation without

according any opportunity to the defendants to explain their business
behavior.

Northwest Wholesale Stationers a boycott case decided 26
Klor ' the Supreme Court observed that the question of which
treatment is " far from certain " and
types of " group boycotts " merit per se
that " care " isnecessary in defining the category of concerted refusals to
per se
condemnation. 472 U.S. at 294. The Court offered
deal that mandate
a list offactors that must be taken into account before " group boycotts " can
Finally, in

years after

per se

justifiably be treated under the

doctrine.

ld.

It is to that mode of

analysis and those factors that we now turn.

D. "Group Boycotts " That Merit Summary Condemnation:
The Northwest Wholesale Stationers Approach.

52 The Court has cited

Klar
Pinhas 500 U. S. 322 ,

Health . Ltd
411 452 n. 9

(1990);

& Printing Co.,
S3

472

See Summit
FTCv. SuperiorCourl Trial Lawyers Ass ' 493 U.
485 U. S. at 734; Northwest WholesaleS/a/ioners , Inc. v, PacifcStafionery
Sharp,
U. S. 284 , 293 , 294 (1985).
as authoritative at least four times in recent years.

332 (1991);

Broadcast ll1usic , Inc. v. CBS. Inc. 441 U. S. I , 16- 24 (1979).

54 Northwest Wholesale Stalioners
55 Jefferson Parish /-asp. Dist. No.

472 U. S.
v.

Ifyde

at 293- 98.
466 U. S. 2 , 11- 18 (1984).

56 See

, e. g., Bctkerur v . Aultman Hasp Ass
78 FJd 1079 , 1089- 90 (6th Cir. 1996); United
States Trolling Ass ' n v . Chicago Downs Ass ' , Inc. 665 F. 2d 781 , 788 (7th Cir. J 981).
Sharp,

(1977).

485 L'. S. at 724- 25; Continental T. v. , Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc. 433 U. S. 36 , 55
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The Court in
Northwest Wholesale Stationers
looked to
Klor and
other cases to provide guidance as to which collective refusals to deal
constitute
per se
unlawful group boycotts , and found that they generalJy
displayed four common factors.

Cases to which this Court has applied the

Id

As the Court described them:
per se

approach have generally involved

joint efforts by a finn or finns to disadvantage competitors by " either

directly

denying or persuading or coercing suppliers or customers to deny relationships the
competitors need in the competitive struggle. " Sullivan supra at 261- 262. See
g., Silver , supra (denial of necessary access to exchange members);
Radiant
Burners, Inc. v. Peoples Gas Light
Coke Co. 364 U. S. 656 (1961) (denial of
necessary certification of product);

Associated Press

v.

United States 326 U. S. 1

Klor , Inc. , supra (denial of wholesale supplies). In these cases , the boycott often cut off access to a supply, facility,
or market
necessary to enabJethe boycotted finn to compete Silver , supra; Radiant
Burners , Inc. , supra, and frequently the boycotting firms possessed a dominant
position in the relevant market.
E.g., Silver, supra ' Associated Press , supra;
Fashion Or/ginators ' Guild of America , Inc. v. FTC 312 U. S. 457 (1941).
See
generally
Brodley, Joint Ventures and Antitrust Policy, 95 Harv. 1. Rev. 1523,
1533, 1563- 1565 (1982). In addition , the practices were generally not justified by
plausible arguments that they were intended to enhance overall efficiency and make
markets more competitive. Under such circumstances the likelihood of
(1945)( denial of important sources of news);

anticompctitive effects is cJear and the possibility of countervailing

pro competitive

effects is remote.

Northwest Wholesale Stationers 472 U. S. at 294. We conclude from the
evidence in this case that each of the factors suggested by this passage is
present. The same approach to boycott analysis was folJowed by the Third
Circuit in
Rossi
v. Standard Roofing Inc. No. 97- 5185 , 1998 U. S. App.
LEXIS 21911 , *28- 33 (3d Cir. September 9 , 1998). The purpose of the

group boycott agreement was anti competitive , in that it was designed to

disadvantage competitors of one of the participants; the firms involved
were dominant in their markets; the boycott cut off access to products and
relationships needed for the boycotted firms to compete effectively; and
lastly, the practice was not justified by plausible arguments that it enhanced
overalJ efficiency. We consider each of these factors in turn below.
1. Intent: Purpose of disadvantaging competitors.

The primary (if not the only) purpose of the agreements that TRU
obtained with and between its suppliers was to disadvantage a group of new
entrants in the toy retailing market. Those new entrants -- the warehouse
clubs -- were obviously competitors of TRU and thus in a " horizontal"
economic relationship to it. The agreed-upon practices reduced direct price
competition between the clubs and all other toy outlets , including TRU.
The toy manufacturers committed to TRU to sell only highly differentiated
products to the clubs , which in turn would usuaIJy be resold by the clubs at

,"

);
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retail prices higher than the closest comparable toy at TRU. As TRU's
Goddu explained , what made special packs and other custom products

acceptable to TRU was that customized products could not readily be
compared with the products sold at TRU and other retailers.

See supra

561- 62. TRU's suppliers understood that this was the purpose of the policy
to which they subscribed.
Customized products also tended to raise the cost of toys to the clubs

and the prices of toys to consumers who bought toys at the clubs. This too
redounded to the benefit ofTRU (and other traditional discounters), which
no longer had to worr that their reputation as " the " or " " low- price toy
retailer might be eroded. The savings generated by the clubs ' innovative
method of retailing would not be recognized by the market if their average
cost of goods was both higher than that of other retailers and greater than
the value that customers placed on the products available at the clubs.

Putting the point plainly, TRU wanted the clubs to run the race carring
extra weight.
2. Market dominance.

Preliminarily, we note that it may not be necessary to demonstrate
Northwest Wholesale Stationers
approaeh , which
examines behavior from several perspectives before deciding whether it is
appropriate to attach a
per se
label. Ordinarily, market power is a proxy for
market power under the

competitive effects. Where evidence of actual competitive injury is
available and there is no plausible justification , it may not be necessary to
demonstrate market power. As the Supreme Court observed:
Since the purpose
of the
inquiries into market definition and market power is to
detcrmine whether an arrangement has the potential for genuine adverse effects on
competition proof of actual detrimental effects , such as reduction of output " can
obviate the need for an inquiry into market power , which is but a " surrogate for
detrimental effects.

FTC

Indiana Fed' n of Dentists

v.

Areeda
here see

supra

note 43

discussion of effect

virtes do not

exist.

See

476 U. S.

447 , 460- 61

(1986) (quoting 7

1511 , at 429). 58 Anticompetitive injury is evident
infra
pp. 609- I 4 , and the claimed competitive
discussion of free-rider issues
infra
pp. 601- 08.

Notwithstanding the above ,

TRU does have market power as a

purchaser and seller of toys. As in all market power assessments , it is
necessary to look not just at market share statistics , but at the industry
58 Accord Eastman Kodak Co.

Image Technical Servs. . Inc. 504 U. S. 451 , 477 (1992)
(holding that " (i)t is clearly reasonable to infer that Kodak has market power to raise prices and drive
out competition in the aftermarkets , since respondents offer direct evidence that Kodak did so.
VCAA
v. Board of Regents 468 U. S. 85 , 110- 11 n.42 (1984) (recognizing that " where the anti competitive
effects of conduct can be' ascertained through means short of extensive market analysis , and where no
countervailing competitive virtues are evident ,
See also

a lengthy analysis of market

power. is not necessary.

Chicago Prof'1 Sports Ltd. v. NBA 961 F. 2d 667 , 674 (7th Cir. 1992).
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characteristics that give those statistics meaning. In this light , the following
discussion considers TRU' s market position , first as a buyer , and then as a
seller , of toys.
To measure market power , it is necessary to define relevant product
and geographic markets and then to look at barriers to entry. There seems
little room for dispute on this record that the relevant geographic market in
which TRU buys

(ie. competition among toy manufacturers for the

business of toy retailers) is national , and the relevant geographic markets
in which TRU' s sells (ie. competition for the business of individual
consumers) are local. Toy retailers generally do not search for supplies
outside of the United States , and toy customers shop in relatively local
areas - - usually a city and its environs. 59 CX 1822 (Scherer) 11 24.
The record supports the conclusion that the relevant product market is
all traditional toys. Under that interpretation , electronic toys would be
excluded , largely because they tend to sell in a different and higher price
range , have different characteristics , are used with special complementary
products , and tend to be sold in a wider variety of outlets than traditional

toys. IDF 346 (discussing

Sega

s ability to find other outlets for its

products). We do not linger on the point because inclusion or exclusion of
electronic toys makes little or no difference to the result in this case.
Barriers to entry into toy manufacturing are moderate , although there
does appear to be a trend toward concentration among the makers of the
most well- known branded toys. Brand name recognition , existing manufacturing facilities , and economies of scale mean that , while many
entrepreneurs can and do introduce a single successful toy, none is able to
59 In its briefs to the Commission

, TRU has argued that loca! , retail markets were not pled in the

initial complaint This argument is misguided. Power in loca! retajj markets is encompassed by the
allegation of market power. CompJ.
TRU' s importance as a provider of distribution to
manufacturers aftoys and related products has given it the abjJjty to exercise market power over those

manufacturers , and TRU has exercised this power, ). Retail market power is routinely evaluated in
such markets , as themany dozens of supermarket mergers investigated by the Commission demonstrate.
See . e. g., Vons Companies , Inc. III F.TC. 64 (1988). The issue , moreover , was actually litigated in
front
of the AU. Indeed , TRU' s expert economist , Professor Carlton , offered a regression equation
based on competition in various local markets in an effort to disprove TRU' s local n:tail power. RX877 (Carlton)
238- 248.

TRU correctly points out that the market power aIlegation in this case differs from that in the
Commission s recent enforcement action challenging a merger between Staples and Offce Depot , two
chains
of offce supply superstores. FTCv. Staples. Inc. 970 F. Supp. 1066 (D.
C. 1997). TRL' notes
that loca! markets were pled with specificity in that case. (Reply Br. at 53 n.38. ) The compJaint in
Staples
addressed
only the !ikely effects oflhe proposed merger on the combined entity s local market
power as a seller of offce suppJies. The power
of Staples and Offce Depot as
buyers
of office supplies
was not an issue. By contrast , TRC' s power on both the buying and the selling side is relevant to the
antitrust anaJysjs of the boycott allegation in the Commission s Complaint. The allegation
of market
power was therefore stated more generally. The significance
of both local and national markets was
understood by the parties and
their experts since both kinds of power were vigorously litigated below
60 When possible

, we have included market share statistics for both traditional toys and the
broader all toys (including electronic toys) market.

pp.

pp.
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enter the market on the same scale and with the same scope of products as
Mattei or Hasbro. Barriers to entry into toy retailing -- at least at the level
ofa national chain like TRU , Wal- Mart , Target , or K- Mart -- are high. IDF
464; CX l830- G (Scherer) '14 (testifying that timely entry on a meaningful
scale is unlikely). Among discount retailers selling toys exclusively,
moreover , the pronounced trend is toward exit rather than entry into the
market.
a. TRU's dominance as a buyer and seller of toys.

TRU' s market share is extraordinarily high for a retailer and , due to
several other distinctive factors discussed below , this large percentage
share understates TRU's actual market power. While not a monopolist or

a monopsonist , TRU enjoys a dominant position in buying and selling toys.

As noted in our discussion of fact

see supra

53 1-

, TRU is the

largest retail buyer of toys in the United States and in the world. At the time
it orchestrated its program of inducing toy manufacturers to discriminate
against the clubs , it purchased about 20% of toys sold at wholesale in the
United States. That percentage share is deceptive because it includes areas
of the United States where TRU is not present. In just the localities that it
serves (and where toy manufacturers depend on it for distribution), TRU

buys and resells 32% of all toys sold. In many local areas (where retail
competition is focused) its market share is much higher. In 18 metropolitan
areas , it accounts for 35% to 49% , and in eight other cities plus Puerto
Rico , its share was greater than 50%. Cities where its market share exceeds
40% include Los Angeles , Chicago , and New York. TRU is invariably the
largest customer for traditional toy companies '

discussed , toy company executives describe TRU as irreplaceable.
supra

output. As we have
See

p. 532- 33.

TRU's extraordinarily high market shares for the retail sector in fact
understate its true dominance as a purchaser and seller of toys for a number
of reasons. First , TRU purchases such a great share of all toys and of each
toy manufacturer s output that no other retailer could make up for lost sales
volume should TRU decide to terminate its relationship with the supplier.
See supra
532- 33. Second , TRU maintains a uniquely broad inventory.

No other discount retailer carries nearly as many toys. For many toy
manufacturers , TRU is the only large buyer of some of their oJder or low
volume toy products. These toys significantly affect the manufacturer
overall profitability. Third , TRU , which operates 300 stores in 20 countries
outside the United States , is by far the largest United States toy retailer
operating in overseas markets. This is an important ingredient in TRU'
influence over manufacturers. For example , half of Mattei' s and Hasbro
revenues are derived from foreign sales. CX 1822 (Scherer) '16. Fourth
without TRU's support , many toy manufaeturers will not pay for an
effective marketing campaign , because the manufacturers believe they

g.,
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cannot attain the necessary volume of sales if products are not sold at
TRU.
Last , and of great importance in eXplaining why TRU was so successful
in organizing its boycott , is that TRU , as a very large multi- brand retailer
has the ability to amplify its own market power by playing favorites -- or
even threatening to play favorites -- among its suppliers. This is a source of
market power that is not available to single- brand retailers
(e.
an Exxon
station or Whirlpool distributor). With multi- brand dealers , a rejected or
disfavored product's shelf space will be given to that product' s closest

substitute with little (if any) loss to the dealer. As a result , the
manufacturing firm suffers a significant loss of sales and may lose even
more in relative terms because its competitors will prosper as a result.
Thus , a multi- brand dealer can shift from one product to another without
incurring any cost , but manufacturers more often find it expensive to
replace their large distributors. Sometimes , as here , this may be impossible
for a manufacturer to do at all within a reasonable period of time. This
potential for added market power of a multi- brand retailer is persuasiveJy
described in 8 Areeda supra
note 43
1648C , at 535- 37. TRU can also
exercise subtle forms of discrimination short of termination. For example
it can deny companies the highly vaJued shelf space positions at the end of
an aisle or at the front ofa store. Areeda explains how this can create dealer
favoritism even when retail markets are un concentrated:
(S)ubtle exertions of dealer power are possible when dealers handle the brands of
several manufacturers. If some manufacturers restrict intrabrand competition , the
dealers might , without horizonta1 agreement or coordination , disfavor the brands
of manufacturers who do not. If dealers have and exercise such power , rival
manufacturers may be forced , one by one , to adopt similar restraints.

at 535. As a single , dominant , multi- brand retailer , TRU is similarly
able to use its power to enforce collusion among its various suppliers. Of
course , multi- brand dealers are not always able to exercise this potential
source of power. The presence of a strong competitor which offers the
manufacturers adequate substitute distribution for their products would be
expected to check any attcmpt to exercise this power. For example , the toy
retailer Zeller s appears to be such a competitor for TRU in Canada.
ld.

The very toy manufacturers that joined TRU' s boycott in the United

States never similarly restricted their distribution oftoys in Canada. This
61 TRU's importance as a retailer is so great that it often eQuJd squelch an item before the item

made it to the market. This power is aptly iJJustratcd by an incident involving Just Toys. Just Toys
introduced what it believed was a promising new toy. When TRU found the item fOT sale at severaJ BJ'

club stores in the New York City area , TRU canceled its order for the product. Just Toys thereafter
canceled its advertising plans for the product , despite its belief that the item could have been a

successful product. Without TRU's support , Just Toys was unwilling to risk the expense of an
advertising campaign. 1DF 360.
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comparison of the United States to Canada provides another indication that
boycott was a result of TRU's power as a dealer of toys in the

the U. S.

United States and not some legitimate business purpose. The Canadian
Hasbro , Tyco , and Binney & Smith all market their
products independently of their U. S. affliates. Nickel 922/25- 924/2
967/21- 969/24 , 972/21- 975/25. Costco Canada has always been able to
purchase fiom these companies a full line of toy products , even though the
toy manufacturers ' U.S. affiliates were restricting toy sales to Costco U.
and the other clubs in this country. Nickel 920/20- 922/J 6. In sum , the
boycott orchestrated by TRU took hold only in the United States , where
TRU is unchallenged as the only full- line , national , discount toy retailer.
branches of MatteI ,

TRU's documents indicate that it occupies a weaker position as a toy outlet
in Canada due to fierce competition from Zeller s. CX 1648- V (stating
that Zeller s in Canada is " about as tough a competitor in the toy business
as (TRU has J in the world"
TRU' s claim that its suppliers were convinced of the wisdom of its
policy in the United States , and therefore acceded to its proposals ,

is

undermined by the failure of those same suppliers to take similar steps in
Canada where traditional toy outlets similar to those in the United States

also met new club competition. A reasonable conclusion is that the
successful boycott in the United States was a result of a powerful dealer
ability to negotiate with suppliers that had nowhere else to turn , because in
Canada , where they could turn to Zeller , no restraint was imposed.
See
Areeda supra
note 43 , 111648(E), at 539 (suggesting that " selective

adoption of a restraint in only certain markets may help prove that the

restriction was a result of dealer coercion). While other differences in
market conditions might also explain the result , TRU has not offered any
reason that withstands scrutiny.
The evidence is clear -- indeed , TRU does not really contest the point--

that TRU had suffcient market power to induce the toy manufacturers to
bend to its will with regard to their sales to the clubs. That such a wide
range of toy manufacturers , all with serious reservations about the wisdom
of discriminating against the clubs on toy sales , fell in line when TRU
asserted its demands is proof in itself of TRU' s extraordinary power to
coerce its suppliers.
62 TRU

explains the failure to implement a similar boycott in Canada by noting that " (i)n

Canada , unlike the United States , product shortages are rare and popular toys need not be rationed,
(App. Sr. at 79 0. 37. ) There arc several problems with this expedient explanation: (I) the club policy
docs not address the issue of shortages , IDF 60; ex 1681; ex 165 J (Goddu) at 49/5- 13 (stating that
shortages were not the reason for the club policy); (2) the
free-riding justification advanced by TRU
ifvalid , applies whether or not shortages are a problem; and (3) according to the witness from Casleo
Canada , toy products sometimes are in short supply in Canada. Nickel 964/8. 20.
63 Professor Areeda remarks:

Dealers cannot force an unwilling manufacturer to restrict intrabrand competition to their
advantage unless they possess some power over him. Of course , there is no better demonstration
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b. The toy manufacturers

' dominance.

Turning to the point of view of the clubs , the " dominance " they cared

about was not just the ability of TRU to orchestrate a boycott , but the
combined market power of the various toy manufacturers who entered into

the boycott orchestrated by TRU. We have already seen that those toy
manufacturers accounted for roughly 40% of all toy sales in the United
pp. 530- 31. That figure understates their significance
See supra
States.
since , as the leading toy manufacturers and principal television advertisers
they accounted for a far larger proportion of the " hit " toy products that lead
consumers to shop at a particular outlet.
Another way to look at TRU' s and its suppliers ' market power is to
examine the effect of the boycott on the clubs. As noted earlier , the clubs
combined market shares increased steadily until 1992 , and reliable
See supra

observers predicted that the increase would continue.

pp. 538-

41. Club sales reached a high of 1.9% of the toy market in 1992 and then
after TRU introduced its policy, steadily declined to 1.4% of the market by
1995. We will address more fully the effect of TRU's policies on the clubs
The significant point here is
infra.
and on the marketplace at pp. 609that the participants in the boycott clearly had enough market power to
retard the clubs ' ability to continue to compete.

TRU challenges the AU' s conclusion that TRU and the toy
manufacturers had market power by arguing that there is no evidence that

TRU had the power generally to curtail output and raise price in the
marketplace , or evidence that overall output aetually was curtailed and
overall prices raised. There are several problems with this argument. First
there is little question that the boycott of the warehouse clubs that TRU
did
lower output by avoiding a decrease in toy prices
could
and
organized
by TRU and TRU' s non- club

competitors.

See infra

pp. 561- 64.

TRU

which lowered prices in 1992 to meet club prices , found that those price
cuts were no longer necessary after the boycott limited club access to toy
products. Second , in pressing its argument , TRU confuses the concept of
power (which except in extraordinary circumstances does not
monopoly
power under
market
exist at market share levels below 60% or 70%) with
the rule of reason (which may occur at lower percentage levels). Thus
that
Northwest Stationers
TRU's argument ignores the clear directive in
a
dominant
courts should examine whcther the boycotting firms possess "
position " language that traditionally has required market shares in the 30%
of power than its exercise. Suppose , for example , that a manufacturer explicitly declared that
distribution restraints would be ineffcient but nevertheless adopted them after dealers threatened
Restrain intrabrand competition or we cease handling your product. " The resulting restraint
CQuld then readily be attributed to dealer power and fairly judged unreasonable. Few cases

he so clear.
8 Arecda supra note 43

will

1604 (g), at 65. 66 (footnote omitted). This is precisely what happened here.

);
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range , not the 60 or 70% range. A requirement that a boycott violation
could be found only where the boycotting firms hold 60% or more of the
market and all by themselves can curtail output and raise price , in effect
would read Section lout of the Sherman Act. Only monopolization or
conspiracies to monopolize would be actionable.

See Eastman Kodak, 504

S. at 481 (" Monopoly power under 9 2 requires , of course , something
greater than market power under 9 1." Reazin
v. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield 899 F. 2d 951 , 967 (10th Cir. 1990) (" Market and monopoly power

only differ in degree -- monopoly power is commonly thought of as
substantial' market power. ) Many rule of reason cases find " market
power " at less than the monopoly level.

See , e. , Twin City Sportservice
Charles
0.
Finley
Co. 676 F. 2d 1291 , 1301 , 1303- 05 (9th Cir
1982).
See also Rossi 1998 U. S. App. LEXIS 2191 I , at *17- 18 (reversing
summary judgment for defendants and remanding for trial where defendant

Inc.

v.

manufacturer , who along with retailers allegedly was part of a boycott of
a price-cutting retailer , accounted for 38% of sales in a local geographic
market);
Valley Liquors , Inc. v. Renfield Importers , Ltd 822 F.2d 656 , 667
(7th Cir. I 987)(" Without a showing of special market conditions or other
compelling evidence of market power, the lowest possible market share
legally sufficient to sustain a finding of monopolization (or substantial
market power) is between 17% and 25%. )(citation omitted);
United States
v. Realty Multi- List, Inc. 629 F. 2d 1351 , 1373 (5th Cir. 1980)(" When the
cooperating group possesses suffcient market power that a nonmember can
no longer compete effectively with members , the restraint must be found
to have sufficient adverse competitive impact to violate Section I.
TRU argues that non- price , vertical restrictions cannot be found illegal
without a showing of substantial market power. (Reply Br. at 52- 58. ) TRU
cites exclusive dealing, exclusive territory, and dealer termination cases.
See , e. g., Omega Envtl. , Inc. v. Gilbarco , Inc. 127 F. 3d 1157 , 1161 , 1165
(9th Cir. 1997) (exclusive dealing);
Murrow Furniture Galleries, Inc.
Thomasvile Furniture Indus. , Inc. 889 F. 2d 524 , 525 , 528- 29 (4th Cir
1989) (exclusive territories);
Muenster Butane , Inc. v. Stewart Co. , 651
2d 292 294 297- 98 (5th Cir. 1981) (dealer termination). Characteristically, manufacturers with 30% or so of a market do not violate the

antitrust laws when they impose non- price vertical restraints because
customers of those manufacturers can turn to the other 70% of the market

for a source of supply. Yet even in this area , it is hornbook law that
exclusive dealing contracts that tie up 40% or more of the supply in a
relevant antitrust market can create cognizable competitive problems.

See

64 Roland Mach. Co.

v. Dresser Indus. , Inc. 749 F. 2d 380 (7th Cif. 1984), a decision of the
Seventh Circuit authored by Judge Posner , requires a showing only that one significant competitor was
excluded from the relevant market and that there is a likelihood the exclusion wiJJ raise price:

The exclusion of competitors is cause for antitrust concern only if it impairs the health of the
competitive process itself. See Products Liability Ins. Agency, Inc. v. Crum

Forster Ins. Cos.

),
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Federal Antitrust Policy,
389- 90 (1994)(" Exclusive
dealing is still condemned where the shares exceed 40% or so. " ). TRU

Herbert Hovenkamp,

accounted for more than 30% of toy purchases in areas of the country
where it did business , and 40 to 50% in many cities. And of course , TRU'
boycott ultimately affected the supply of toys representing about 40% of
the market. Finally, TRU and the toy manufacturer boycotters had more
market power than bare numbers suggest.
Exclusive dealing and other non- price vertical cases ,

moreover ,

are

easily distinguished from the boycott orchestrated by TRU. For example
many of the exclusive dealing cases involved short term contracts , usually
a year or less in duration and often terminable at

will. The boycott

orchestrated by TRU was not limited in duration and , if effective , would go

on indefinitely. More important , there are substantial efficiencies , consistently recognized by the Suprcme Court , flowing fiom exclusive dealing
and other non- price vertical restrictions. As Justice Frankfurter explained
in the majority opinion in
Standard Oil Co. v. United States 337 U. S. 293
306- 07 (1949)
Standard Stations exclusive distribution arrangements
remove substantial uncertainties , aid planning and reduce costs , permitting
investments that might not otherwise occur.

Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde 466 U. S.

See also Jefferson Parish
2 , 12 (1984)(discussing business

justifications for tie- in sales); id at 40- 42 (O' Connor , J. , coneurring);
Sylvania 433 U. S. at 54- 55 (discussingbusinessjustifications for territorial
and customer allocation).
But
as we will show in our discussion ofTRU' sjustification or defense
there are no effieiencies to the boycott orchestrated by TRU.

3. Terminating access to a necessary suppJy or relationship.
TRU does not really contest the proposition that its " club policy " was

designed to and had the effect of denying the clubs " a supply". necessary
to enable (the clubs) to compete. Northwest Wholesale Stationers , 472

S. at 294. The whole point of its club policy was to deny the clubs
682 F. 2d 660 , 663- 65 (7th Cir.1982). Hence a p!aintiffmust prove two things to show that an

exclusive- dealing agreement is unreasonable. First , he must prove that it is likely to keep at least
one significant competitor of!he defendant from doing business in a relevant market.

If there

no exclusion of a significant competitor ,

the agreement cannot possibly harm competition.
Second , he must prove that the probable (not certain) effect orthe exclusion wiJJ be to raise prices
above (and therefore reduce output below) the competitive leve! , or otherwise injure competition;
he must show in other words that the anticompetitive effects
(if any) of the exclusion outweigh
any benefits to competition from it.
Id.

at 394.

While
Roland ,,\;ach. addressed an exclusive deaJjng case rather than an orchestrated boycott , the
centraJ points that it made are stj!) vaJjd -- there must be exclusion of a significant competitor and that
exclusion must have a likely anti competitive
effect that outweighs any business justification. Here , the
warehouse clubs were increasingly significant competitors that were denied the opportunity to compete
effectively in the market , their exclusion (as we wil! show in the ncxt section) had a marketplace effect
and (as we will show in the final section) there was no credible
business justification for the boycott.

pp.

);
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product , or at least product in a form capable of being compared to TRU'
products , in order to eliminate price competition. The sharp decline in club
toy sales , and consequent decline in price pressure on TRU , demonstrates
that TRU did not miscalculate.
The clubs ' competitive advantage over other retailers is their low

prices , and TRU's policy denied the clubs toy products necessary to engage
in price competition. As club executives testified see supra
p. 536 , clubs
seek to carr branded products that their customers will recognize. Their

objective is to offer well- defined values , and this is most easily achieved
if customers know the value of the product and its price at other retail
outlets. TRU' s policy denied the clubs access to precisely that class of toy
products.
TRU' s club policy also imposed costs on the clubs and unavoidably
added to shoppers ' perceptions that warehouse club inventory tends to be
irregular and limited , or characterized by cumbersome and over-sized
products. Finally, the policy led to a denial of the clubs ' preferences (as
buyers from the manufacturers) and of consumers ' preferences (as shoppers
at the clubs) for a kind of service they preferred and that would have been
provided but for TRU' s intervention.
See Indiana Fed' n of Dentists , 476
S. at 462 (" The Federation is not entitled to pre-empt the working of the
market by deciding for itself that its customers do not need that which they
demand. cf Aspen Skiing Co.
v. Aspen Highlands Sking Corp. 472 U.
585 , 606 (1985)(" (T)he evidence supports a conclusion that consumers
were adversely affected by the elimination of the 4-area ticket .... (S)kiers
demonstrably preferred four mountains to three. "

The drop in toy sales by the clubs demonstrates the importance offull
and non- discriminatory access to toy products. As discussed above see
, TRU' s boycott halted a pattern of rapid growth of toy sales at the clubs.

While the clubs ' share of all toy sales in the United States was growing
rapidly before the boycott , toy sales at clubs fell steadily from 1. 9% of all
S. toy sales in 1992 to 1.4% in 1995. Equally important , many (if not
most) of the toys that continued to be sold by clubs did not threaten TRU'

own prices.
4. The boycott lacked a business justification.

TRU has offered only one business justification for its conduct. It
claims that the clubs were " free-riders " that took advantage of services
provided by TRU , and that the continued presence of these " free-riders
would have the long term adverse effect of driving these services out of the
marketplace. It argues that it

therefore was justified in urging toy

manufacturers to curtail the ability of the cJubs to compete with TRU.
Free-ridcr concerns arise where there are two classes of competing
distributors; one group provides services valued by some consumers , while

,"

,"
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the other does not but usually charges lower prices. It is now well-

recognized in antitrust jurisprudence that a manufacturer can take steps to

eliminate free-riding when it is likely to drive services valuable to the
manufacturer and consumers out of the marketplace and reduce overall
consumer welfare. It is also well accepted that a retailer providing services

may urge a manufacturer to eliminate fiee-riding by terminating the fieeSee Sharp, 485
riding retailer or taking other action to curtail the problem.
Sylvania 433 U.S. at 54- 55.
S. at 731;
The simple fact that two sets of distributors elect to adopt different

sales formats -- one high-service and the other no- frills discounting -- is

insufficient to establish free-rider concerns. As pointed out by Judge
Easterbrook , one of the scholars most responsible for calling attention to
free-riding
the validity of a free-rider defense lwJhat gives this the name
is the lack of charge.

When payment is possible , fiee-riding is not a

problem because the ' ride ' is not free.
675.

Chicago Profl Sports 961 F. 2d

at

a. Dealer compensation cures any free-rider problems.
As we wi1l discuss below , several of the services that TRU points to do
not rea1ly raise free-rider concerns beeause they are services that provide
advantages only to the toy manufacturers ,

not to the clubs or any other
,
the
concerns
evaporate because TRU is
retailers. But even if they do
compensated for the services , and there is no threat that the services wi1l be

driven from the market. In the words of Professor Scherer
of incentive (to continue the

(s)ufficiency

beneficial activity), not the absolute

elimination of (positive) spill overs , is the appropriate test for judging
whether vertical restraints are necessary when spill overs are shown to

8 (Scherer) at 33; IDF 468.
There are at least three ways a distributor can be compensated for
valuable services that it provides. First , the consumer may pay separately
for the service. That is feasible , for example , when an automobile

exist." CX 1822-

dealership provides excellent post.sales servicing at a separate price from
purchase of the car , thereby leaving the customer with a good opinion of
the dealcr and the manufacturer of the car. But consumer compensation is
often not feasible. For example , it is not practical to charge customers
General
separately for access to a showroom or pre-sale advertising.
Leaseways , Inc. v. National Truck Leasing Ass ' 744 F.2d 588 , 592 (7th
Cir. 1984)(" LV)irtually no one wil pay to consume advertising. ). A
second , theoretically elegant possibility is for a group of dealers who do not
supply the service to pay fu1l service dealers roughly the amount the first
group benefits from the services.

See White Motor Co.

v.

United States

372

270- 72 (Brennan , J. concurring)(discussing use of pass-over
payments between distributors as an alternative to exclusive territories).

U.S. 253 ,
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Pass-over payments from one set of dealers to another are possible but
often extremely difficult to negotiate. Neither of these techniques was used
to compensate TRU in connection with the services it claims to provide.

A third technique for compensating dealers for their investments in

services that advance consumer welfare is much more common and
practical. The manufacturer might decide that the services are important to
its long- term market success , but prefer to keep both types of dealers. It
may therefore elect to pay the high service dealers an amount roughly equal
to their investment. In effect the manufacturer , once it recognizes that the
services are valuable to consumers and therefore to its reputation , has a
choice. It can either cut off or discriminate against those distributors that
fail to provide the service , or continue to do business with those dealers

because it believes it is in its interest to do so ,

but ensure that others

continue to provide the service by paying for it. Cooperative advertising
programs , whereby manufacturers of trademarked goods pay all or part of
the expenses of dealer programs for advertising the manufacturer s product
are the most common example.

The fact that compensation to the high service retailer eliminates freeChicago Prof'!
Sports 961 F. 2d at 675 , and by Judge Posner in
Genera! Leaseways , 744
rider problems was emphasized by Judge Easterbrook in

F. 2d at 592. General Leaseways challenged the exclusive ,

divisions imposed by an association

territorial

of full service , over the road

commercial truck leasing firms. 744 F. 2d at 590.

Members of the

association provided each other s trucks with repair services at a reasonable
rate , allowing them to receive repair services over a geographic scope
comparable to that of a national company.
Jd.
at 589- 90. The association
defended the exclusive territories as a restraint on would- be free-riders who
might try to take advantage of the association s reasonable rates.
Jd.
at 592.
However , the court rejected this defense as too speculative , noting that the
association s " members ... charge each other for emergency repair
service(sJ" they provide -- a kind of compensation by barter.

Jd.

The Court

did not stop to examine whether the compensation from dealer to dealer

was exactly the right amount. It was sufficient that it ensured the
continuation of the beneficial activity.
Chicago Prof' ! Sports concerned a challenge to the NBA' s rule that so-

called television " superstations " (nominally- local television networks
carried by national cable systems) could carr no more than 20 basketball
games a season. 961 F. 2d at 669. The NBA attempted to justify its rule as
a necessary constraint on free-riding by member teams on the NBA'

promotional efforts. The Seventh Circuit again rejected this argument
eXplaining that , because the NBA and its members are in an ongoing,
contractual relationship, payment may be made for benefits conferred by
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the NBA; the court supported this

point with a comparison to the

reJationship between two retailers:
What gives this the name/ree-riding is the lack of charge. Retailer # 1 does not
charge the customer for a vaJuable service; Retailer # 2 does not pay Retailer # 1

for delivering this service. Put the retailers in a contractual relation , however , and
they could adjust their accounts so that the person providing a valuable service gets
paid. When payment is possible , free- riding is not a problem because the " ride " is
not free. Here lies the flaw in the NBA' s story. It may (and does) charge members
for value delivered.
Chicago Prof' l Sports 961 F. 2d at 675. 65 See also NBA
v. Motorola , Inc.
105 F.3d 841 , 854 (2d Cir.

1997)(rejecting claim of free-riding as

unsupported by the evidence).
b. TRU'sfree-riding

claims are atypical.
Before turning to TRU's specific contentions , it is useful to note that
the services that TRU claims are exploited by others are not the " classic
services that the courts have been increasingly willing to protect. Freeriding is most of1en a problem for manufacturers and distributors of
expensive , complex goods. For example , promotion , demonstration , and
expJanation of complex products are services most vulnerable to freeriders; customers visit the full serviee retailer to learn about products and
then buy them somewhere else.
See generally Sylvania 433 U. S. at 54- 56;
Riehard Posner Economic Analysis of Law 295- 97 (4th ed. 1992). Ifa
product requires installation or extensive servicc , customers may buy it at
a low-cost discount outlet and then take it to the full service deaJer for postsaJe servicing. The second dealer may incur significant costs to see that it
is properly installed , used , and maintained.
See, e. g., H.I. Hayden Co. , 879

2d at 1014.

By contrast , toys arc usually simple and inexpensive products. They
generally do not require demonstration and do not require signifieant
installation or maintenance. TRU' s method of retailing, moreover , is built
on the assumption that customers (or perhaps their children) know what

they want when they come to the store. TRU does not dispute that it
provides no customer serviees such as product demonstration or installation
assistance. There are few if any sales people in a TRU store available to
guide or advise shoppers. There was no evidence in the record that anyone
65 Both
Chicago Sports and Genera! Leaseways
compensation could be paid

(Chicago Sports)

dealt with fact situations in which the

or actually was paid (General Leaseways)

by a horizontal

competitor of the parties supplying the services. But the fact that payment is made verticaHy by a
manufacturer to a dealer should make no difference. While some discounters may receive an advantage
they did not pay for , that advantage is not the critical issue if the focus is on the welfare of consumers

as it should be in sensible antitrust enforcement. The point is rather that services valued by consumers
wi!! be preserved in the marketplace , and nol driven out by so ca1!ed " free.riders.

" --
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sought demonstration or explanation of a toy product at TRU and then
purchased the product at a club.
c.

TR U was compensated jbr any services

it provides.

Turning now to TRU's specific contentions , it argues that it provides
three important and costly services that are not provided by the clubs but
that advance the club' s interests: (I) TRU advertises products in catalogs
and newspaper inserts (called rotos) regularly over the year; (2) it provides
a year-round , full- line , industry showroom , which

generates sales

information and marketing guidance for the toy industry; and (3) it accepts
inventory early and regularly over the course of the year , saving the toy
manufacturers warehousing costs and permitting steady, less cost1y
production schedules. The record indicates , however , that TRU' s services
largely benefit the manufacturers and that TRU is compcnsated generously
for any costs incurrcd in providing these services.

Advertising can raisc legitimate free-rider problems if one group of
distributors commits resources to promotional efforts and another group,
discussion of
See
spending no resources , enjoys some of the benefits.
pp.
60102.
But
it
is
the
toy
manufacturers
who
,
supra
General Leaseways
finance advertising in this market. Television advertising is paid for entirely
p. 564. As to catalogs and newspaper
See supra
by the toy manufacturers.
inserts , the bulk of these expenses -- over 99% in one year and more than
toy
essentially
manufacturers. A 1993 TRU memorandum called advertising "
free " and a former TRU employee testified that in some instances

90% in several

other years under review -- was paid by the

advertising allowances actually exceeded the amount TRU spent for
advertising.

See supra

note 37.

TRU argues that its large showrooms and year-round display of toys
create hits and generate valuable information on sales trends. This
hot
argument does not hold up under analysis. " Creating hits
products that are sold in great volume -- obviously does not apply to the
overwhelming majority of products on the shelves of toy retailers. Toy
stores do not stock the boardgame Monopoly because TRU's earlier display
made it a hit. With respect to other products there is little reason to believe
showroom 11 is a major influence on consumer demand.
that a " large
Products become hits because of the quality of the toys , word-of-mouth
reactions , and heavy television advertising. Even if the presence of a
particular toy at TRU is a factor among many in creating " hit" toys , TRU

is compensated indirectly for any part it plays in the production of hit
products by receiving a disproportionately large share of those products. As
shown in our discussion offaets , the evidence convincingly shows that (1)
TRU gets a lion s share of the hot and promotcd products , and (2) more
than any other retailcr , TRU is granted post-sale discounts from its

pp.
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suppliers on products that do not meet sales expectations.

566- 68. These two methods of compensation reward TRU for carring

a

full line of products and compensate TRU for whatever small part it may
play in generating hit products for the toy industry. The important point is
that there is no reason to expect that TRU will cease carring hit products
in its unusually broad year-round inventory because the same products are
carried by the clubs with a narrower range of offerings.
The marketing surveys that TRU prepares before the annual Toy Fair
may, as TRU claims , help manufacturers identify probable hits and plan
advertising expenditures. But TRU overlooks the facts that the toy

companies create the products and pay for the advertising that helps a
promising product become a hit. TRU can be compensated for any market
research it does for its suppliers , and the evidence shows that it is
compensated by several of the methods just mentioned. In other words
reimbursed" market research for a manufacturer by a dealer is not the kind
of service that has been recognized as creating free-rider problems by other
dealers that justify exclusionary restraints.
As to TRU's claim that it accepts inventory early in the course of the
year , permitting toy manufacturers to save warehousing costs , the evidence

again clearly shows that TRU is paid for this service.

Warehousing,

moreover , is far from the type of dealer services at issue in the case law on
free-riding. It is largely the toy manufacturers and TRU , not the clubs or
any other rival of TRU , that benefit from the use of TRU's warehouse
space. TRU is allowed to pay later for the delivery of goods (described by

several toy manufacturers as compensation for storage services), and
receives a disproportionately large share of hit products and generous postsale discounts for slow-moving inventory.

See supra

pp. 565- 66.

Even assuming that the various services provided by TRU were
valuable to manufacturers and consumers , there is no evidence that the
clubs ' failure to provide those services (or Wal- Mart' s and K- Mart' s for that
matter) had , or was likely to have , the effect of driving those services fiom
the market. TRU did argue that " free-riding " by Wal- Mart had forced TRU
to reduce the number of items it carried and , if competition from the clubs
were not curtailed , that inventory reduction might have to occur again.
(Reply Br. at 74- 75. ) But the claim that inventory reduction was a

consequence of no- frills price competition by the clubs and therefore was
a justification for organizing a boycott against the clubs does not hold up.
The decision to cut back on inventory did not occur until 1996 -- a full four
years after the clubs ' market share peaked and TRU introduced its club
policy. According to Goddu , the TRU executive in charge of the policy
change , the inventory reduction resulted primarily from competition fiom
Wal- Mart , not from free-riding by Wal- Mart. Goddu testified that the
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purpose of the reduction was to create a cleaner looking shopping floor and
less cluttercd stores.

See supra

note 38.

TRU argues that services remained in the market only because of its
policy of inducing toy manufacturers to restriet sales to the clubs. (Reply
Br. at 75. ) That argument would be far more persuasive if there was any
indication , prior to the time TRU's policy was implemented , that any
serviccs were on the decline. There is also no indication in the documents
-- either those produced by the toy manufacturers or TRU -- that any party
had the slightest concern , before the clubs threatened to sue TRU under the
antitrust laws , that the clubs were free-riders that endangered the continued
availability of any services that consumers valued.

d. Signifcantly less restrictive alternatives were available.
Northwest

Another reason why TRU's policies do not qualify under

is that TRU could have achieved its purported objectives through
policies and conduct that restricted competition far less than a boycott
Stationers

among suppliers of its club rivals. Consequently, the boycott cannot be
justified by plausible arguments that they were intended to enhance overall
efficiency and make markets more competitive. " 472 U. S. at 294.

TRU's essential argument is that its advertising, other forms of
promotion , and large year-round inventory, " created" hit products.
According to TRU , the clubs observed TRU's aetivities and then elected to
carr only those hit products in the Christmas season. Other services

pointed to by TRU involved the aceumulation of market data which was
communicated to the toy manufacturers so that they could predict proper
levels of production for the last part of the year.
TRU could have adopted policies , however , that fell well short of
orchestrating arrangements whereby products identical to those carried by
TRU would not be provided to the clubs. If TRU' s concern was that club

purchases would prevent TRU from receiving all the " hit" products it
needed during the Christmas season , it could have asked for assurances that
it would receive an adequate supply of " hit products. " This would protect
TRU's alleged position as the industry hit-maker without eliminating clubs
as effective competitors on the vast majority of toys. Instead , TRU adopted
a policy that all products -- new and old , hit and non- hit products -- could
be sold to the clubs as long as they were part of a combination pack that

could not be compared easily to TRU product prices. This disconnect
between purpose and policy indicates that elimination of effective price
competition was TRU's true motivating concern. TRU claims that
compensation for the services provided -- advertising, inventory, marketing
66 Cf Eastman Kodak

504 U. S. at 485 n. 33 (rejecting a frce-riding defense when there is no
evidence that manufacturer- imposed restrictions are necessary to induce competent and aggressive

retailers to make the investment of capita! and labor necessary to distribute the product).
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data -- was not adequate in light of its investment in those services. But
TRU , as the largest toy retailer in the United States , could have bargained

harder with toy manufacturers for compensation instead of organizing a

boycott of the clubs. To the cxtent the adequacy of compensation is
addressed in this record , the evidence is overwhelming that TRU was an
exceptionally capable and aggressive bargainer and that TRU received
compensation that equaled or exceeded its investment.

e. TRU'sfree-riding claims are a pretext.
Before TRU introduced its policy of curtailing toy manufacturers ' sales
to clubs , there is no indication in the documents that any toy manufacturer
declined to do business with the clubs because of possible free-riding.
Indeed , TRU's suppliers ' adoption of the club policy was an abrupt
departure from the toy companies ' longstanding distribution policies. Few
toy manufacturers avoided doing business with discounters , or even with

retailers that provided a narrow range of services , nor did they require
distributors to carr their full line. The few who did avoid sales to the
clubs did so for reasons unrelated to " free-riding.

See supra

pp. 568- 69.

Similarly, there is absoJutely no evidcnce -- certainly no

contemporaneous document -- that TRU developed and implemented its
policy with respect to competition by the elubs because of a free-riding
concern Indeed , the first mention of free-riding within TRU was in the late
summer of 1992 , when the clubs threatened to sue TRU and its suppliers
for discriminatory saJes policies. Also , TRU never asked the toy
manufacturers to discipline Wal- Mart , Target , K- Mart or other established
discounters -- even though they, like the clubs , did not provide services

such as early purchasing of inventory, stocking a large number of toy
products , and advertising. The difference was that the cJubs offered a form
of extreme price competition that TRU came to believe it could not tolerate.
Although concerns about fiee-riding often will be difficult to distinguish
from generic concerns about " unfair " price cutting, the lack of any more
specific , contemporaneous discussion offree-riding, and the focus ofTRU's
animus on the clubs alone , severely weakens TRU' s claimed justification.
We therefore conclude that TRU' s claim that concerns about free-riding
motivated its policy of orchestrating a boycott against the clubs is a pretext.

TRU's real motive was simply to eliminate the increasing competition
provided by the clubs , which not only cut into TRU's sales , but threatened
its reputation as a low price discounter.

Conclusion to Northwest Wholesalc Stationers approach.
For all the reasons set forth above , we concJude that TRU' s practices
satisry each of the conditions dcscribed in
Northwest Wholesale Stationers
as a preliminary to application of a
per .Ie
rule. The boycott orchestrated by
5.

'"
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TRU was anti competitive in purpose and effect , effectuated by participants
which , as a group, held a powerful market position , and resulted in denying
the clubs products in a format reasonably necessary to allow them to

compete effectively. Perhaps most important is the AU' s finding, with

which we thoroughly

agree

, that there was no plausible

business

justification for the group s behavior. IDF 533; Initial Decision at 123
Conclusion of Law 10. Looked at fiom the point of view of consumers
they got nothing at all out of the boycott organized by TRU. Rather , they
were denied an opportunity to buy toys at low prices fiom outlets that many
were coming to prefer.

Northwest Wholesale Stationers

Following the teaching of

examined market power here and found that the participants in the boycott
had substantial market power. Certainly, TRU had little diffculty coercing
a substantial number oftoy manufacturers to discriminate against the clubs

and the manufacturers as a group suppressed the ability of the clubs to
compete effectively. But the Supreme Court stated in
Indiana Fed' n of
Dentists a boycott case decided one year after
Northwest Wholesale
Stationers that a finding of market power is not necessary to find illegal a
course of conduct leading to " actual detrimental effects. " 476 U.S. at 460.
The Court concluded that evidence of such effects " can obviate the need for
an inquiry into market power which is but a ' surrogate for detrimental
effects. Id. at 460- 61 (quoting 7 Areeda supra
note 43 , '1511 , at 429.
See also Wilk v. AMA 895 F. 2d 352 , 360- 62 (7th Cir. I 990)(holding that
a showing of actual adverse competitive effects obviates the need to present
detailed evidence of the market definition and market power)( citing and
discussing
Indiana Fed' n of Dentists).
That is particularly clear where the
boycott prevents economic activity that the market would otherwise
produce see id. at 360 , and there are no countervailing pro competitive
virtues such as the creation of effciencies in the operation of the market or
the provision of goods and services.

Id.

at 361.

That is exactly the situation we have here. There were clear
anti competitive effects

pp. 609, and no plausible business
justification. TRU and its reluctant collaborators set out to eliminate fiom
the marketplace a form of price competition and a style of service that
increasing numbers of consumers preferred.
In eonclusion , we note that all elements required by
Northwest
Wholesale Stationers

see infra

to justify application

ofaper .Ie

rule are present; even

ifmarket power were not present , a violation would nevertheless be found.
E. The Group Boycott Organized By TRU Is Also

Ilegal Under a Full Rule of Reason Analysis.
Even if TRU's conduct is analyzed under the full rule of reason , its
behavior must stil be found illegal. The principal additional factors that
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Northwest
approach -- are , first , whether TRU's
behavior had a significant anti competitive effect , and , second , whether any
such effect is outweighed by legitimate business justifications.

must be examined under a full rule ofreason -- as opposed to

Wholesale Stationers ' modifiedper

se

I. The boycott produced anti competitive effects.
The boycott TRU orchestrated had harmful effects for the clubs , for
competition , and for consumers. TRU prevented a decrease in the price
paid by many consumers for many toy items , reduced the options available
to consumers , and weakened both intrabrand and interbrand competition in
the retail toy market.
TRU argues that Complaint Counsel has failed to demonstrate
anticompetitive effects. TRU' s arguments reduce to an assertion that
because the clubs were . small -- accounting for no more than an estimated
9%67 ofthe United States toy market when TRU' s policy went into effect
-- TRU was privileged to organize a boycott designed to disadvantage and
impose extra costs on them without being accountable for having caused
harm cognizable under the antitrust laws. The clubs , according to TRU
were too small to matter. (App. Br. at 69- 72; Reply Br. at 64 (" A ' restraint'
that leads to 1% of the market being excluded from toys making up 40% of
industry sales is barely foreclosure at all .... ) When a similar argument
was advanced in

Klor ' the Supreme Court commented:

It (the boycon allegation) clearly has , by its " nature " and " character " a " monopolistic tendency. " As such it is not to be tolerated merely because the victim is just
onc merchant whose business is so small that his destruction makes little difference
to the economy. Monopoly can as surely thrive by the elimination of such smaIl
businessmen , one at a time, as it can by driving them out in large groups.

Klor 359 U. S. at 213 (footnote omitted).
This remark applies with even greater force to the boycott orchestrated
by TRU. Far from a single small business , the clubs were growing chains

of retailers operating hundreds of outlets nationally and employing a
distinctly new and effcient method of distribution. Because the boycott
injured the clubs , it also harmed competition , and because competition was
harmed , consumer welfare was reduced. Although the antitrust laws protect
competition and not competitors , there can be no competition without able
competitors. A policy that selectively eliminates effective competitors (or
the ones most threatening to incumbent firms) harms the competitive

process even though individual firms are the targets. Our discussion of
67 Mattel estimated the clubs

' total share of the retail toys sold in the United States in 1992 at
Although we have no reason to think this estimate is any less accurate than the lower
of the doubt by picking the lower
statistic offered by the NPD Group, we have given TRU the benefit
number for this discussion.

3%. ex 695- L.

g.,
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effects looks first at the harm caused to the clubs ' toy sales and then at the
repercussions of this for consumers.
As noted previously,
see supra
p. 562 , club toy sales reached a high of
1.9% oftotal U. S. sales in 1992 , and business observers expected toy sales
to continue to grow rapidly. Although club sales generally continued to
increase
in the next several years , club toy sales declined steadily after the
TRU-orchestrated boycott went into effect to 1.4% in 1995. Perhaps there
were other factors involved in declining toy sales at the clubs after 1992
(although TRU offered none for the record), but clearly the boycott was a
major factor.
Because TRU' s policy undermined the clubs ' strength as competitors
TRU was not " embarrassed " CX 661 at 35 , into lowering prices to meet
club competition. As already discussed , in 1992 TRU had set its prices for

many items based on price competition from the clubs. After the club
policy was established , this was no longer necessary, and TRU was able to
avoid similar price cuts thereafter. As eXplained at p. 563

supra ifTRU

had reduced its average margin on its five hundred best-selling products to
match Costco s average margin of9% , TRU' s customers would have saved
$55 million per year. 68 And of course the boycott raised the costs of toys

at the clubs , obstructing their advantage as the lowest price outlet to the

advantage of TRU and the injury of consumers.

The boycott orchestrated by TRU reduced the range of choices
available to consumers and eliminated forms of competition that consumers

desired and would have been able to enjoy absent TRU's policy. Club
shoppers were not able to buy the products they wanted at the clubs. They
(e.
custom or combo packs
of goods) at their first-choice stores (warehouse clubs) or their first-choice
individually packaged branded toys) at their second-choice
goods
(e.
stores (TRU , Wal- Mart , Target). The Supreme Court has recognized similar
restrictions on the forms of competition in the marketplace , and similar
hindrances to products or services consumers desire , as anti-competitive
either had to buy their second-choice goods

Aspen Ski

effects cognizable under the antitrust laws. See the discussion of
and

Indiana Fed' n of Dentists

at pp. 600 supra.

restrained both intrabrand and
interbrand competition in the retail toy market. Thus , we do not face the
difficult balancing proeess of weighing a loss of intrabrand competition
(often resulting from non- price vertieal restraints) against benefits to
It is noteworthy that the boycott

interbrand competition. As we have already discussed , Goddu carefully

explained that combination packs made it difficult for consumcrs to
compare the prices of products sold at the clubs to the same itcms at TRU.
68

Cf FTCv. Staples Inc" 970 F. Supp. 1066 1082 n. 14 (D.
price decrease as an anticompetitivc effect).

C.

1997)

(recognizing an averted
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This is a restraint on intrabrand competition -- that is , on competition
between products of the same brand sold at different retail outlets. The fact
that intrabrand competition is restricted is not enough to warrant

condemnation of a restraint. Vertical restraints ordinarily reduce competition between dealers marketing the same goods for the positive purpose of
enhancing competition with respect to similar products of other
manufacturers.

See Sylvania

433 U. S.

at 54;

Sharp,

485 U. S. at 724- 25.

But here the boycott did not strengthen competition among the toy
companies. Our conclusion that TRU's free-rider justification lacks merit-that it was merely a pretext for a policy aimed at reducing price competition
-- means that the boycott did not serve to protect dealer services that drive
the demand for toys to the benefit of toy companies and consumers.
For these reasons , we conclude that actual anti competitive effects

resulted from TRU's conduct , including reduced consumer choice and
higher prices.
With respect to eascs cited by TRU , we note once again that the
company relies almost entirely on exclusive dealing, territorial allocation
customer allocation , and similar non- price vertical distribution cases.
599. As we noted in
Examples of these are cited above see supra
examining some of these cases in connection with the existence of market
power , those types of cases are different because the Supreme Court has
emphasized with respect to each category that there are substantial
efficiencies that can be achieved. See the discussion of cases recognizing
The courts , therefore , are confronted
these efficiencies at p. 600 supra.
with a diffcult trade-off between anti competitive foreclosure on the one
hand and redeeming business justifications on the other. Here , the evidence
is overwhelming that there simply were no efficiencies to justify TRU's
bchavior.
The essential prop to all of TRU' s arguments about anti-competitive
effect is that a government boycott case must fail if the government does
not discharge a burden of demonstrating that , as a result of the boycott
market-wide prices increased or market-wide output diminished. (Reply Br.
at 52. ) This very issue was addressed and settled by the Supreme Court in
Indiana Fed' n of Dentists 476 U. S. at 461- , where a group of dcntists

eonspired to prevent member dentists from submitting x-rays to dental
health insurers so that the insurers could check the validity of requests for
payment of benefits. The Court elected a rule ofrcason , rather than per se
approach , in part because the boycott involving x-rays was obviously not
intended to harm a competitor -- a purpose that

is present

here.

Id.

at 458-

59. In applying a full rule of reason , the Supreme Court addressed the
argument that there had been no finding that " the alleged restraint on
competition among dentists had actually resulted in higher dental costs to

pp.

pp.

).
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patients and insurers. Jd at 447. The Court explained that a showing of
higher prices was not essential to establish the ilegality of the restraint:
A concerted and effective effort to withhold (or make more costly) information
desired by consumers for the purpose of determining whether a particular purchase
is cost justified is likely enough to disrupt the proper functioning of the priceeven absent proof that

setting mechanism of the market that it may be condemned

it resulted in higher prices or, as here ,

the purchase a/higher

priced services

than

would occur in its absence.

at 461- 62 (emphasis added).
The case for finding a violation is all the more powerful here where the
boycott is not an indirect attempt to interfere with price-setting (through
withholding of information), but a direct effort by one retailer to organize
a boycott designed to impair the ability of its lowest- priced rivals to
continue to offer products and services that consumers desire.
Id.

2. The anti competitive effects far outweigh the claimed justification.

There was no business justification for a boycott that had a pronounced
anti competitive effect. The single justification offered -- the prevention of

rationalization for a policy with

post hoc

fiee-riding -- was a

anti competitive purpose and effect. The balance under a full rule ofreason
tips decidedly toward condemnation.
F. Considered Alone ,

the Vertical Restraints Are
Unreasonable Under S 1 of the Sherman Act.

The evidence is clear that TRU , a dominant toy retailer , significantly
diminished the ability of the clubs to compete by inducing a substantial
number of toy manufacturers to agree to do business with TRU's club rivals
only on discriminatory terms. It accomplished its purpose by approaching
seriatim

each of the toy manufacturers
agree to join in its anticompetitive mission.

and inducing or coercing each to
See supra
541- 48 & notes

, 24. TRU' s purpose was to avoid significant price competition fiom
rivals and to deny consumers a form of distribution they prefer.
See supra
p. 591- 92. The effect of these joint actions was to injure a group of rivals
in the marketplace.

See supra

609- I 4.

We conclude therefore that each agreement in the series of vertical
agreements , standing alone , even without the evidence of horizontal
agreement among many of the toy manufacturers , violates 9 I of the
Sherman Act upon a full rule of reason review.
69 The Court had

Associuted Gen. Contracrors . inc. v.
528 (1983) (" Coercive activity that prevents its

previously ariculated this point in

California Slale Council afCarpenters

459 U. S. 519 ,

victims from making free choices between market alternatives is inherently destructive of competitive
proof of its actual market effect.
Accord Wilk , 895
conditions and may be condemned even without
2d at 360.

* *
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A vertical agreement between a retailer (even one as powerful as TRU)
and an individual manufacturer , whereby the manufacturer agrees to deal
only on discriminatory terms with a competitor of the retailer , would not be
treated as illegal
per se.
It is not vertical price- fixing because no specific
price , or price level , was agreed to see Sharp,
485 U. S. 717 731 , and each
individual vertical agreement is not
per se
illegal as a boycott.
On the other hand , an examination limited to each individual agreement
in isolation (TRU agrees with Mattei , TRU agrees with Hasbro , TRU
agrees with Tyco , etc. ) wouJd blind us to the true anti competitive nature
and effect of TRU's course of conduct. As the Supreme Court instructed
in

Continental Ore Co.

v.

Union Carbide

Carbon Corp,

370 U.S. 690

(1962):

plaintiffs should be given the full benefit of their proof without tightly
compartmentalizing the various factual components and wiping the slatc cJean after
scrutiny of each. "*
(T)he character and effect of a conspiracy are not to be
judged by dismembering it and viewing its separate parts, but only by looking at it
as a whole.
United Stales v. Pallen 226 U. S. 525 , 544 * * * ; and in a case like the
one before us , the duty of the jury was to look at the whole picture and not merely
at the individual figures in it."
, 106 (C. A. 6th Cir.).

1d

at 698- 99.

American Tobacco Co.
See Montague

Co.

v.
v. Lowry,

United Slates

147 F.

193 U. S. 38, 45- 46.

Along the same lines , the Supreme Court in

Standard

Stations 337 U. S. 293 , found individual , exclusive dealing contracts illegal
because of the " widespread adoption of such contracts " in the market.
Id.
at 314.

In the prescnt case , each vertical agreement was entered into against a
background in which other agreements were solicited and either achieved
or were about to be achieved. The large number of agreements ultimately
obtained , and the size and importance of the toy firms that joined them
were essential to the success of the agreements and to the accomplishment
ofTRU's overall scheme. The collection of separate vertical agreements-together excluding the clubs from the leading manufacturers of toys

accounting for roughly 40% of U. S. output -- had a profound antic ompetitive effect see supra
pp. 609- 14; the collection of parties entering into
separate agreements had substantial market power see supra
pp. 592- 600;

see supra

and there was no plausible business justification or efficiency,

pp. 601- 08. Under a full rule of reason ,

we find that

each agreement

in the

series of agreements -- anticompetitive in purpose and effect and lacking
plausible justification -- constitutes a violation of
I of the Sherman Act.
See Tampa Elec. Co.

v.

Nashvile Coal Co

ChicagoBd ofTrade v. United States
States

v.

365 U. S. 320 , 325- 29 (1961);

246 U.S. 231 ,

National Ass n of Broadcasters

238 (1918);

cf United

536 F. Supp. 149 , 157- 169

pp.
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(D.D. C. 1982);
United States v. American Smelting
Supp. 834 , 861 (S.
Y. 1960).
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G.
The Order Crafted By the ALJ Is Reasonable , Appropriate and
Necessary to Remedy the Anticompetitive Effects of TRU' s Conduct.

Having found that TRU violated thc antitrust laws by organizing a
boycott agreement to discriminate against the clubs , the All entered an
order requiring TRU to cease this law violation and to refrain from similar
conduct in the future. This order contains five key elements of injunctive
relief.
See
Order" II.A- E. Because each provision of the All' s order is
reasonable , appropriate and necessary to remedy the anti competitive effects
of TRU' s conduet , we have decided to make final the order he crafted.
Briefly summarized , the order prohibits TRU from continuing, entering
into , or attempting to enter into , vertical agreements with its suppliers to
limit the supply of, orrefusc to sell , toys to a toy discounter.
See'
II. A. The
order also prohibits TRU from facilitating, or attempting to facilitate , an
agreement between or among its suppliers relating to the sale of toys to any
See'
II. D. Additionally, TRU is enjoined from requesting

retailer.

information from suppliers about their sales to any toy discounter , and from
urging or coercing suppliers to restrict sales to any toy discounter.

See

II.B , C. These four elements of relief are narrowly tailored to stop, and
prevent the repetition of, TRU' s illegal conduct.
TRU challenges the final provision of the order see'
II.E , arguing that
it would prohibit TRU " from exercising its
Colgate
rights. " Paragraph II.E

requires TRU , for a period of five years , to cease and desist from:

1) announcing or communicating that respondent will or may discontinue
purchasing or refuse to purchase toys and related products from any supplier
because that supplier intends to sell or sells toys and related products to any toy
discounter , or 2) refusing to purchase toys and related products from a supplier
because , in whole or in part , that supplier offered to sell or sold toys and related
products to any toy discounter.

TRU contends that these provisions would force it to buy products it could
not sell and to operate at a loss.
Colgate
rights " merely describe the boundary between concerted
conduct that may violate the antitrust laws and unilateral conduct that thc
law does not forbid. As wc have explained , TRU has crossed that boundary
repeatedly and in several different ways.
See supra
569- 74. It is well
settled that once a respondent engages in illegal conduct , the Commission
order need not prohibit merely unlawful conduct , but may " close all roads
to the prohibited goal , so that its order may not be by- passed with
impunity. FTCv. Ruberoid Co. 343 U. S. 470 , 473 (1952). The order may
also include such additional provisions as are necessary to " preclude the
revival ofthc illegal practices. FTC v. National Lead Co. 352 U. S. 419

, "
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those caught violating the Act must expect some

fencing in. Jd. at 431.
Paragraph II. E of the ordcr is necessary to prohibit illegal conduct that
TRU engaged in under the guise of the Court' s decision in
Colgate.
The
sorts of communications and the sales restrictions prohibited by
Il. E are

the means used by TRU to implement and poJice the illegaJ restraints of
trade. The paragraph is also necessary to correct the effects of the illegal

II.E would require it to operate at a

conduct. Although TRU argues that

loss , to buy products it does not believe it can sell ,

or to carr all items

stocked by discounters , it does none of these things. TRU will remain fiee
to reject items that it does not believe it can sell profitably,
so long as it
makes that decision independent of whether the item is offered to or sold
by a discounter.
Similarly, TRU is free to communicate with
manufacturers so long as the communications do not concern the sale of
items to discounters.

Finally, the order restricts TRU from communicating with manufacturers about sales not onJy to warehouse clubs , but to all discounters. The
practices employed by TRU to restrict sales to clubs could have been
applied to restrict sales to other discounters. Such fencing- in is wholly
appropriate.
H. TRU's Procedural Objections Lack

Merit.

TRU challenges the ALJ' s decision to exclude TRU empJoyees (but not
its outside counsel) from those portions of the trial at which

material submitted by TRU' s

in camera

competitors and suppliers was presented.

TRU argues that this decision violated its rights under S555(b) of the

Administrative Procedure Act (" APA" ), which , TRU contends , embodies
the Due Process and Confrontation Clauses of the United States
Constitution. TRU also argues that the decision conflicts with the
Commission s Rules of Practice (" Rules ). Finally, TRU asserts that the
ALJ erred by affording
in camera
treatment to certain documents. We
review
de novo
the legal issues raised by TRU. We will not reverse the
ALJ' s decision regarding the
in camera
status of documents unless we find
an abuse of discretion.
See General Foods Corp. 96 FTC 168 , 170 (1980).
We find that the ALJ' s decision did not violate the APA , the Constituion
or the Commission s Rules. We also find that the ALJ' s decision to provide
in camera
treatment to certain material did not constitute an abuse of his
discretion.
N either the Constitution nor S 5

(b) of the AP A mandates the presence

of TRU employees

during the presentation at trial of
in camera
" Whatever else S555(b) guarantees to parties to an

infonnation.
administrative proceeding ... , it does not mandate disclosure of significant
confidential information to in- house counsel and corporate executives of
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a business competitor -- where that information is fully available to outside
Akzo N. V v. United States Int'l Trade Comm '

counsel."

808 F. 2d 1471

1484 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Thus , g555(b), which entitles a party " to appear in

person or by or with counselor other duly qualified representative in an
agency proceeding, ... is not blindly absolute. Id. (quoting 5 U. C. g
555(b)). Although TRU has a strong interest in having its employees
present during the trial , that interest may be outweighed by the submitter

need to protect the confidentiality

of the information , and by the

Commission s interest in assuring that , in the future , parties will be willing
to disclose confidential information.
See A. Hirsch , Inc. v. United States
657 F. Supp. 1297 , 1302 (Ct. In!'l Trade 1987). The AU' s order properly
balanced these compcting interests. Thus , the AU' s decision did not
infiinge TRU' s rights under the AP A or under the Due Process Clause of
the Constitution.
See Akzo 808 F. 2d at 1483 (implying that the right to due
process does not guarantee in- house counsel access to confidential
information).
TRU also asserts that its rights under the Confrontation Clause have
been violated. The Confrontation Clause of the Sixth Amendment applies
only to criminal proceedings.
Hannah
v. Larche 363 U. S. 420 , 440 n.
(1960). Accordingly, it has no relevance here.
TRU argues that the Commission s Rules of Practice guarantee its
empJoyees the right to be present when
in camera
material is offered at
trial.!! claims that because " Section 3.45 provides: ' only respondents , their
counsel , authorized commission personnel , and eourt personnel concerned
with judicial review may have access ' to in camera material. . . there was
no basis for precluding Toys " R" Us from being present during the trial....
(App. Br. at 88- 89 (emphasis in original). ) However , the language of Rule
3.45 is not mandatory -- it merely indicates who

may

have access to

material. We have never interpreted Rule 3.45 to require that

camera
respondents

must

have access to

78 FTC 1352 , 1408 (1971),

in camera

aJJ' d,

material.

See Papercrafi Corp.

472 F. 2d 927 (7th Cir. 1973);

FTC v. United States Pipe and Foundry Co.

see also

304 F. Supp. 1254 , 1260

(D. C. 1969)( order providing for disclosure of documents only to
respondent' s counsel is consistent with Rule 3.45).
Finally, TRU fails to demonstrate an abuse of discretion in any of the
AU' s evidentiary decisions. TRU does not object to any specific decision
made by the ALl Instead , it objects to the number of occasions on which
TRU argues that
United States
Lever Bros. Co. 193 F. Supp. 254 , 258 (S.
Y. 1961),
mandates disclosure to corporate personnel. However , the order entered by the court inLever Brothers
did not mandate disclosure " except insofar as it may be necessary for consultation with counsel for
Lever in order to prepare for and assist in the defense ofthc action. Jd. Similarly, the ALl' s order here

did not preclude disclosure to IRC employees if TRU made a showing that its defense was being
hanned.

See

Order Re

In Camera

Issue , March 5 , 1997.
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its employees were excluded , and to the fact that its employees were

excluded during portions of the testimony given by executives of toy
manufacturers.
Because TRU does not challenge any specific

decision made
his
applied the appropriate test in
in camera

by the All , we examine the standard that the All
decisions. We conclude that the All
evaluating TRU's requests for access to

appJied in reaching

in camera

information. He

balanced TRU's " need for direct access to the confidential financial and
business information to adequately prepare its case , the harm disclosure
would cause to the parties submitting this information , and the forum
interest in maintaining the confidentiality of the information. " Order Re
Respondent Seeing

In Camera

Information , May 24 ,

1997. Further ,

the

All offered to permit TRU's in- house counsel to attend the portions ofthe
trial during which
in camera
information was presented , and further offered
to permit TRU to retain an outside expert in order to assist it in evaluating
the
in camera
documents. TRU availed itselfofneither of these offers. The
All aJso gave TRU' s outside counsel the opportunity to interrpt the trial
in order to consult with TRU employees (without showing them any
camera
documents). By presenting TRU with these options , the All amply
balanced TRU's interests against the interests of the submitters and of the
Commission. Thus , the All applied the appropriate test , and TRU has not
identified any abuse of discretion by the All. Accordingly, we decline to
reverse any of the All' s decisions regarding the treatment of
in camera
documents.
TRU also argues that the Commission should reconsider its decision to
issue the complaint , which was allegedly " tainted" 1) because a staff

member had an undisclosed eonflict of interest , and 2) because

Commission staff allegedly leaked information about the investigation to
the press. Neither ofTRU' s arguments gives us reason to do so. First , TRU

presents nothing that gives us any reason to doubt any staff member
impartiaJity. Second , we see no reason why leaks to the press by the staff
would affect a Commission determination that there was reason to believe
a violation had occurred or that a Commission proceeding was in the public
interest.
See , e. g., TRW, Inc. 88 FTC 544 (1976). In any event , there is no
evidence as to the source of information in press reports that appeared at
the time of the issuance of the complaint in this matter. Because

Commission investigations frequently necessitate contacts with persons
outside the Commission , there usually are many possible sources for press
reports. Moreover , it is bare speculation--and nothingmore-- that the alleged
leak had any impact on the Commission s decision to issue the complaint.
We have considered TRU's two arguments and find them meritless.
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CONCLUSION.

The Commission , for the reasons stated in this opinion , has determined
to deny the appeal of respondent TRU and to make final the attached order
which is identical to the order entered by the ALJ.

FINAL ORDER

A.
Respondent means Toys " R" Us , its directors , offcers
employees, agents and representatives , predecessors , successors and

assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , and groups

, and affiiates

controlled by Toys " R" Us , and the respective directors , offcers
employees , agents and representatives , successors , and assigns of
each.
B.
Toy discounter means any retailer of toys , including but not
limited to membership retail outlets such as Price- Costco , Sam
Club , and BJ's Wholesale Club , that sells toys at discounted prices.
C.
Toys and related products means any product that is sold by
respondent.
D.
Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
II.

It is ordered That rcspondent , directly or indirectly, through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the actual or potential purchase or distribution of toys and related
products , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , forthwith cease and desist from:
A. Continuing, maintaining, entering into , and attempting to enter
into any agreement or understanding with any supplier to limit supply
or to refuse to sell toys and related products to any toy discounter.

B. Urging, inducing, coercing, or pressuring, or attempting to
urge , induce , coerce , or pressure , any supplier to limit supply or to
refuse to sell toys and related products to any toy discounter.
C. Requiring, soliciting, requesting or encouraging any supplier
to furnish information to respondent relating to any supplier s sales or
actual or intended shipments to any toy discounter.

D. Facilitating or attempting to facilitate agreements or understandings between or among suppliers relating to limiting the sale of
toys and related products to any retailer(s) by, among other things
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transmitting or convey- ing complaints , intentions , plans , actions , or

other similar information from one supplier to another supplier
relating to sales to such retailer(s).
E. For a period of five years , (1) announcing or communicating
that respondent will or may discontinue purchasing or refuse to
purchase toys and related products from any supplier because that
supplier intends to sel1 or sel1s toys and related products to any toy
discounter, or (2) refusing to purchase toys and related products from
a supplier because , in whole or in part , that supplier offered to sel1 or
sold toys and related products to any toy discounter.

Provided , however , that nothing in this order shal1 prevent respondent
from seeking or entering into exclusive arrangements with suppliers
with respect to particular toys.

It is further ordered That respondent shal1:

A. Within thirty (30) days after the date on which this order
becomes final , mail to each of its suppliers and employees who have
purchasing responsibilities a copy of the Commission s complaint and
order in this matter , along with a letter from respondent' s chief

executive offcer stating that its suppliers can sel1 whatever products
they wish to retailers , and that respondent wil1 not take any adverse
action for sel1ing toys and related products to retailers in whole or in
part due to the retailer s retail prices or price policies;

B. Within ten (10) days after the date on which any person
becomes an employee of respondent with purchasing responsibilities
for toys and related products , or a director , offcer , or management
employee of respondent , or a new supplier of respondent , provide a
copy of this complaint and order to such person; and
C. Require each employec , director , or offcer to whom a copy of
this complaint and order is furnished pursuant to subparagraphs 111.
A and B ofthis order to sign and submit to Toys " R" Us , Inc. , within

thirty (30) days of the receipt thereof a statement that: (I)
acknowledges receipt of the complaint and order , (2) represents that
the undersigned has read and understands the complaint and order
and (3) acknowledges that the undersigned has been advised and
understands that non-compliance with the ordcr may subject Toys "
, Inc. to penalties for violation of the order.
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IV.

filrther ordered That respondent shall:
A. Within sixty (60) days after thc date on which this order
become final , and annually thereafter on the anniversary ofthe date
It

is

this order becomes final , and at such times as the Commission may

by written notice to the respondent require , fie with the Commission
a verified written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which respondent has compiled and is complying with this order;
B. Maintain and make available to the staff of the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying, upon reasonable notice , all
records of communications with suppliers of respondent relating to
any aspect of actual or potential purchase or distribution of toys and
related products , and records pertaining to any action taken in
connection with any activity covered by paragraphs II and II ofthis

order; and
C. Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
change in respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting
in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or

dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation that
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It
is further ordered That this order shall terminate twenty (20)
years after the date on which this order becomes final.

Commissioner Swindle concurring in part and dissenting in part.
OPINION OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE
CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART

I concur in the Commission majority s determination that respondent
vertical
Toys " R" Us , Inc. (" TRU" ), entered into a series of anti competitive
agreements with various toy manufacturers, and I join in the portions of the
Commission s order aimed at proscribing the vertical restraints. In my
view , however , the evidence does not support the majority s finding that
horizontal
some toy manufacturers entered into an anti competitive
'
conclusion
that TRU
agreement , and thus I dissent from my colleagues
orchcstrated such a horizontal combination.
The evidence shows that club stores loomed as a small but growing
threat to TRU's status and self- image as the leader in discount toy retailing.
By dint of its powerful position as the indispensable retail out1et , TRU
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induced a number of key manufacturers to accede to its plan to choke off

the supply of desirable toys to the clubs. Pursuant to TRU's vertical
agreements with MatteI , Hasbro , Fisher Price , and others , certain
manufacturers began to make toys unavailable to the clubs -- or available
to them only on economically disadvantageous terms -- and the clubs ' once-

growing share of toy retailing began to shrink. A new channel of toy
distribution that promised deep discounts for consumers was imperiled in

its infancy, and TRU was spared downward pricing pressure fiom the
clubs. The evidence suffices to establish that the series of vertical
agreements between TRU and certain manufacturers had a significant
adverse effect on competition , and I agree with my colleagues that TRU has
not presented persuasive business justifications to the contrary.
The argument for a horizontal combination , on the other hand , lacks a

firm foundation. As the majority makes clear , each manufacturer that
entered into one of the vertical undertakings bowed to TRU's power in the
market for toys. The majority opinion , true to the evidence in this case
casts TRU in the unmistakable role of the nation s preeminent year-round
full- line toy retailer-- the one customer whose patronage many manufacturers considered essential to survival. It is entirely plausible that particular
manufacturers would react to pressure from TRU by deciding - on their
own
-- to disfavor the club stores. No inference of horizontal agreement is
necessary to make sense of the manufacturers ' actions.

Ironically, it is precisely the plausibility of the vertical theory and the
strength of the evidence underpinning that theory that undercut the

majority s finding of a horizontal conspiracy among toy manufacturers.
There is strong, clear evidence that TRU entered into a series of vertical

understandings with toy manufacturers to cut off supply to the clubs. There
is a paucity of evidence -- direct or circumstantial-- that the manufacturers

developed among themselves a scheme to boycott the clubs.
In laying out the evidence of a horizontal agreement , I my colleagues
portray TRU as the communications hub ofa conspiracy involving multiple
manufacturers. These manufacturers purportedly used TRU to signal to

one another their views and intentions about whether -- and under what
conditions -- they would sell to the clubs. The majority infers fiom the
record that the manufacturers used their direct
individual
communications
with TRU as a mechanism to reach a common plan to boycott the clubs.
Pursuant to this supposed scheme , TRU shuttled the manufacturers ' fears
and concerns back and forth until a horizontal consensus emerged.

1 Slip
op. at 29

et seq.

--
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The majority s view would be more plausible if we had stronger direct
evidence showing a meeting of the minds among the manufacturers. But

virtually all of the evidence on which my colleagues base a finding of
ofTRU executives.
With only
one inconclusive paragraph of their opinion ' devoted to evidence of direct
manufacturer- to-manufacturer communications , the majority s finding of a
horizontal agreement rests precariously on evidence that certain manufacturers asked TRU for assurances that other manufacturers would not renege
on a commitment that they had made , not to one another , but to TRU.
Given the tension between the vertical and horizontal theories in this
case , it is not surprising that the proof of the horizontal case is weak.
Consider the vertical story: TRU was the toy retailing leviathan without
whose business many manufacturers could not survive. TRU's very indishorizontal agreement comes fiom the mouths

unilateral

pensability gave each toy manufacturer every incentive--every

incentive-- to knuckle under to TRU' s demands regarding the clubs.'
On the other hand , consider the thrust of the horizontal case: that TRU

coordinated an agreement among the toy manufacturers to restrict their
supply of toys to the clubs. Without convincing evidence of an agreement
among the manufacturers , the majority opinion relies on the premise that
such an agreement was necessary to execute TRU's schcme. This conclusion disregards the ample reasons that each capitulating manufacturer
acting on its own

had to obey TRU. TRU' s hammerlock on the

manufacturers made a horizontal agreement among the manufacturers

simply unnecessary
The majority places considerable weight on individual manufacturers
efforts to learn from TRU what their competitors might do about TRU's
club policy. It seems natural , however , for any manufacturer contemplating
a commitment to TRU -a vertical agreement -- to want to know its
competitors ' likely responses to TRU's demands. It seems equally reasonable to expect TRU to try to soothe an apprehensive manufacturer with

reassurances about what other manufacturers will do. TRU's efforts to
reassure manufacturers that they were on " a level playing field'" are
2 I recognize, of course

, that direct evidence to prove a boy con can be hard to come by, and the
law permits us to establish an unlawful horizontal agreement circumstantially.
3 Slip op. at 33.
4 See id.

at 6 , 70

ef seq. for

the majority s discussion of TRU's importance as a purchaser from

the major toy" manufacturers.

5 My colleagues also assert that TRU's "'
club policy' was squarely

determined business interests of the toy manufacturers,
the great pressure that TRU brought to bear on the

contrary

to the independently

at 57. That is true only ifone disregards
manufacturers
pressure that derived from any
ld.

rational manufacturer s weighing of the clubs ' tiny position in the market against TRU's overwhelming
presence. Once the club policy was in place , TRU's formidable power in the toy market clearly made
compliance with the policy in cach manufacturer individual
clf. intcrest.
6 Id.

at 31.

( )
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consistent with a purely vertical interpretation -- that TRU was trying to
with it.
TRU had to offer
coax reluctant manufacturers into agreements
with TRU
about the club policy,
bait" to induce a manufacturer to agree
and that " bait" was a comfort level about what other manufacturers would
do. The opinion does not convincingly reject the vertical explanation for
what occurred.'

The majority also says that " the record shows that a uniform , joint
reaction to TRU's policy was a necessary element of each manu- facturer

decision to restrict sales to the clubs. Each was simply unwilling to go
forward with the proposed policy alone. '" But in the context of this case
a manufacturer s unwillingness to go forward alone simply indicates its
need - - before entering a vertical agreement with TRU -- to ascertain
whether TRU planned to apply the same policy to other manufaeturers. It
does not necessarily show that that manufacturer reached any horizontal
undcrstanding with its competitors.
Moreover , the majority implies that each conspiring manufacturer was
among all manufacturers rathcr
intent on achieving a uniform response
than just among its direct competitors. A toy train probably does not
compete with a Barbie doll , and a Barbie probably does not compete with
toys for two- year-olds.

As my colleagues

seem to recognize ' a

manufacturer of infants ' and toddlcrs ' toys is likely to be largely indifferent

to whether a manufacturer of older children s toys abides by TRU' s policy,
and thus a manufacturer is unlikely to care whether toy producers in general
arrive at " a uniform , joint reaction to TRU's policy. " It taxes credulity to
assert that " a unifoDT , joint reaction " was vital from each manufacturer
perspective.
Other evidence further undermines the theory of a horizontal boycott
involving the manufacturers. For instance , when certain manufacturers

went back on their commitment to TRU and sold product to the clubs
7 Other portions
of the majority opinion suffer from similar problems. A MatteI document
of itscompetitors. The quoted
statement could just as we!! simply mean that MatteI conditioned acceding to TRU's demands on an
docs not necessarily prove that MatteI entered into an agreement with any

understanding that MatteI' s competitors would not sell
31 et seq. shows that TRC ably played manufacturers

to clubs. Further discussion in the text
off against

prove that the manufacturers agreed among themselves on a course

(id.

one another but docs not necessarily
of action. ( ) Footnote 30 discusses

various manufacturers ' efforts to monitor what their competitors were doing about the clubs -- efforts
that one would expect the manufacturers to undertake in contemplation of bowing to TRU's pressure
irrespective of whether they formed a horizontal agreement.
The opinion s observation that " the toy manufacturers did not adopt the ' club policy ' until they
, but not
(id. at 62) shows consciously parallel
that
TRU
wants
the
comfort
of
knowing
acting
arone
If
a
manufacturer
,
behavior.
necessarily collusive

knew or had been assured of the others ' responses

is applying the same rule to all manufacturers , then naturally the manufacturer will balk at adopting the
club policy until TRU gives it the desired reassurance.
ld
9 Id.

at 29.

at 2-
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behind TRU' s back , TRU tried to bring these wayward firms back into line

with the club policy. Ifthere really was a horizontal agreement to boycott
the clubs , why was so much prodding and cajoling on TRU' s part necessary
to secure obedience? The answer is that the commitments all ran vertically,
not horizontally. The glue that held TRU' s scheme together was each
manufacturer s individual decision not to cross its most important
customer s interests.

A recent appellate decision helps illustrate the problems with the
majority s finding ofa horizontal conspiracy. In
Rossi v. Standard Roofing,
Inc. No. 97- 5185 1998 U. S. App. LEXIS 2191 I (3d Cir. Sept. 9 1998)-cited at several points in my colleagues ' opinion -- the court of appeals
considered plaintiff roofing distributor s allegations that it was the victim
of a boycott organized by its direct competitors (and including certain
manufacturers of roofing materials). The court of appeals determined that
Rossi had presented suffcient evidence against two of its horizontal

competitors (Standard Roofing and Arzee Roofing Supply) and against
manufacturer GAF Corporation to survive those defendants ' motions for
summary judgment.
The evidence of horizontal conspiracy in
Rossi
stands in stark contrast
to the evidence in the present case. Rossi was a price-cutting distributor

who earned the enmity of its direct competitors , including Standard and

Arzee. Standard and Arzee instigated and orchestrated

the boycott

including persuading key supplier GAF to withhold product from Rossi.
The court of appeals describes in detail the substantial proof that Standard
and Arzee agreed
between themselves
to design a plan that would remove
Rossi as a threat to their pricing equilibrium and prevailed upon GAF to go
along with their plan.
In contrast , the evidence against TRU and the toy manufacturers on the
horizontal issue is much less substantial. The prime mover behind any plot
against the club stores was unmistakably TRU
acting alone rather than (as
in Rossi)
the victims ' direct competitors acting in concert.
Rossi
would be
a good model for finding a horizontal agreement in the present case if, for
example , we had evidence that TRU conspired with Wal- Mart , Target , or
other retailers to deprive the clubs of desirable toys. But that is not this
case. Instead ,

we have good evidence that toy manufacturers capitulated
one- by-one to TRU's threats and pressure , and we have essentially no

evidence that the manufacturers reached an agreement among themselves.
The inquiries and reassurances between TRU and the toy manufacturers
on which so much of the majority s horizontal conclusion rests , do not
suffice to plug this evidentiary gap.
In summary, I agree with my colleagues ' condemnation of the vertical
restraints in this case. Further , I do not take issue with the principal thrust
of the majority s legal analysis. 1 am simply unable to find a horizontal
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boycott on the basis of this evidence. The gaps and ambiguities in the
record require that I dissent from the conclusion that TRU orchestrated an
anti competitive horizontal agreement.

